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Thesis Abstract 
This thesis argues that stuckness is a central trope in all of Mervyn Peake's extended works 
of fiction and that most of Peake's male characters become stuck at critical points in their 
lives. M y exploration of stuckness is multidisciplinary, and I include analyses of Peake's two 
picture story books as well as his novels and novella. 
A major aspect of the trope of stuckness in Peake's fiction is the recurrent figure of the stuck 
man. I argue that this stuck m a n is confronted with either a physical or symbolic mother, a 
confrontation usually signalled by vertical intrusion and imagery of deep water and 
shipwreck, piracy and impalement. To interpret this recurrent motif I use Freudian, Jungian, 
post-Jungian, Lacanian and Kristevan versions of psychoanalytic theory. I justify this set of 
approaches in m y second chapter, where I argue for the virtues of eclectic psychoanalytic 
literary criticism. 
While I focus on the stuck m a n motif, m y thesis ranges more widely than this. Mr. Pye, 
Letters from a Lost Uncle, Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor and (to a lesser extent) 
Titus Alone have been critically neglected in comparison with Titus Groan and 
Gormenghast. I therefore give extended psychoanalytic readings of the picture story books 
and Mr. Pye in separate chapters, and give three chapters of the thesis to aspects of the much 
longer Titus Alone. With Titus Groan and Gormenghast, I feel less need to extend m y 
argument beyond the trope of stuckness. In discussing the Gormenghast novels, I distinguish 
between "stuckness" and "adherence" as in adherence to the castle's rituals and differentiate 
the unchanging depiction of Peake's caricatured characters from the crises of stuckness 
experienced psychologically and physically by the stuck m e n with w h o m m y thesis is 
centrally concerned. I further discuss "adherence" in terms of literary genre, and mount an 
argument that Peake's fiction can be regarded as generically stuck when most formulaic and 
cliched. 
I also consider moral stuckness in Peake's later fiction, Boy in Darkness, Mr. Pye and 
Titus Alone. Moral stuckness, I argue, is the form that stuckness takes in Peake's fiction 
when male characters act, as opposed to psychological and physical stuckness which are 
characterised by inaction or retreat from action. 
I demonstrate the pervasiveness of the trope of stuckness throughout Peake's fiction, as 
well as exploring the variety, wit and comic inventiveness of its manifestations. 
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I first came across Mervyn Peake's books as a child of eight or nine, given free access to m y 
father's library. I remember reading Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor and the three 
Titus books at that time, and experiencing a series of small shocks as I read. I made m y way 
through many other books from m y father's library, and at the time m y reading experience of 
them felt complete even though, in hindsight, I realize how little I understood of them. It was 
only in the case of Peake and Homer that m y reading pleasure was repeatedly thwarted by 
exasperating, unsolvable problems. W h o , or what, were these characters? What were they up 
to, and why? If I had known the term then, I would have said that I lacked some crucial 
context, and knew that I lacked it, whereas all the missing contexts for the other writers I 
encountered as a child, such as Dostoevsky, Colette and Compton-Burnett, did not disturb 
m y enjoyment of their texts. Nothing occurred to m e to do about m y problems with Peake 
and Homer but to press on and hope that the pages I was yet to read would help; but m y 
determination did not solve m y difficulties. In the case of Homer, I went on to study classical 
Greek language and literature and read the poems in the original Greek so that I could 
understand more fully. Peake I avoided for years, not knowing what pathway might bring m e 
to better understanding. I trained to become a psychotherapist and began to explore Jungian 
ideas with m y clients. I started to apply Freudian and Kristevan theory to the literature I 
taught at university, and still I avoided Peake. It was not until I was approached by the 
editors of the Dictionary of Literary Biography's volume on children's books 1945-60 with 
an invitation to write a chapter on Mervyn Peake, that I found myself reading his books once 
more. The oddities that had exasperated me, now began to make psychological sense, and I 
challenged myself to come to terms with Peake, using all the psychoanalytic skills I had 
acquired: this thesis is the outcome. I write it in order to gain a professional qualification; I 
have published much of it during m y candidature to engage in debate with other Peake 
critics; but I write it also for m y eight or nine year old self, to honour m y promise to myself 
that one day I would find a way to understand this amazing, daunting, mystifying, attractive, 
exasperating, unforgettable author and illustrator, Mervyn Peake. 
The most fully explored area of Peake criticism has been not psychoanalytic but 
biographical, including m y own study of Peake as a writer for children in the Dictionary of 
Literary Biography. Critics such as Laurence Bristow-Smith have traced connections 
between Peake's childhood in China and his writings.1 Tanya Gardiner-Scott has written 
extensively about Peake's war-time experiences and their influence on his work, on Titus 
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Alone in particular. Her Mervyn Peake: The Evolution of a Dark Romantic, a study of the 
Titus books, is the only full-length literary study of Peake so far published. A case has been 
convincingly established by Gardiner-Scott and other critics for Peake as a writer and 
illustrator w h o assimilated his o w n experiences extensively into his work, from vividly 
remembered childhood in China to nightmare adult impressions of a concentration camp. M y 
readings of Peake's fiction in this thesis are complementary to these biographical studies. I 
explore connections between Peake's life and his writings in one chapter only, dealing with 
Titus Alone and the Holocaust, where it pertains to m y study of moral stuckness. Here I set 
out to demonstrate that allusions to the Holocaust are far more prevalent in the book than has 
been previously acknowledged. M y argument builds on previous biographical criticism, 
especially Gardiner-Scott's work. 
The other area of Peake studies that has been most thoroughly explored by critics 
has been Peake's painterly imagination as a writer, for example, his use of chiaroscuro2 and 
of colours.3 In m y study of Peake's picture story books, I analyse his illustrations closely, 
and I touch on the possible influence of Peake's practice as a picture story book writer and 
illustrator upon Titus Groan. A s with the biographical, however, the painterly aspects of 
Peake's prose are not the focus of m y study; nor are the relationships between his 
illustrations and his other art-works, a field of inquiry that has barely begun to be developed. 
Even within the field of psychoanalytic literary criticism, I make no claims for inclusiveness, 
though I can claim to be the first critic to develop a psychoanalytic study dealing with each 
of Peake's novels and picture story books. M y thesis concentrates on what I would argue to 
be the central problem of Peake's fiction, the point of stuckness for many of his male 
characters beyond which they are unable to develop psychologically or move physically, and 
at which many of his books break off. To establish this reading of his work is the central aim 
of m y thesis. 
A study of the Peakian stuck m a n is central to m y thesis, but the trope of stuckness 
in Peake's work has further aspects. Gormenghast society's collective adherence to ritual can 
be interpreted as a different form of stuckness: in chapter 41 differentiate it from the 
individual male characters' stuckness and draw analogies between this collective adherence 
to meaningless ritual and a tendency in Peake's prose towards cliche and over-formulaic 
following of generic convention. In chapter 12,1 argue for a moral dimension to stuckness 
with particular regard to Titus Alone. M y thesis analyses the trope of stuckness as both a 
psychological and an ethical theme. I look outside the parameters of psychoanalytic theory in 
exploring the books' topographies and argue for a set of structures associated with 
psychological and physical stuckness. Also outside the parameters of psychoanalytic theory, 
I analyse narrative stuckness in the form of cliche and generic formula, differentiating this 
from the characteristic pattern of imagery and set of structures associated with a Peakian 
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male character's stuckness, a pattern that is varied at each occurrence. M y thesis is thus 
multidisciplinary, with a central emphasis on psychoanalytic exploration. 
To conduct a multidisciplinary interrogation of a set of literary texts is by no means 
a novel procedure. Post-Freudian literary criticism has often combined psychoanalytic 
elements with other forms of criticism. Kelly Hurley's The Gothic Body, for instance, 
analyses aspects of the Gothic genre using, among other approaches, Kristevan theory of the 
abject. Ned Lukacher's Primal Scenes includes interdisciplinary interpretations of literature, 
drawing on philosophy and Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytic theories. Julia Kristeva is 
both a psychoanalytic theorist and a literary critic; in The Sense and Non-sense of Revolt, for 
instance, she builds her literary interpretations from (among other disciplines) etymology, 
politics, history and philosophy. I a m encouraged to conduct m y own multidisciplinary 
investigation of the trope of stuckness in Peake's work by Kristeva's example. 
It is a partially psychoanalytic reading of Peake's works that I propose, and not a 
psychoanalysis of Peake himself.41 argue for no simple correspondence between the 
psychology of the works and their author and illustrator's psyche. At the centre of m y 
psychoanalytic reading of Peake's work is the recurring plight of his male characters when 
confronted with either the physical or symbolic mother. I take this to be central because (as I 
demonstrate in the body of m y thesis) it occurs in each of his novels, sometimes more than 
once, and concludes both his earliest substantial fragment of a novel, the posthumously 
published "Mr. Slaughterboard," and his last published novel, Titus Alone (as I argue in m y 
chapter on Boy in Darkness). At this point, usually signalled by imagery of flood and 
shipwreck, Peake's male characters tend either to retreat or to become physically or 
psychologically stuck, unable to move at all, losing their capacity for human speech or 
lapsing into silence, and literally or symbolically dying.5 All of these outcomes I class as 
forms of stuckness as the characters find themselves unable to advance (whether physically, 
verbally or psychologically) beyond the point of confrontation. 
"Stuckness" is not a term in c o m m o n use in either psychoanalytic or literary theory, 
and I have chosen it for this reason. In m y following chapter, I set out m y justification for 
choosing an eclectic set of psychoanalytic approaches rather than following a single 
psychoanalytic model; in order to span the range of psychoanalytic theories that I make use 
of in this thesis, I wanted a term that was not specific to any. "Stuckness," as I use the term, 
encompasses both psychological symptoms such as compulsive repetition and physical 
symptoms such as the inability to move forwards. It covers the psychoanalytic territory of 
defence mechanisms and the physical facts of stumbling, falling and dying. "Stuckness" also 
pertains to the Kristevan abject as it simultaneously fascinates and repels. The findings of m y 
thesis, synthesised from a variety of theoretical approaches, require new terms, not so closely 
associated with any one of the psychoanalytic theories of which I make use as to privilege it. 
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"Stuckness" is such a term, and m y thesis demonstrates its usefulness in the psychoanalytic 
study of Mervyn Peake's fiction, as well as its usefulness in connecting a study of genre, 
moral issues, imagery and psychological patterns. 
I analyse Peake's books in chronological order to demonstrate some easing of 
individual male characters' plights in Peake's later books. In these works there is generally 
less psychological cost to a male character w h o encounters a mother figure, as when Titus 
enjoys a brief love affair with Juno in Titus Alone and she gives him the means of escape at 
the end of the novel. Yet the dread mother in whose presence Peake's male characters 
become dangerously stuck recurs from "Mr. Slaughterboard" at the start of Peake's writing 
career through to the Boy's captivity in Boy in Darkness and to Titus' plight as he is bound 
and blindfolded, near the end of Titus Alone. The relation between Peake's own illnesses 
which finally prevented him from writing and illustrating, and his characters' injuries, 
silences and retreats, is beyond the scope of this thesis, and would require an authoritative 
diagnosis of his medical problems, which now seems unattainable. Rather, m y main concern 
in this study is to explore a psychoanalytic interpretation of Peake's works of fiction. 
M y argument concerning psychological and physical stuckness in Peake's fiction 
depends more on the establishment of patterns than on the demonstration of individual quirks 
of character. In book after book, Peake's male characters fall silent at a threshold. In the case 
of Mr. Pye, the threshold is a cliff that offers the prospect of death. H e finds a means of 
eternal retreat, when his carriage runs off the cliff and he is seen to fly away from Sark's 
indignant population. By ending the book here, Peake invites the reader's speculation about 
what might happen next to Mr. Pye. The ending leaves in doubt how far Mr. Pye has 
liberated himself, and how far he can be understood to flee from one form of stuckness to 
another. Does he physically fall and die as his carriage crashes, and is his winged escape 
therefore a flight of his spirit only? Does he go to join the Great Pal, or the Greek gods? In 
escaping, is he doomed to repeat his misadventures in some other human community, or is 
he consigning himself to eternal exile, or does he achieve apotheosis? There is less 
ambiguity about Sepulchrave's progress to death, metaphorically moving in a ship over the 
deep waters of madness as a stuck man, losing human speech in favour of owl hoots. Captain 
Slaughterboard's life as a pirate is suspended firstly in the prolonged mutual gazes between 
Captain and Yellow Creature, then in their endlessly prolonged idyll on the island. In m y 
chapter on this picture story book, I argue that the threshold silently crossed by the Captain, 
first with gaze, then with touch, is a sexual one. Those who leave the environs of 
Gormenghast, Titus in Gormenghast and Keda in Titus Groan, experience a compulsion to 
return: perhaps Gormenghast's threshold can never be decisively crossed for the last time. I 
argue a case for reading the end of Titus Alone as Titus' final failure to cross the threshold 
away from his mother and his ancestral home; the sense of freedom and maturity with which 
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he is credited here can be understood as being as dubious as Mr. Pye's flight to freedom. 
Titus experiences several protracted threshold moments of entry or escape, and Titus Alone's 
climax, Cheeta's pageant in the Black House, involves his agonising, extended recognition 
that his family history, Gormenghast and his mother, have returned to torment him. H e 
remains a stuck m a n despite having physically distanced himself from castle and mother. 
The endless, pointless replaying of ritual by Gormenghast's other inhabitants never attains a 
resolution beyond which castle life can reinvent itself. Most of the Gormenghast characters 
appear to remain within the environs of the castle for their whole lives. In Peake's early 
story, "Mr. Slaughterboard," unpublished during his lifetime, Mr. Slaughterboard gazes, 
mesmerised and silent, into the depths of the sea above which he seems likely to die. His 
position is replicated, with variants of setting and circumstance, in each of the books that 
Peake published. 
Most of Peake's thresholds in Gormenghast cannot be crossed for a first time, but 
only ritually re-crossed, as the rituals' first enactment is lost in time. Each of the rituals 
enacted in the Gormenghast novels imitates an advance beyond a threshold, but none affords 
a true forward movement to its participants. Rather, those who practise the castle's rituals 
adhere to the traditions of the past. I distinguish adherence from the psychological and 
physical forms of stuckness which are the focus of m y thesis' argument; adherence is a 
matter of ordinary everyday duty for almost all of Gormenghast's inhabitants, not a dread 
change in their circumstances. Gormenghast's volumes of rituals for all occasions contain all 
contingencies and protect against change except, perhaps, against the ending of the ruling 
line of Groan—for it is on Groan precedent that all these rituals seem to be based. 
M a n y of Peake's male characters experience stuckness and some form of death, 
literal or symbolic, but his books are not altogether grim. Their camp humour, both verbal 
and visual, the characters' eccentricities and the liveliness of Peake's imagery, all ensure that 
the texts themselves are entertaining. In psychoanalytic terms, though, they are constrained 
by most of the significant male characters' failure to move beyond their point of stuckness. 
Peake's fictional world is limited physically by his settings (the self-contained world of 
Gormenghast, the pirate ships, the Arctic waste, Sark island, the Lamb's domain) but such 
physical constraints add to the books' intensity. The psychological constraints within 
Peake's fiction, manifested in his characters' inability to go beyond certain boundaries, are 
more impoverishing, when considered in a psychoanalytic context, whether it be the lack of 
Jungian individuation or the symptoms of Freudian fixation and repetition compulsion. In 
becoming stuck or retreating, his male characters consistently fail to resolve their problems. 
With the exception of Mr. Flay, none of them goes beyond distaste, fear or mockery of 
women. Fuchsia, Cheeta, the Thing and Keda, female characters who attempt to move 
beyond their prescribed limits, escape into literal or symbolic death, not into new life. With 
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the partial exception of Juno, Peake's mother figures are viewed with repugnance or dread 
by the books' male characters; falling into their embrace is equivalent to dying. The negative 
maternal lurks in every martyr, including the wretched turtle-dog ofLetters from a Lost 
Uncle, in Swelter and the Lamb as monstrous nurturers and in the two mothers who abandon 
their children. Titus' mother rejects her son at birth, and the Thing's mother, Keda, abandons 
her child by committing suicide. Perhaps Mr. Pye is off to meet God, as he flies away from 
the hunt on Sark; if there is a god in this sardonic novel, it is a trickster god who neither 
loves nor nurtures, and who lacks any maternal qualities. Peake's fiction is magnificently 
deviant in its memorably expanding architecture,6 its caricatures and sexual innuendo, but it 
holds back from probing the depths of the psyche and does not touch the heart. 
I extend m y study of Peake's stuck men, and the mothers who threaten to engulf 
them, to consider the obsessive iteration of his imagery more generally, as well as other 
repeated patterns of behaviour and setting in his books, such as the surprising number of 
accidents that happen to people who come into contact with Mr. Pye, or the phallic piratical 
equipment of Captain Slaughterboard. Not all such repetitions can be counted among 
instances of psychological or physical stuckness as I define the term at the start of m y third 
chapter, for some of them are the characters' ordinary everyday reality rather than a dread 
disturbance of their lives. Such iterations of everyday oddity and profusion contribute to the 
comic exuberance of Peake's verbal and visual texts, as do his whimsical and grotesque 
elaborations on the ever-expanding buildings of Gormenghast. 
As well as the psychological threshold at which so many of Peake's male characters 
become stuck, there are paradoxical elements of stuckness in human bodies that change their 
form in Mr. Pye and Boy in Darkness. The transgression of bodily boundaries between 
human and non-human should not be mistaken for a move towards freedom, or integration, 
or beauty by Peake's part-human characters. Boy in Darkness' Lamb, for instance, debases 
the body with his experiments in eliciting the animal from within the human. His products 
are deformed human beings or animals hampered by the remnants of their humanity, bound 
by pain to the Lamb's service, and far from beautiful. O f all Peake's part-human characters, 
Gormenghast's Thing is the most free and beautiful, but this comes at the cost of human 
language and community. 
In addition to subverting boundaries on the smaller scale of individual bodies and the 
larger scale of settings, Peake subverts the boundaries of genre. I argue for a form of 
narrative stuckness in some of Peake's fictional writings, that can be detected in the use of 
cliche and over-reliance on generic formulae. Such stuckness is comparatively rare in 
Peake's work. More often, his books resist generic classification. His picture story books, 
Captain Slaughterboard and Letters from a Lost Uncle, cannot be understood as works for a 
child audience only. Their outrageous sexual jokes are directed to a knowing adult audience,7 
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able to recognise the penis in the form of a trouser-leg or a cannon, or the implication of 
homosexuality in a pirate's elegantly drooping fingers. While Letters from a Lost Uncle has 
been hitherto ignored by literary critics and Captain Slaughterboard taken to be an 
unproblematic example of literature for children,8 the generic classification of Peake's four 
novels has been vigorously debated. I argue that Mr. Pye is considerably more subversive of 
genre (including Mr. Pye's own preferred genre, Christian allegory) than has hitherto been 
recognised by critics. None of Peake's books can be categorised within a single genre. 
Instead, they subvert generic convention, and his prose is at its weakest when generically 
most conventional, as in the melodramatic Keda scenes of Titus Groan. In the second of m y 
chapters on Titus Groan I put the case for nonsense as a genre that pervades much of this 
novel, that can "take you by the hand and lead you nowhere."9 Nonsense is arguably Peake's 
antidote to stylistic stuckness in his fiction. 
The most pressing critical question concerning Titus Alone precedes issues of genre. 
Is this book a collection of fragments only, never properly put together by reason of Peake's 
failing health? I argue in m y chapters on Titus Alone that the novel's coherence is achieved 
by means of imagery and the patterning of repeated behaviour, m y chief example of which is 
the constellation of images and the pattern of behaviour that characterise the Peakian stuck 
man in this work as throughout Peake's oeuvre. Three chapters of m y thesis are devoted to 
aspects of Titus Alone: the book's symbolic topography, vertical intrusion and the maternal 
seductive; its treatment of the maternal, water, mirrors and smells; and its Holocaust 
imagery. I add to the definition of psychological and physical stuckness as proposed in 
chapter 3 of m y thesis by demonstrating the recurrence of vertical intrusion in episodes of 
stuckness in this novel and throughout Peake's fiction, and demonstrate the symbolic 
significance of mirrors as Titus Alone's particular development of the general Peakian 
imagery of deep water in which male characters are at risk of drowning. A further chapter on 
Boy in Darkness interprets this novella in the contexts of Cheeta's pageant in Titus Alone's 
Black House and Titus' birthday celebrations in Gormenghast. I end this chapter by debating 
the finality of Titus' turning away from the castle at the end of Titus Alone. Peake asserts 
that Titus has gained freedom and maturity, but the imagery points to a different conclusion: 
I argue that Titus is still stuck, unable to move forwards, to face the mother, as so many of 
Peake's other characters have remained stuck before him. The body of m y thesis concludes 
with a study of moral stuckness in Titus Alone, with regard to Holocaust imagery. Here I 
make explicit a pattern of doubt that is apparent from "Mr. Slaughterboard" onwards, such 
that no moral structure based on opposites such as good and evil is sustainable. 
The other chapters of m y thesis are devoted to single works or pairs of works: a 
chapter on Captain Slaughterboard and "Mr. Slaughterboard" that proposes a Freudian 
reading of Mr. Slaughterboard's physical stuckness and of Captain Slaughterboard's love for 
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the Yellow Creature as fixation; a chapter on ritual adhesion and issues of generic stuckness 
in Titus Groan and another proposing a Kristevan reading of stuckness in Titus Groan in 
terms of the abject; a study of those male characters w h o survive stuckness in Titus Groan 
and Gormenghast; a chapter on stuckness and compulsive repetition in Letters from a Lost 
Uncle; a chapter proposing a Jungian reading of stuckness and inflation as a response to 
stuckness in Mr. Pye. One of m y aims has been to redress a severe imbalance in Peake 
criticism. Almost all literary criticism of Peake's books has been concerned with the Titus 
series. Little attention has been given to Mr. Pye, and almost none, beyond the 
bibliographical, to the two picture story books. I have given considerably more space to 
discussing the Titus books than to the other three, in acknowledgement of the richness of 
their imagery, the number of their characters and the intricacies of their plots and settings; 
but I have affirmed the significance of Peake's other books by devoting specific chapters to 
them. 
I restrict m y study to Peake's novels, his novella Boy in Darkness and the picture 
story books out of methodological considerations. Fascinating and neglected though his 
illustrations of other writers' works are, a study of Peake's illustrations to Bleak House, Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Ancient Mariner, Treasure Island or The Hunting of the Snark 
would entail close analysis of the influence on Peake both of each author and of previous 
illustrators such as Tenniel and Dore.10 So, too, Peake's nursery rhyme illustrations and 
nonsense verse stand in a well-defined literary and artistic tradition that itself requires close 
analysis in any extended literary criticism of these texts. (In chapter 5 of m y thesis, I do, 
however, analyse the nonsense verses embedded in Titus Groan.) Stuckness can be 
demonstrated in Peake's lyrics and short stories, but they lack his more extended fictions' 
development of psychological issues. Peake's radio and theatre plays require consideration 
in terms of the exigencies of their respective media, in particular Peake's modification of The 
Wit to Woo in order to have it staged. His fictions labour under few such constraints.11 It is 
thus in the novels, novella and picture story books that Peake's trope of stuckness can be 
most cogently argued, and its centrality to his fictional art best established, as later chapters 
in m y thesis will demonstrate. 
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redundant flesh and getting down to a spare, muscular body." Gordon Smith, Mervyn Peake: A Personal 
Memoir (London: Victor Gollancz, 1984), 104. 
Psychoanalytic Perspectives 
As with Freud, Jung, Kristeva, Hillman and Lacan, my therapeutic practice informs my 
literary criticism. I find the challenges of Peake's fictions much like the challenges of 
psychotherapy. In one book a series of outrageously phallic jokes is intimated; in another, 
disgust is viscerally evoked; in two books, the distinction between good and evil is called 
into question; in another, characters repeatedly look into mirrors. To explore the stuck m a n 
motif, I had the choice either to apply one form of psychoanalytic theory throughout m y 
thesis, sustaining and developing a Lacanian, or Jungian, or Kristevan, or Freudian reading, 
for instance, or to choose the theory that most fully accounted for a given text's 
psychological peculiarities. A s in m y psychotherapeutic practice, I chose a more eclectic set 
of approaches. Ruth Parkin-Gounelas' Literature and Psychoanalysis: Intertextual Readings 
offers a precedent for eclectic psychoanalytic literary criticism in her testing of "ways in 
which different configurations of post-Freudian psychoanalytic theory, from sources as 
diverse as Lacan, Klein, Riviere, Kristeva, Abraham and Torok, and Bion, provide structures 
through which to read literary texts."1 To include theorists such as Jung and Hillman along 
with Freud and French post-Freudians,2 as I do in m y analysis of Peake's fiction, is an 
unusual manoeuvre in psychoanalytic literary criticism, though not entirely unprecedented. 
N o single psychoanalytic approach does justice to the range of Peake's fiction. The two 
picture story books abound in innuendo which Freudian theory is best equipped to explore. 
In the case of Swelter, Titus Groan's disgustingly gross cook, and the repulsive smells of the 
mysterious factory in Titus Alone, Kristevan theory of the abject offers the deepest 
psychoanalytic understanding of disgust, and it has much to say on the topic of food that 
illuminates Titus Groan's kitchen scenes. The concept of inflation in Jungian theory is 
particularly illuminating with regard to the stumbles, falls and flight that occur in Mr. Pye, 
and a Jungian reading best teases out the mythic allusions of this comic tale. The uses of 
mirrors in Titus Alone accord well with Lacanian theory of the mirror stage. The chapters of 
m y thesis argue for patterns of imagery and topography within and across Peake's books; the 
psychoanalytic theories that I use to interpret these patterns are each sensitive to a different 
range of such patterns. M y choice of an eclectic psychoanalytic approach can thus be 
justified by the need to preserve the specificity and heterogeneity of Peake's texts. 
At the heart of m y readings of Peake's works is an exploration of the trope of 
stuckness. This I establish primarily by close reading of the texts, demonstrating a similar 
constellation of images (ship, impalement, drowning, water, pirates, mother) and a frequent 
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motif of vertical intrusion in Peake's books when a male character faces an impossible 
situation. It is in the interpretation of this constellation of imagery that the psychoanalytic 
argument of m y thesis coheres; however, as noted in m y introductory chapter, m y thesis 
extends its investigation of stuckness beyond the psychoanalytic. 
The relationship between psychoanalysis and literature has been much debated,4 as 
has the question of which aspects of literature are the proper subject of psychoanalytic 
criticism.5 Shoshana Felman argues in favour of the interpenetration of literary and 
psychoanalytic analysis of each other's domain6 and demonstrates such interpenetration in 
her "Turning the Screw of Interpretation."7 In this thesis I do not attempt any such critical 
literary readings of the theoretical texts on which m y readings of stuckness in Peake's fiction 
are based, though there exists in these theoretical texts an abundance of material upon which 
such a study might base itself, like Lacan's metaphor of armouring which I quote later in this 
chapter. Literary analysis of stuckness in the works of Freud and the other theorists to w h o m 
I refer in this thesis, while a valuable and fascinating study, would make up in its o w n right 
another weighty thesis, to which m y analysis of the trope of stuckness in Peake's fiction 
would serve as prolegomena. 
Within the field of psychoanalytic criticism of literature, four main categories are 
evident: the psychobiographical, the psychoanalysis of character, the psychoanalysis of 
reader response and the text and the psychoanalysis of a text's rhetorical and aesthetic 
features.81 a m in accord with Brooks' argument against the first three of these categories 
insofar as their practitioners tend to displace "the object of analysis from the text."9 As part 
of m y psychoanalytic interpretations of aspects of Peake's texts, I propose psychoanalytic 
readings of fictional characters as representations of human beings constructed as having 
psychological elements, rather than the reductionist approach which Brooks deplores. I tie 
m y psychoanalytic interpretations to a very close reading of the texts' rhetorical features, in 
particular to their metaphors and topographies, and constantly refer to the textual 
construction of characters' stuckness through Peake's use of metaphor. 
Jungian theory poses particular difficulties with respect to Brooks' preferred 
category of psychoanalytic literary analysis. Jung states in his essay, "On the Relation of 
Analytic Psychology to Poetry," that "only that aspect of art which consists in the process of 
artistic creation can be a subject for psychological study."101 am, however, encouraged to 
apply Jungian theory to plot, characters and non-human elements in Peake's books, when I 
turn from Jung's theoretical statements to his actual analysis of literature. H e often cites 
Rider Haggard's She as a fine literary representation of the projected anima,11 and in 
commenting on the Epic ofGilgamesh, he interprets both Gilgamesh's befriending of Enkidu 
and the death of Enkidu in terms of the psychoanalysis of fictional characters: 
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H e has conquered the reaction of his unconscious by cunning and will-power and he persuades his 
opponent that they are really friends and that they can work together. N o w things are going worse than 
ever... 
[the death of Enkidu] means that the conscious separates from the unconscious altogether; the 
unconscious withdraws from the field, and Gilgamesh is n o w alone and overcome with grief.12 
Jung's most extended venture into psychoanalytic interpretation of character and plot occurs 
in his discussion of Longfellow's Hiawatha, where he moves between an archetypal 
interpretation and close attention to the unconscious workings of Hiawatha's psyche: 
a considerable quantity of libido which till now was unconscious has suddenly been either transferred 
to nature or withdrawn from it. At any rate, some crucial change has taken place in the general direction 
of feeling, consisting apparently in a regression of libido .... The glamour of this feeling for her is 
transferred to other objects in the child's environment, and from them there emanate in later years those 
magical, blissful feelings which are characteristic of the earliest memories of childhood. When, 
therefore, Hiawatha hides himself again in the lap of nature, what he is doing is to reawaken the 
relationship to the mother.. .13 
As well as modelling m y Jungian approach to Peake's fiction on Jung's o w n practice, I a m 
encouraged to apply Freudian theory to fictional characters by Freud's o w n example in his 
essay on "Delusions and Dreams in Jensen's Gradiva." Here he begins by explicitly 
extending his theory of dream interpretation to fictional dreams, "dreams created by 
imaginative writers and ascribed to invented characters in the course of a story,"14 and 
proceeds to analyse "Norbert Hanold and Zoe Bertgang, in all their mental manifestations 
and activities, as though they were real people."15 O f the other psychoanalytic theorists 
whose approaches I adopt in the course of this thesis, both Lacan and Kristeva speak 
approvingly of the analysis of fictional character in the course of a psychoanalytic 
interpretation of a fictional text. Answering the question, "What sort of reading does 
psychoanalysis permit," Kristeva speaks in an interview of "the interplay of plots, the 
ambiguity of characters, and the immersion of signs in sensations."1 Even Lacan, in the 
midst of his analysis of Poe's The Purloined Letter, asks whether Poe's effects might "justify 
our referring, without malice, to a number of imaginary heroes as real characters." These 
theorists' approaches to the analysis of literary characters imply that analysis of living people 
differs little from the analysis of literary characters. Hillman says of his attitude to the 
psychoanalysis of living people that: 
all these explanations of human life are for m e fictions, fantasies. I like to engage them on that level, 
but only as fictions, as archetypal fantasies. They may have therapeutic value, like any story can have.18 
Characters in a book cannot present fresh evidence on repeated reading and cannot answer 
the reader's questions, while the lives of human beings cannot be re-played in the sense that 
a book can be re-read. Nevertheless, I a m in agreement with Hillman's statements here and, 
like him, find m y processes of interpreting literary characters and living human beings 
mutually informing and not fundamentally dissimilar. 
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While the psychoanalysis of literary characters is not currently in critical favour, it 
has always had its champions. Roy Huss, for example, uses an eclectic post-Freudian 
approach to the psychological interpretation of character in The Mindscapes of Art: 
Dimensions of the Psyche in Fiction, Drama and Film.19 More recently, Bernard Paris argues 
for the psychoanalytic interpretation of literary characters in his Imagined Human Beings: A 
Psychological Approach to Character and Conflict in Literature™ where he presents 
chapters of literary character analysis based on the theories of Karen Horney. In A Jungian 
Approach to Literature2^ Bettina Knapp proposes psychoanalytic readings of fictional 
characters, most notably in her chapter on The Bacchants. Such critics offer a precedent for 
m y process of interpreting literary character. 
Brooks argues that the strength and value of "hypotheses of construal [are proven] 
when they produce more text, when they create in the text previously unperceived networks 
of relation and significance, finding confirmation in the extension of the narrative and 
semantic web."221 have aimed, in this thesis, to create just such previously unperceived 
networks of relation and significance in m y psychoanalytic readings of the constellation of 
imagery and topography associated with the figure of the Peakian stuck man. 
Each of the psychoanalytic theorists whose work I use offers a different overall view 
of human capacities and potential, with Jung the most optimistic about the possibilities of 
progressively (though never completely) integrating the parts of the psyche in the course of a 
lifetime (a process which he terms "individuation"): 
Psychology therefore culminates of necessity in a developmental process which is peculiar to the 
psyche and consists in integrating the unconscious contents into consciousness. This means that the 
psychic human being becomes a whole ... it is a relatively rare occurrence, which is experienced only 
by those w h o have gone through the wearisome, but, if the unconscious is to be integrated, 
indispensable business of coming to terms with the unconscious components of the personality.23 
In contrast, Freud is pessimistic about the prospects of human happiness and argues against 
the possibility of psychological wholeness: 
w e see this same ego as a poor creature owing service to three masters and consequently menaced by 
three dangers: from the external world, from the libido of the id, and from the severity of the super-ego 
... Through its work of identification and sublimation it gives the death instincts in the id assistance in 
gaining control over the libido, but in so doing it runs the risk of becoming the object of the death 
instincts and of itself perishing ... its struggle against the libido exposes it to the danger of 
maltreatment and death.24 
Lacan puts forward a fairly grim view of the post mirror phase ego as not only perpetually 
afflicted with desire that can never achieve full satisfaction but also always fragmented 
because of the nature of language. Lacan speaks, for example, of: 
the structure of the subject as discontinuity in the real. If linguistics enables us to see the signifier as the 
determinant of the signified, analysis reveals the truth of this relation by making 'holes' in the meaning 
of the determinants of its discourse.25 
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In his essay on the mirror phase, Lacan argues that human beings' sense of their own identity 
is founded on a false equation between the mirrored body and the body being mirrored which 
entails that ego consciousness is always unauthentic and hence psychic integration is 
impossible. Lacan's unauthentic subject has a very different meaning from the authentic 
"self to which Jungian individuation aspires. According to Lacan, humans build their sense 
of self on a mirage: 
the fact is that the total form of the body by which the subject anticipates in a mirage the maturation of 
his power is given to him only as Gestalt, that is to say, in an exteriority in which this form is certainly 
more constituent than constituted...26 
The mirror stage is a drama whose internal thrust is precipitated from insufficiency to anticipation— 
and which manufactures for the subject, caught up in the lure of spatial identification, the succession of 
phantasies that extends from a fragmented body-image to a form of its totality that I shall call 
orthopaedic—and, lastly, to the assumption of the armour of an alienating identity, which will mark 
with its rigid structure the subject's entire mental development.27 
In Desire in Language, Kristeva lauds poetic language as "a laboratory where, facing 
philosophy, knowledge, and the transcendental ego of all signification, the impossibility of a 
signified or signifying identity is being sustained."28 Here again, there is no theoretical basis 
for integration of the human unconscious with consciousness. Like Freud and Lacan, 
Kristeva argues against a developmental framework that might result in an integrated self. 
Were Peake to represent his characters as individuating, such disagreements between 
Jungian and archetypal theory on the one hand and Freudian and post-Freudian theory on the 
other hand, would pose a serious objection to m y eclectic method. As I argue in chapter 12, 
however, even the character whose life is followed most closely from birth to adulthood in 
Peake's fiction, Titus Groan, cannot be understood as individuating in a Jungian sense. The 
major psychological theme of Peake's fictional oeuvre, as I demonstrate throughout m y 
chapters, is stuckness. 
M y bringing to bear of a variety of psychoanalytic theories onto instances of 
stuckness in Peake's fiction is not to be understood as denying the very significant grounds 
on which these theorists disagree. From a Freudian point of view, for instance, Jung denies 
some of the fundamentals of psychoanalytic theory when he rejects the concepts of infant 
sexuality and the psychosexual stages of development.29 Jung's concept of libido, as 
articulated in his Symbols of Transformation, is far more comprehensive than that of Freud. 
Both theorists hypothesise a collective unconscious, as I argue below, but their hypotheses 
differ as the nature and psychological importance of the collective unconscious. Jung extends 
his description of the shadow well beyond the repressed sexual materials of the Freudian 
unconscious.30 From a Jungian perspective, Freud's theories fail to acknowledge the spiritual 
and religious components of the psyche, and focus on the sick, rather than the healthy, 
psyche, so that Freud underestimates the human capacity for integration and self-healing.31 
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From a Freudian and post-Freudian perspective, Jungian claims for integration misapprehend 
the nature of the unconscious. 
According to Freudian theory, the unconscious contains a dangerous mixture of 
instinctual drives and largely sexual components. (After the split with Jung, Freud modified 
this concept of the unconscious from his former emphasis on the sexual.)32 Jungian theory 
has no argument with the Freudian idea of the unconscious, especially in its later version, so 
long as it is understood as a partial description of the human psyche. The Jungian shadow 
assimilates the Freudian unconscious and adds to it. Similarly, Jungian theory assimilates 
and modifies Freudian pessimism. Freud regards civilisation as being under constant threat 
from the unconscious;33 repression is for him a necessary defence for both the individual and 
social good. The Jungian shadow, in contrast, complements the conscious part of the psyche, 
which can gradually become more whole by integrating repressed contents of the shadow 
into consciousness. Despite this optimism, Jung would agree with Freud about the serious 
dangers of repressed unconscious contents irrupting and overwhelming consciousness in 
psychosis. For Jung, the process of exploring the shadow is endless: for Freud, the effort of 
controlling the unconscious is equally unending. 
From a Jungian perspective, Freudian theory is limited in its focus on early 
childhood, and is incorrect in postulating psychosexual stages of development which begin 
with infant sexuality and end with puberty. Jung and the post-Jungians argue that the human 
psyche is capable of development and integration throughout the lifespan. From Jung's 
perspective, Freud's theory is questionable in its attribution of the aetiology of neurosis 
solely to infantile development: 
From the standpoint of this theory, the neurotic appears to be entirely dependent on his infantile past, 
and all his troubles in later life, his moral conflicts and his deficiencies, seem to be derived from the 
powerful influences of that period. " 
Jung criticises Freud's theory of infant sexuality as a projection of adult psychology onto the 
infant psyche: 
W e deceive ourselves if w e think that the two instincts [nutritive and sexual] exist side by side in the 
infant, for then w e project into the psyche of the child an observation taken over from the psychology 
of adults.35 
The expression "polymorphous perverse" has been borrowed from the psychology of neurosis and 
projected backwards into the psychology of the child, where of course it is quite out of place.36 
Jung's charge that Freud projects adult psychology onto the infant psyche is a serious one. If 
Jung is correct, much Freudian and post-Freudian psychoanalytic theory is vitiated. The 
debate about infant sexuality and the early psychosexual stages of development m a y be 
incapable of resolution in real-life terms, so great are the difficulties of research into infant 
and young child psychology, thoughts, dreams, self-awareness and understandings of the 
world. 
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The debate loses its relevance, however, when psychoanalytic theory is used as a 
tool in literary criticism, as in this thesis. In analysing texts created by an adult, a 
psychoanalytic critic need not engage in assessment of the validity of Freud's theory of 
infant sexuality. In literary criticism, it makes no difference to psychoanalytic interpretation 
of a text whether the Freudian psychosexual stages are a product of projections of the adult 
psyche. Thus, in this thesis, I can justify the use of Freudian concepts such as the infant's 
polymorphous perversity,37 in terms of Peake's imagery as an adult author and illustrator, 
without needing to engage in Jung's debate with Freud on infantile sexuality. To go any 
further in exploring the concept of infantile sexuality is beyond the scope of m y study of 
Peake. 
For all their theoretical differences, Freud, Jung, Hillman, Kristeva and Lacan are in 
overall agreement as to the existence of an unconscious component of the human psyche, 
and of psychological mechanisms such as repression and projection that generate part of the 
content of the unconscious. They are also, with the exception of Hillman, in general 
agreement as to the importance of dreams as a means of exploring the unconscious,38 and as 
to the usefulness of psychotherapy.39 All acknowledge that the unconscious is not fully 
knowable. 
Freud's theoretical position with regard to the hypothesis of a collective unconscious 
is closer to Jung's than post-Freudians are usually prepared to admit. The phylogenetic 
speculations in Freud's Totem and Taboo and Moses and Monotheism are little valued by the 
post-Freudians40 (Julia Kristeva is an exception41). In these books Freud proposes a 
collective archaic memory in the human psyche which resembles Jung's collective 
unconscious while being much more exclusively sexual. Since the split between Freud and 
Jung, the archetypal theory of a collective unconscious has been proposed only by the 
Jungians, while post-Freudians tend to pass over Freud's two books on collective archaic 
memory as aberrant. Freud's o w n example, however, indicates that there is nothing in 
Freudian theory intrinsically hostile to the concept of a collective unconscious. 
In Moses and Monotheism, written late in his life, Freud admittedly differentiates his 
position from Jung's: "I do not think w e gain anything from introducing the concept of a 
'collective' unconscious."42 Similarly, Robert Paul argues against equating Freud's concept 
in Totem and Taboo with the Jungian collective unconscious: 
though [Freud] does not think that 'direct communication and tradition' account for the transmission of 
the memories, he does not turn to genetic inheritance, but rather to the encoding of unconscious ideas in 
cultural symbolism, a mode of information storage that, like genetic information but independent of it, 
is transmitted across generations.43 
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A close reading of Freud's two 'cultural books' militates against both Paul and Freud on 
these points. Freud speaks not only of information storage but of an unconscious apparatus 
that can decode such information, and whose existence is only explicable phylogenetically: 
what m a y be operative in an individual's psychical life m a y include not only what he has experienced 
himself but also things that were innately present in him at his birth, elements with a phylogenetic 
origin—an archaic heritage ... only intelligible phylogenetically—by their connection with the 
experience of earlier generations.44 
This elaboration of the claims made earlier in Totem and Taboo for a "collective mind" and 
"the inheritance of psychical dispositions, which, however, need to be given some impetus in 
the life of the individual before they can be roused into actual operation,"45 is remarkably 
close to Jung's hypothesis of the collective unconscious as: 
systems that are organised and ready to function in a specifically human way, and these [the human 
being] owes to millions of years of human development. Just as the migratory and nest-building 
instincts of birds were never learnt or acquired individually, m a n brings with him at birth the ground-
plan of his nature, and not only of his individual nature, but of his collective nature. These inherited 
systems correspond to the human situations that have existed since primeval times.46 
In Re-visioning Psychology, Hillman disputes all versions of psychoanalytic theory 
that postulate both a conscious and an unconscious side to the human psyche. According to 
Hillman, the whole of the human psyche is best understood archetypally. Hillman's 
extension of Jung's theory of the archetypes and the collective unconscious to include 
consciousness and the ego is radically different from Jung's theorisation of consciousness, 
the personal unconscious and the collective unconscious: 
the hero archetype... maintainfs] the heroic attitude towards all events, an attitude n o w so habitual 
that w e have come to call it the "ego", forgetting that it is but another archetypal style.47 
According to Hillman, the persons of myth are to be found everywhere, in depression and 
ecstasy, dream and waking life, reason and imagination. The task of ego consciousness is 
not, as in Freudian theory, to keep much of the id suppressed, nor, as in Jungian theory, to 
integrate parts of the shadow, but to acknowledge the great gods' presence without becoming 
inflated. 
Hillman argues passionately for an archetypal vision of the psyche at the expense of 
the usual psychoanalytic distinction between conscious and unconscious. While an 
archetypal reading of a literary text, Hillman-style, (like the archetypal section of m y chapter 
on Peake's Boy in Darkness) can afford insights of great depth, I do not reinterpret Jungian 
and Freudian theory in wholly archetypal terms as Hillman does. M y aim is rather to utilise 
the insights afforded by a variety of psychoanalytic theories for the purposes of literary 
criticism, while retaining their individual features. I thus accept Hillman's mythic 
understanding of the role of the ego as appropriate from his thoroughgoing archetypal 
perspective, but not as the only possible model. 
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Like Freud, Jung gives relatively little attention to the ego and its power issues, 
putting most of his efforts into establishing a psychology of the unconscious. Lacan offers 
studies of the ego's relationship to power well beyond the range of Freudian, Jungian and 
post-Jungian archetypal theory alike. As well as arguing for a mirror phase in which the 
child attains an unauthentic sense of self, Lacan theorises the child's acquisition of language 
in terms of entry into the patriarchal world, the symbolic order. The unauthentic sense of self 
is the basis for the Lacanian imaginary, the ego-bound state of consciousness in which 
defence mechanisms and aggressivity prevail. 
"Symbol" is a difficult word to define in Lacanian terms. At its simplest, "symbol 
means pact" in which the signifier is neutralised; for example, shields, wheat or lances used 
as objects of symbolic exchange are rendered unusable except in symbolic exchange, the 
shields made too heavy for human use, the lances stuck in the ground, the wheat withering in 
the sheaf.48 
From now on, it is impossible not to make a general theory of the symbol the axis of a new 
classification of the sciences where the sciences of m a n will once more take up their central position as 
sciences of subjectivity. Let m e indicate its basic principle, which, of course, does not preclude further 
elaboration. 
The symbolic function presents itself as a double movement within the subject: man makes an 
object of his action, but only in order to restore to this action in due time its place as a grounding. In 
this equivocation, operating at every instant, lies the whole process of a function in which action and 
knowledge alternate.49 
"Symbolic" is always formulated as "symbolic order" in m y thesis when a Lacanian or 
Kristevan meaning applies. Otherwise, "symbolic," "symbol" and "symbolise" are used in a 
more Jungian sense, one that does not neutralise the signifier and sets no limits on its 
significations: 
The more archaic and "deeper," that is the more physiological, the symbol is, the more collective or 
universal, the more "material" it is. The more abstract, differentiated, and specific it is, and the more its 
nature approximates to conscious uniqueness and individuality, the more it sloughs off its universal 
character. Having finally attained full consciousness, it runs the risk of becoming a mere allegory which 
nowhere oversteps the bounds of conscious comprehension...50 
The Lacanian world of the father can be seen as a social and linguistic retheorising 
of the Freudian super-ego. Instead of the Freudian idea of an introjected voice of conscience, 
derived from parents' prohibitions and commands and then internalised, the Lacanian 
non/nom dupere is a product of language, a set of restrictions willingly obeyed by the child 
eager for the power represented by the father, as opposed to the world before language that is 
represented by a baby's mother.51 A s in Freudian theory, this locus of power is a construct 
(the voice of religion or the sanctions of society) frequently mistaken for absolute reality. To 
inquire whether an absolute reality of good or evil exists, however, beyond social, familial 
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and linguistic constructs, is to move out of psychological territory and into the territory of 
metaphysics, as Jung makes clear.52 
The same objections can be raised to Lacanian theory of the young child's 
psychological development as to Freud's early psychosexual stages: do both project adult 
psychology onto the child's psyche? As with Freudian theory, the question loses relevance if 
claims are made not for the absolute validity of the theory but for its applicability to literary 
texts only. M y use of Lacanian theory in this thesis is brief, amounting to a study of the 
mirror phase in Titus Alone; there is no need to explore the splits between the Lacanian and 
other psychoanalytic schools here, or to consider other aspects of Lacan's theory. 
Kristeva offers psychological insights into disgust unequalled in the works of Freud, 
Jung, Lacan or Hillman, and her prose excels in its evocation of disgust: 
The corpse (or cadaver: cadere, to fall), that which has irremediably come a cropper, is cesspool, and 
death; it upsets even more violently the one w h o confronts it as fragile and fallacious chance. A wound 
with blood and pus, or the sickly, acrid smell of sweat, of decay, does not signify death. In the presence 
of signified death—a flat encephalograph, for instance—I would understand, react, or accept. No, as in 
true theater, without makeup or masks, refuse and corpses show m e what I permanently thrust aside in 
order to live. These body fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life withstands, hardly and with 
difficulty, on the part of death.53 
Kristeva's theme in Powers of Horror is the psychological process of abjection, by which 
the young child achieves some measure of separation from the mother. In this thesis I apply 
Kristevan theory of the abject to Peake's portrayal of the disgusting as embodied and 
experienced by adult male characters, and thus there is no need to pursue questions as to the 
validity of Kristeva's claims about infant psychology, in particular the infant's experience of 
jouissance54 and the absence of a psychological boundary between mother and infant. 
In exploring the child's psychological task of separating from the mother, Kristevan 
theory turns away from the father-dominated Freudian and Lacanian versions of 
psychoanalytic theory towards an emphasis on the role of the mother in the child's 
development. This has affinities with Jung's turning away from Freud's emphasis on the role 
of the father. As Hillman points out: 
In Freudian fantasy the heroic ego, like Oedipus, develops through slaying the father; in Jungian 
fantasy the heroic ego battles for deliverance from the mother. Freud invented the Primal Father of the 
Primal Horde, the stem superego, the fear of castration, and the protective censor. In old age Freud 
wrote on Moses; Jung's late work lauds Mary and Sophia. Freud's early and main pupils were men. 
Jung invented the Great Mother; wrote only one minor paper on the father, but major ones—and 
repeatedly—on the mother and the anima. His early and chief pupils were women. 
A favoured image of separating from the mother in Jung's writings, with their emphasis on 
lifelong psychological development, is that of the (adult or late adolescent) knight facing a 
dragon's threat.56 One of the favoured images in Kristeva's writings, in contrast, is that of the 
baby struggling from the mother's clasp,57 an image that emphasises the sensory immediacy 
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of a literal child's abjection of a literal mother. It is in analysing fictional images of the son 
transfixed by a maternal threat of over-closeness and death that Kristevan and Jungian theory 
find a meeting place in the context of m y exploration of stuckness among Peake's male 
characters. 
M y choice of theorists in this thesis should not be construed as total endorsement of 
any of their versions of psychoanalytic theory. Though I find much to admire in Jungian 
theory, I acknowledge such limitations as Jung's culture-bound remarks about the anima. 
While I have great respect for Freud as a pioneer of psychoanalytic theory, capable of 
brilliant insights, I find the patriarchal nature of his theory, aspects of his treatment of 
patients and his theorising of female sexuality especially regrettable. I find Lacan often 
wilfully obscure as a theorist. Kristeva's theory of abjection investigates an area of the 
psyche unduly neglected by previous psychoanalytic theorists; but, like Freudian and 
Lacanian theory, Kristevan theory reinforces patriarchy by privileging the male child. I have 
already commented upon the difficulties of any form of psychoanalytic theorising of the very 
young child. In the course of m y thesis, I do not attempt to resolve any such major problems 
for psychoanalytic theory. 
Rather, I limit m y psychoanalytic argument in the following chapters to exploring 
aspects of stuckness in m y subject, the fiction of Mervyn Peake. Peake bestows on the infant 
Tims an adult consciousness, raising the same kind of psychological issue as occurs in much 
psychoanalytic theorising of the child psyche. There is no need to go further in this thesis 
than to note the vexed issue that he touches upon here. In the case of Lacan I find the mirror 
phase and the Lacanian unauthentic ego particularly useful concepts for the psychoanalytic 
criticism of Titus Alone. I find Kristeva's concepts of the symbolic order and semiotic chora 
useful in interpreting the plights of Peake's adult characters w h o lose command of language. 
Kristevan theory of the abject is particularly useful in the psychological exploration of 
Peake's stuck m e n in terms of disgust, while Jungian theory is most helpful in exploring the 
conjunction of myth and human psychology in Peake's symbolic mother figures. Beyond 
stuckness, as I repeatedly demonstrate in the following chapters, Peake's stuck m e n rarely 
advance. Survival beyond stuckness is the theme of m y sixth chapter, with the proviso that 
Peake does not elaborate upon the psychological development of those few characters who 
survive. His interests lie more with fall, collapse, obsession and death. The argument of m y 
thesis thus does not extend to include issues of psychological integration and healing because 
these barely feature in Peake's fiction. 
M y thesis thus offers a series of linked readings of Mervyn Peake's fiction, using a 
range of psychoanalytic theory. N o single theoretical point of view is the most appropriate 
for Peake's work. A s a novelist he excels in such painterly effects as shifting viewpoint and 
focal distance. As a critic I aim to do likewise, to enrich and deepen m y reading by using the 
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complementary strengths of psychoanalytic theories that offer insight into the mysteries of 
the human psyche. 
My theoretical argument could go on to discuss the interrelationships between the 
psychoanalytic theories of which I make use, and problematic aspects of these theories, at 
much greater length. My thesis is, however, a work of psychoanalytic literary criticism rather 
than a full-scale work of psychoanalytic theory, and I therefore close my chapter at this 
point, having considered all the versions of psychoanalytic theory that I make use of in this 
thesis, and having offered justification for using them in conjunction to put forward 
complementary readings of different aspects of the trope of stuckness in Peake's fiction. In 
the following chapters I offer a reading of Peake's work making use of one or two 
psychoanalytic perspectives on each text, until the eleventh chapter on Boy in Darkness, 
Titus Alone and Gormenghast where I demonstrate the complementarity of Kristevan, 
archetypal and Freudian readings of stuckness. 
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Aspects of Stuckness in "Mr. Slaughterboard" and 
Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor 
In the first part of this chapter I put forward a Freudian reading of Peake's early, incomplete 
story, "Mr. Slaughterboard," as providing the most literal example in Peake's oeuvre of a 
male character's physical and psychological stuckness. This kind of stuckness manifests 
when a Peakian character finds himself in an impossible situation from which there seems to 
be no way out except death (or its precursors such as fall, injury, fainting, banishment and 
abandonment). These impossible situations vary from book to book, sometimes amounting to 
a moment of crisis, sometimes extending over months or years. Whether brief or lengthy, 
they are associated with imagery of deep water, ships, pirates and impalement. In Peake's 
later books, such imagery generally takes the form of metaphor and simile, but Mr. 
Slaughterboard, a pirate in all but name, is the death-dealing captain of a ship that becomes 
literally stuck on a rock. 
Later in this chapter I propose a psychoanalytic reading of Peake's first published 
picture story book, Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor, paying particular attention to the 
psychological implications of Peake's reworking of characters and storyline from "Mr. 
Slaughterboard." I extend m y reading of "Mr. Slaughterboard" here to a Freudian reading of 
both texts taken together. Captain Slaughterboard is a less genial and more sexually charged 
book than critics have previously acknowledged, and when paired with "Mr. 
Slaughterboard," can be read as according with one of Freud's theories of male 
homosexuality.1 Freud speaks of "inverts" who "proceed from a narcissistic basis, and look 
for a young man w h o resembles themselves and w h o m they may love as their mothers loved 
them''1 Freud's view here is that the male homosexual is stuck. As adults, male 
homosexuals: 
have, it m a y be presumed, never emancipated themselves from the binding condition that the object of 
their choice must possess genitals like their own ... each stage in the development of psychosexuality 
affords a possibility of 'fixation' and thus of a dispositional point. People w h o have not freed 
themselves completely from the stage of narcissism—who, that is to say, have at that point a fixation 
which m a y operate as a disposition to a later illness—are exposed to the danger that some unusually 
intense wave of libido, finding no other outlet, m a y lead to a sexualization of their social instincts.3 
Elsewhere Freud hesitates between viewing homosexuality as aberrantly stuck behaviour and 
as part of any person's repertoire of sexual impulses,4 but in this version of his psychosexual 
theory, the adult male homosexual is viewed as unable to develop to normal adult 
heterosexuality. Captain Slaughterboard's fixation, I will argue later in this chapter, is 
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particularly evident in his obsession with the beloved Yellow Creature, while the details 
given about Mr. Slaughterboard's early childhood and his relationship with the ocean accord 
with other aspects of male homosexuality as theorised by Freud. M y overall psychoanalytic 
argument about the two Slaughterboard characters, taken together, could be summed up in 
Freud's statement that "[male homosexuals'] compulsive longing for m e n has turned out to 
be determined by their ceaseless flight from women."5 
"Mr. Slaughterboard" is a study of an aesthetic mass-murderer. Violence is given 
free rein by the captain, Mr. Slaughterboard, at the expense of his rapidly dwindling crew. 
These men are stuck in an impossible position, doomed to die at the whim of their homicidal 
captain. Mr. Slaughterboard even includes the ship's mascot, the Yellow Creature, as a 
participant in his murderous games. The ship becomes impaled upon a rock and both the 
captain and his surviving crew are literally stuck, unable to free themselves, trapped with the 
strong probability that they will eventually drown. At this point the story breaks off. 
The information that Peake provides about Mr. Slaughterboard's early childhood is 
suggestive in terms of Freudian theory. Mr. Slaughterboard's father, the reader is told, had 
been an Oxford man, a brilliant scholar. The choice of tense implies that he is now dead. Mr. 
Slaughterboard's mother died and was buried at sea when he was three. It seems that his 
emotional development also stopped at age three, in that now, as a grown man, he requires 
instant gratification of his desires and resorts to violent threats or violent acts if in any way 
thwarted. The three-year-old's wish for omnipotence is fulfilled in Mr. Slaughterboard's 
totalitarian control over his crew, who offer no resistance even when being systematically 
killed off. Mr. Slaughterboard may be all-powerful on board his ship, but the sea and the 
impaling rock are more powerful than he. The ocean is personified in Peake's text, and the 
rock is both animated and given consciousness: the "tooth-shaped rock protruding out of 
mid-ocean which dug itself viciously into [the ship's] limpet-thick bottom," (MS, 77) the 
ocean with her "tremendous bosom." (MS, 91)6 To pursue this use of language further is to 
begin to doubt whether Mr. Slaughterboard's parents are really dead, at least at an 
unconscious level. 
After ordering the death by drowning of two crewmen, he asks to hear Ariel's song 
from The Tempest: 
Full fathom five thy father lies 
Of his bones are coral made ... 
Nothing of him that doth fade 
But doth suffer a sea-change .. ? 
The immediate reference in "Mr. Slaughterboard" is to the m e n w h o m Mr. Slaughterboard 
has just drowned, who lie "within the ooze of the sea floor and shrouded with tendrils and 
sponges." (MS, 72) If the dead crew were to resurrect, their remarkable conscious 
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compliance with the captain's homicidal orders might be superseded in a Freudian reading of 
the story by the return of the repressed in the form of their own homicidal rage; the impaling 
rock can be read symbolically as just such an unconscious revenge from his sea-changed 
victims. In the play, the song misleadingly announces a father's death to his son, for the 
father is alive on the magic island. The Shakespearian reference is to a father who is living 
but presumed dead; the rest of the story suggests a reference to Mr. Slaughterboard's long-
dead mother whose body was buried at sea. The potential Oedipal drama of the captain's 
dead father coming back to life is not realised in Peake's fragment. Instead, the story's 
metaphors hint at the return of his long-dead mother, now part of mother nature personified 
as gigantic, indifferent and deadly to her son: 
[Man] lies on her tremendous bosom... she cares not a whit whether he be there or no. Shall she rouse 
herself to walk and shake her black head, and stretch her prodigious arms into the sky? She will arise. 
And m a n — m a n — p o o r idiot in his painted boat—down, down, down ... she lies still, so still that her 
heart stops beating ... (MS, 91) 
The emphasis on the hugeness of the ocean's breast infantilises the m a n lying upon this 
"tremendous bosom" and suggests a mother-child relationship. It is thus on the dead 
mother's bosom that Mr. Slaughterboard's painted ship is stuck; it is the dead mother that 
waits to receive her child at the point where the story breaks off. Peake here touches on a 
primitive fear, a theme of myth and horror story: the return of the dead mother to pull her 
child into death. Mr. Slaughterboard's pathology is concerned with the pre-Oedipal mother 
rather than the Oedipal father. 
Given the connection between w o m e n and the engulfing ocean, captaincy seems an 
unlikely occupation for Mr. Slaughterboard. Peake directly states that he is afraid of women. 
Yet he is terrified of the land, not the sea, and: 
had never been on land in his life, and he had no intention of going. The idea terrified him. He had once 
seen a picture of a woman too. That also frightened him. The land and women seemed somehow to 
bring the same feeling of dismay. (MS, 83) 
He seems compulsively drawn by more than aesthetic whim to killing and burying his m e n at 
sea. As he remarks before ordering a couple of drownings, "The ocean is waiting for one of 
you, and I do not think that w e can disappoint her." (MS, 69) A three-year-old in his 
emotions, his lack of restraint, his lust to destroy, perhaps he is three years old also in his 
obsession: that is, repeatedly compelled to re-enact through others his mother's death at sea 
when he was three, until he himself enters the "tomb-deep" (MS, 94) waters. 
"Mr. Slaughterboard" breaks off at the point where the repressed has lethally 
returned in the form of the impaling rock, and there is no way out from his impossible 
situation except death. Peake reworked the story of "Mr. Slaughterboard" into a picture story 
book, Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor, in such a way that the captain survives. 
Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor has long been taken as no more than a quirky 
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children's story that plays with the potential violence and terror of pirate tales. Its slight 
narrative introduces Captain Slaughterboard and his eccentric crew, and then recounts the 
capture of a Yellow Creature from a pink island. The Captain finally abandons his ship for 
an idyllic life on the island with his beloved Creature. Like Mr. Slaughterboard, Captain 
Slaughterboard is in total command of his crew, requires instant gratification and resorts to 
violence if in any way thwarted; both men's emotional development seems to have stopped 
at age three. The explicit murderousness that prevails in "Mr. Slaughterboard" is, however, 
largely replaced in the picture story book by a series of sexual innuendos. What is at first 
glance a safely suitable children's book, a pirate tale that replaces violence with grotesque 
comedy, is in the Freudian reading that I propose, a tale of polymorphous sexual 
satisfactions. 
Details of Peake's illustrations continually undermine this story's respectability. In 
analysing Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor, I consider it both as a picture story book 
for children and as a work written and illustrated by an adult, replete with sexual innuendo 
that might entertain adults, whether reading to themselves or to children.9 Most obviously, 
the elegantly extended hands of the pirate crew-member Timothy Twitch, and his ballerina 
pose while supposedly searching for the Yellow Creature on his pink island, code him for 
knowing readers as homosexual. Read as a piratical picture story book for young children, 
Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor is a quirky text that lacks piratical adventures. 
Timothy Twitch's elegant gestures invite a sexual reading of the whole book from a more 
adult point of view. In such a reading, the picture story book is not only quirky but queer, 
and abounds in sexual imagery of all kinds except the conventionally heterosexual. 
According to the version of Freud's psychosexual theory that I am following in this chapter, 
the abundance of sexually perverse and homosexual10 images in Captain Slaughterboard 
point to that form of psychological stuckness that Freud terms fixation. 
Virtually all the pirates' paraphernalia are phallic. They are surrounded by swords, 
cannon, pistols, telescopes, candle, bottles and barrels of rum, and their tobacco pipes11 emit 
a foamy white smoke. Some of the crew's noses, the face's erectile equivalent of the penis in 
a Freudian reading, are remarkably enlarged, bulbous or elongated. The illustration of 
Captain Slaughterboard walking "up and down the sloping deck . .. with great strides" {CS, 
3512) exemplifies Peake's subversive technique. The viewer is put in the position of looking 
up the Captain's body from below the sole of his enormous, descending shoe, in pictorial 
danger of being trodden upon. Any sense of threat is reduced to comedy by the homely 
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details of the shoe's sole, holed and patched, the wrinkled sock and trouser leg. Captain 
Slaughterboard's other leg is shown down to the knee, with the lower leg presumably bent 
back and invisible from this perspective. Looked at again, though, this "second leg" can be 
seen as more like a penis with wrinkled foreskin and smooth glans, dangling and gigantic. 
The choice of viewing angle, up the man's leg, now appears sexually charged. It is only the 
reader's limiting expectation that this book is for a child audience alone, and hence should be 
void of sexual content, that privileges the more respectable interpretation. 
O n the next page, according to the verbal text, the Captain decides to return to the 
pink island. "The Yellow Creature must have understood for he got very excited." (CS, 36) 
Again the picture subverts the words, this time towards masturbation as well as 
exhibitionism, and the reader is implicated as voyeur. The Yellow Creature is shown dancing 
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above a large cannon, while Captain Slaughterboard watches from below (his position 
alluding back to the previous illustration) with a big grin on his face and his hands in his 
pockets. The picture could be taken literally as simply illustrating the Captain's pleasure in 
his idea and the Yellow Creature's wild dance, were it not that both cannon and Creature, as 
well as Captain, have already been strongly associated with the erect penis. 
W h e n first spotted through the Captain's telescope, the Yellow Creature is depicted 
as posed behind a tall, thin pile of rocks that he is clasping. The enormous phallic erection 
rises up between the Creature's legs almost as high as the Creature himself. O f all the cannon 
depicted in the book, the most fully phallic is the one protruding from the ship's side on the 
following page. Here Captain Slaughterboard is shown on deck looking through his 
telescope towards the Creature, and various pirates point a pistol and their extraordinary 
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noses in the same general direction. The odd detail of drapery wrapped partway along the 
cannon's tube serves no realist function, but can be read as symbolically representing the 
foreskin of an erect penis with hugely extended tip. 
C a m p homosexuality abounds in the pages of Captain Slaughterboard. The Creature 
cross-dresses; so, too, does the most ape-like of the pirates, Billy Bottle. C a m p gestures are 
affected by both the Creature and the crew. Thus, in the picture introducing Timothy Twitch, 
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"the most elegant in battle, his left hand especially," (CS, 8) the little finger of his left hand is 
crooked. This camp mannerism was once deemed polite in a woman while holding a cup of 
tea, but could never have been useful for sword-fighting, not even for a fencer's stylised 
sword-play. When the other pirates are hurrying to catch the Creature, Timothy Twitch is 
ludicrously engaged in ballet-dancing, pointing his toes to the ground. Ballet-dancing, 
stereotyped in Britain during Peake's lifetime as an effeminate occupation for men, is also 
suggested by the Yellow Creature's elegant stance as he does the cooking, wearing his short 
flared skirt. 
They ore atiill on trie island.. The Captain. coould. -never 
dr<Krm of leavVftq <xr«_- coaa't ondua-rstaa-td. hou> h e t/sed. 
t o enjoij Killing people &o -rw<:V< . T h e Ytllow Oceafatxz. 
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When he climbs up the ship's side to look for land, the Creature adopts the standard "man 
looking out to sea" pose that is part of marine art's iconography but rendered camp here by 
the limp-wristed turn of his hand. 
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If, as I have proposed in the earlier part of this chapter, "Mr. Slaughterboard" breaks 
off at the intolerable prospect of return to the dead mother's bosom, anal sadism is also 
suggested both in Mr. Slaughterboard's treatment of his crew and in the violent penetration 
of the ship's bottom by a "vicious" rock. Only one episode in Captain Slaughterboard is as 
sadistic as this. Peter Poop, the ship's cook, (his name "poop" is both nautical and, as a slang 
term for faeces, disgustingly excretory, given his profession of cook) stands in front of a 
whale with severed tail, a knife and fork plunged into its head, a sword stuck into what is left 
of its tail. Despite these injuries, the whale grins. Even the makeshift fish-cooking 
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arrangements for which its tail serves as base, and the piece of paper proclaiming the whale 
as "Sunday Dinner," do not wipe away its grin. This is the most sadistic, as well as the most 
anal, page of the book. 
The whale illustration is a sadistically comic representation of cooking and eating in 
Lewis Carroll style. This picture, and five other depictions of caught fish, are the only 
examples in the book of actual physical violence inflicted on a living creature. Rather than 
focussing on the stuck helplessness of the homicidal captain's crew, as in "Mr. 
Slaughterboard," Captain Slaughterboard presents for the viewer's amusement the still more 
hopelessly and literally stuck situation of the about-to-be-eaten whale. The piratical violence 
of m a n against m a n that might be expected within the story is thus directed only towards 
edibles. 
Along with oral and anal implications, the whale picture hints at sexual pleasures 
and anxieties to do with the penis. The whale's tail, missing its tip, is not represented as 
bloodily mutilated but as phallic, with a slightly wrinkled gigantic foreskin revealing the 
smooth glans (much like the Captain's "leg" in the illustration discussed previously). From 
the smile on the whale's face and its bright eye, it can be read as a cheerful masochist, 
unperturbed by all the foreshadowings of its destiny as dinner. Being eaten, read sexually, is 
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a pleasure to come in the form of homosexual fellatio. The illustration also alludes to 
castration anxieties in the missing tip of the tail and the likelihood of the whole whale being 
consumed. Being eaten is a risky business: the tail is severed, the penis m a y be bitten off. 
Castration anxieties are invoked here along with the joys of oral sex.13 The sadism, orality, 
anality and fellatio hinted at in this illustration can be diagnosed in a Freudian reading as 
symptoms of arrested psychosexual development that manifest in everything but 
heterosexuality. Stuckness is thus physically manifest in the unfortunate whale, and 
psychologically apparent in the cook's polymorphous (but not heterosexual) pleasures. In 
Captain Slaughterboard it is only the whale, however, that manifests stuckness as I have 
defined it at the start of this chapter, with regard to an impossible situation leading to death. 
The odd relationship between Captain Slaughterboard and the Yellow Creature is 
susceptible to a similar analysis to that of Peter Poop, as polymorphously perverse and 
homosexual. While the Creature is stuck in the sense of being captured and held on board a 
pirate ship, the details of his capture call into question w h o exactly captures and captivates 
w h o m . The illustration of the two pirates holding the Creature's hands may seem 
unambiguous, but the Yellow Creature is in front of the men, foregrounded by his colour, 
leading them on. His large eyes in other pictures rarely look at the Captain w h o so frequently 
looks at him. The Creature's huge and appealing eyes, like those of a young child, add 
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implications of pederasty to the intimacy between Creature and Captain. It is the Captain, 
and to a lesser extent his crew, w h o are in thrall to the Creature. 
W h e n first captured, the Yellow Creature momentarily seems to be stuck in an 
impossible situation, in danger of death. There is a disturbing hint of the child as victim 
when "Peter Poop and Jonas Joints walked on each side of the little Yellow Creature, 
holding its hands." (CS, 23) The Creature's small size and yellowness at this point also 
suggest an oriental native being overpowered by two large white men.14 The implications are 
unpleasantly spelt out in "Mr. Slaughterboard" at the point when the Yellow Creature is 
described as "kneeling on all fours before the enthroned Slaughterboard whose visage he was 
absorbing into his big eyes, as a rabbit will gaze spellbound at a snake." (MS, 90) In contrast, 
Captain Slaughterboard is not a story of much slaughter on board (apart from the 
unfortunate whale). Within the story's now, there are no mutinies, no murders or maroonings 
and no battles with other ships. W h e n he sees something that he wants, the Captain threatens 
to chop his "rather nervous" crew into mincemeat if they do not provide it quickly enough, 
(CS, 17) but nothing harmful is done to them. In fact, he becomes ever more docile and 
passive as the story goes on, content just to follow and adore the Yellow Creature. Towards 
the end, "they met with so many adventures and such terrible battles that at last the Yellow 
Creature and the Captain were the only ones left on board." (CS, 33) This explanation of the 
crew's absence reads like a narrative convenience rather than a piratical reality. Neither law-
breaking nor physically violent within the story, Captain Slaughterboard and his crew are 
identified as pirates mainly by the pistols, tattoos and bottles and barrels of rum in Peake's 
illustrations. Until the Captain's desire for the Yellow Creature pushes aside all other 
concerns, those who sail the pirate ship do little but drink, smoke tobacco and practise 
gymnastics. They are unusual among literary pirates in retaining all their body parts, except 
for Peter Poop the cook, "and he had a cork nose." Peter Poop's affliction is a comic version 
of the more conventional pirate's wooden leg or hook hand. Literary pirates generally 
embody the repressed violence and lawlessness of their socially decorous opponents (and of 
their likely readership) as in Peake's favourite childhood book, Treasure Island. Captain 
Slaughterboard's pirates, in comic contrast, live out their oral appetites, their sexuality is 
quite overtly represented, and their violence is marginalised. 
O n board ship, the Creature becomes more and more like a pirate. H e looks at least 
as human as the crew, and considerably more so than the island's other "queer creatures." 
(CS, 17) H e begins to dress as a pirate. O n the island he and the Captain become more like 
conventional literary pirates in that they amuse themselves by killing. While the Captain 
"can't understand how he used to enjoy killing people," (CS*, 44) the couple's main activity 
in the verbal text seems to be slaughter: "they have both become very good with bows and 
arrows." (CS, 45) What exactly their prey may be on the island, apart from fish, is perhaps 
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wisely left unspecified. If they are killing off the friendly queer creatures, their behaviour 
justifies the "slaughter" part of the Captain's name more than anything he does as a pirate 
ship captain in the story. If there is a hidden reference to slaughter here, the joke is clever but 
unpleasant, rebounding on the reader who looks for an unqualified happy ending. 
The Creature not only becomes more of a pirate than the crew, as the story proceeds; 
he becomes more like the Captain w h o so ardently gazes upon him. One illustration in 
particular emphasises their likeness, the picture of Captain and Creature practising their 
dance step together. O n the island, the Creature looks like a child-sized version of the 
Captain when they are depicted lying close together. In the previous picture, the Creature is 
wearing a skirt. Freud speaks of the male homosexual as holding the penis in such high 
esteem that "he cannot forgo a penis in anyone who is to attract him to sexual intercourse; 
and if circumstances are favourable he will fix his libido upon the 'woman with a penis', a 
youth of feminine appearance."15 The Creature has been symbolically endowed with a 
gigantic penis, in the illustration in which he is first seen behind a tall thin rock, a phallic 
erection. N o w he is given a feminine appearance. For the Captain to love a child-sized 
version of himself, at w h o m he gazes obsessively, who sometimes wears a skirt, accords 
with another aspect of Freudian theory about male homosexuality. In "Three Essays on the 
Theory of Sexuality," Freud links homosexuality with early narcissism: male homosexuals 
"identify themselves with a w o m a n and take themselves as their sexual object. That is to say, 
they proceed from a narcissistic basis, and look for a young man who resembles themselves 
and w h o m they m a y love as their mother loved them."16 The mechanism by which their 
homosexuality arises is fixation at an early stage of psychosexual development.17 The 
likeness between the Captain and his beloved Creature could thus be read as psychosexual 
stuckness on the Captain's part. As with the case of Peter Poop, however, this Freudian kind 
of developmental stuckness is not the same as the psychological and physical stuckness 
defined at the start of the chapter. Like some of Gormenghast's unchanging characters, the 
Captain relishes his state of being and does not find his situation at all impossible. The 
multiplicity of phallic images on his ship is replaced by the single phallic joke of his 
permanently "dropping anchor" to stay on the pink island. 
The book's happy-ever-after ending is rich in innuendo, in its illustration of an 
Edenic existence where "most of the time they are dreadfully lazy and eat fruit." (CS, 45). 
The Captain and Creature are shown lying together enjoying grapes and a banana. It is the 
smaller Creature, lying back in the Captain's arms, who is actually eating the banana: that is, 
taking the place of an Eve in this Eden. Eating the fruit under a tree suggests the Fall as 
much as Paradise, especially since both the Captain and Creature are clothed. In place of the 
traditional apple, the Creature puts the tip of a half-peeled banana in his mouth. The sexual 
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implications of this are not quite polymorphously perverse, but they hint at the likely range 
of sexual practices among real-life pirates in an all-male society: pederasty (for the Creature 
has the body of a child), bestiality (for he is a creature), transvestism, masturbation (for he is 
the Captain's double), homosexuality and fellatio (eating "fruit").1 
Traces of castration anxiety can be detected even here, however. In the fullness of 
the Captain's bliss, the Creature puts the tip of a banana in its mouth. From a Freudian 
perspective, the implications of fellatio are inseparable from the anxiety-provoking 
implications of biting, severing and ingesting. If Captain Slaughterboard and Mr. 
Slaughterboard represent, in a Freudian reading, two aspects of male homosexuality, some of 
the anxiety evident in "Mr. Slaughterboard" overflows into Captain Slaughterboard's utmost 
bliss. Polymorphous perversity and the stuckness of impending death are not brought fully 
together in Peake's fiction, however, until Titus Groan, as I explore in m y fifth chapter when 
analysing the monstrous figure of Swelter. 
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Stuckness, adherence and slippage in the 
Gormenghast novels 
In my previous chapter, I defined a specifically Peakian form of stuckness, that of a male 
character in an impossible situation from which there seems to be no way out except death. 
This form of stuckness is associated throughout Peake's fiction (as I demonstrate further in 
later chapters) with imagery of pirates, ships, water and impalement. Later in this chapter, I 
analyse the death of Steerpike in these terms, but before exploring the case of Steerpike in 
detail, I turn to a different form of stuckness that is manifest in the two Gormenghast novels: 
the extended stuckness of a precedent-bound life. This is the kind of stuckness for which 
Peake's fiction is best known, and which has been much discussed by critics, whereas the 
individual male character's stuckness has hitherto not been recognised as a pattern in Peake's 
work. 
A distinction can be drawn here between what I have termed "stuckness" in the 
specific sense that is the main focus of m y thesis, and "adherence" to the rules of 
Gormenghast ritual. "Adherence" indicates a willing compliance with the rules, even a sense 
of dutiful commitment, which differentiates Gormenghast's precedent-bound life from the 
stuckness confronting Peake's characters individually. In terms of character and plot 
analysis, m y thesis is concerned with adherence principally as a contrast and frame for 
individual characters' plight in the Gormenghast novels. Stuckness is generally experienced 
by a Peakian male character facing death (Swelter, Flay and Steerpike, for instance) as an 
individual condition, and is associated with a significant change in the character's life. 
Adherence is collective in Gormenghast society, experienced by those who live in the castle 
as their familiar mode of existence. Stuckness for Peake's individual male characters is 
associated with dread of the mother or the maternal (as I elaborate in later chapters). 
Adherence is explicitly associated with patriarchy, for the rituals of Gormenghast are based 
on precedents set by past Earls of Groan and regulated by senior male office-bearers. 
Individual male stuckness is associated with lawlessness through the imagery of pirates and 
pirate ships: adherence is obedience to the rules of ritual. Adherence carries no threat of 
death as individual stuckness does; instead, it regulates lives, giving occupation, purpose and 
direction. Almost everyone in Gormenghast simply accepts the precedent-bound rule of 
ritual; some cherish it;2 some are ambitious to gain power within it. Adherence as a way of 
life does not, therefore, appear either physically or psychologically as an uncomfortable 
stuckness to most of the inhabitants of the castle, apart from Titus and Steerpike in his first 
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appearance as Swelter's kitchen boy. Nor is adherence to ritual a group version of repetition 
compulsion. The Twins demand that others adhere to their version of Groan tradition and are 
extraordinarily limited in their thought patterns but their concern with their rights is 
consciously motivated by jealous hatred of Gertrude and a sense of injustice. For those more 
centrally concerned with the daily rituals of Gormenghast life, adherence to ritual is a 
demanding daily task with a multitude of variables to take into account. These characters are 
concerned not so much with repetition of the same thing as with observance of protocol 
under specific conditions. 
The individual stuck men in Peake's fiction are associated with impalement and 
death by water. In contrast, Gormenghast adherence is associated with dryness and death by 
fire. Sourdust, the principal enforcer of ritual practice in Titus Groan, dies from the effects of 
a fire. Sepulchrave is driven mad by the burning of his books. Barquentine, Sourdust's 
successor, is set alight by Steerpike. The Twins, whose small minds are obsessed with their 
hereditary dues, die a dry death by starvation. 
Steerpike sets himself the task of climbing to power while appearing a model of 
adherence to Gormenghast proprieties. In Titus Groan, he is master of both fire and water, 
burning down the library, forcing the Twins to abase themselves before him in the lake. 
W h e n he begins to make mistakes in Gormenghast, fire and water turn against him, first 
when he burns and nearly drowns during the botched murder of Barquentine, then in his 
failed courtship of Fuchsia when he extinguishes the candle flame in terror, finally when he 
is hunted to his death in deep water. B y this point he has become, at least in physical terms, a 
Peakian stuck man in an impossible situation whose outcome is death by impalement and 
water. Like Mr. Slaughterboard, he becomes very calm and still, once he is physically stuck 
with no means of avoiding death: 
He would stay where he was. He would indulge himself—would taste the peculiar quality of near-death 
on his tongue—would loll above the waters of Lethe. (G, 495). 
The scene's imagery represents Steerpike's death as collapse into the lethal embrace of both 
cradle and dark water. H e is said to be "cradled" in the ivy, whose cradle is also a web in 
which he is caught. (G. 492) Steerpike is "curled up like an emaciated child in a cot of 
twigs." (G, 496) Regressed to a foetal curl, in a cradle that is also a lethal trap (with, 
presumably, a monstrous spider-mother as its builder), Steerpike dies by drowning mentally 
before his second, bodily death by impalement; "an arrogant wave had entered him and 
drowned his brain in black, fantastic water." (G, 496) Titus' killing of him is highly qualified 
as an achievement, for the phallic display that Steerpike mounts against Titus, cock-crow and 
strutting dance, is the futile weapon of an already dead man. 
Titus, too, is a stuck male character w h o refuses to adhere to the rules, repeatedly 
trying to escape from his duties as Groan heir. Like Steerpike, he has an individual will and 
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purpose beyond his ritually ordained place in Gormenghast. Titus' psychological stuckness 
persists even when he physically removes himself from the castle in the symbolic death of 
self-exile. I defer m y detailed analysis of Titus as a stuck m a n to chapters 9 to 12 of m y 
thesis. 
The Gormenghast books are sometimes said to be Kafkaesque, because of the 
prominence of the theme of adherence as collective obedience to meaningless rules;4 but 
they are quite unlike Kafka's works in their treatment of this theme. "Mr. Slaughterboard," 
focussing on stuckness, is Kafkaesque in that it is a fragmentary text that does not advance in 
narrative terms beyond the captain's plight. In contrast, Peake's novels about Gormenghast 
allow for progress beyond the stuckness and death of a single character, for there are many 
characters and several story lines to move among. Nevertheless, since most of 
Gormenghast's inhabitants adhere to the rules which dictate the details of their lives, and 
those w h o do not adhere become stuck men, there m a y seem to be little room for variety of 
tone, incident or characterisation in Peake's fictional world. 
At its most brilliant, Peake's narrative achieves variety by exploiting the precedents 
set by different genres rather than being confined by any single genre. Indeed, narrative that 
adheres to the conventions of a genre can be regarded, in the context of the Gormenghast 
novels, as a generic equivalent to the precedent-bound rules of the castle. W h e n Titus Groan 
is most stuck in this sense, its style becomes sentimental or bombastic. It is slippage among 
genres that provides variety, surprise and humour in the Gormenghast novels and renders 
them far from Kafkaesque. 
For the remainder of this chapter I explore narrative aspects of the trope of stuckness 
in the Gormenghast novels, in respect of both their occasional over-adherence to generic 
convention and their usually brilliant use of slippage. Here Kelly Hurley's The Gothic Body 
(like many other critical studies of Gothic fiction) provides a precedent for m y movement 
between the psychoanalytic interpretations proposed in chapters 3 and 5 and this chapter's 
focus on literary criticism of aspects of genre. M y previous chapter on the two 
Slaughterboard stories was partly literary, in the sense of exploring the specifics of the 
individual work and its genre: thus I argue against classifying Captain Slaughterboard 
Drops Anchor as a picture book solely for a child audience, and demonstrate how this book 
both reworks and, when read psychoanalytically, complements "Mr. Slaughterboard." I now 
offer, in this chapter, an extended literary analysis of Titus Groan, arguing that Peake's novel 
cannot be classified within any one genre. Most of m y points about Titus Groan apply 
equally to its sequel, Gormenghast, except that this second volume is almost completely 
lacking in allegorical writing. 
In this chapter, I discriminate between the more idiosyncratic kinds of writing in 
Titus Groan that are richly available to psychoanalytic criticism and those sections of the 
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novel thoroughly explicated as allegory or explicable within the conventions of a genre and 
hence not of such great psychoanalytic interest in themselves. I make these discriminations 
in the course of exploring the frequently debated topic of the genre or genres of Titus Groan. 
M y argument in this chapter is intended not only to demonstrate slippage among genres in 
Titus Groan but to also to justify m y omission in later chapters of any detailed 
psychoanalytic reading of the Keda episodes of Titus Groan, even though it could be argued 
that Keda's two lovers exemplify psychological stuckness in their fatal rivalry. Their 
behaviour towards one another is quite fully accounted for both by the allegorical pointers 
supplied in the text and by the conventions of the genre that Peake is working within, as I 
argue later in this chapter. In contrast, the stuckness of Titus Groan's Swelter and Earl, as I 
demonstrate in m y extended interpretations of these characters in the following chapter, is 
neither allegorically explicated nor consistent with any one literary genre. 
In general, Peake's fiction risks becoming over-familiar and safe whenever the 
conventions of any genre are simply and straightforwardly adhered to. Thus Steerpike, as he 
develops towards a Gothic villain in Gormenghast, becomes more predictable and therefore 
more familiar and safer for the reader, if not for the castle's inhabitants. A psychologically 
stuck m a n in a stock genre (like Keda's lovers) is far less interesting than one in the quirky, 
queer setting of the Slaughterboard stories, or amid the eccentric cast of Gormenghast. As 
Pawel Dybel puts it: 
What counts here is first of all what its addressees—we—experience as the permanent resistance of the 
signifying structure of the literary work, which prevents us from enclosing its representations 
(signifieds) into our o w n individual coherent universes of meaning. This resistance consists of the way 
the literary work contradicts common paths of thinking and feeling, h o w it puts into question previous 
paths of thinking and feeling, how it puts into question previous ways of ordering the world outside and 
inside us, h o w it destroys our comfortable feeling of "being in the world" while confronting us directly 
with our o w n traumatic past and terrifying loneliness.5 
Peake's narrative in the Gormenghast books achieves the resistance that Dybel 
speaks of, not by adhering to any single genre, conforming to its conventions, but by 
slippage a m o n g genres. It is through the technique of generic slippage that the books 
avoid predictability, though the social world of Gormenghast is governed by 
precedent, and also avoid fragmentation, though the plot of both books concerns 
stuckness that results in exile or death for the central male characters. The plight of 
Peake's stuck m e n gains psychological force from the quirkiness of their context. 
M u c h critical ingenuity has been devoted to classifying Titus Groan (along with its 
sequel, Gormenghast) within one genre or several: the post-modern,6 the bildungsroman,7 
tragedy,8 romance,9 fantasy,10 the Romantic,11 allegory,12 the Gothic,13 the post-colonial,14 
and more. Titus Groan has elements of all the genres specified here, but of none exclusively. 
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The novel slips from genre to genre, often subversively, as attention is shifted from one 
character to another, as episode succeeds episode, as a sentence shifts tone by way of a shift 
in perspective, choice of simile or metaphor or of specific sensory detail. 
Peake's other works of fiction, including Gormenghast, are far less diverse in tone 
and technique. To label any of his books as belonging to a particular genre, though, is a 
mistake. Gormenghast's suspense thriller episodes co-exist with its misogynist humour; the 
two picture story books blend grotesqueries with a quest for the heart's desire; myth 
intersects with secular comedy in Mr. Pye. It is in Titus Groan, however, that Peake's 
changes of tone, generic convention and perspective are most frequent. Generic plurality 
always functions as a counter-measure to themes of stuckness in Peake's fiction, but here 
(and, to a lesser extent, in Gormenghast), it also counteracts the tendency to predictability in 
Peake's theme of adherence to the rules of ritual. Any simple reading of the book does no 
justice to its diversity of tone and event; any critical claim that it belongs to a single genre is 
untenable. 
In debating issues of tone and genre, critics of Titus Groan have most often 
concentrated their attention on set-piece episodes like Flay's visit to Rottcodd16 or the 
Thing's death-scene,17 or the characters, including the Castle itself as a character.18 The 
novel's imagery overall has been neglected in comparison, perhaps because it is abundant to 
the point of excess. This abundance sometimes amounts to obsessive iteration, or cliche, or 
both, but at its most inventive Peake's imagery (in which I count both the literal and 
metaphoric sensory details of his novel) functions not so much in accordance with a 
particular genre but to escape from generic category. Odd, idiosyncratic details frequently 
subvert the genre within which he has seemed to be working. It is not only between chapters 
that change of genre and tone occurs in this novel; slippage is at its most slippery within 
paragraphs and sentences, in the minute detail of the book's imagery. F e w of Peake's critics 
have so far paid sufficient attention to the obstinate specificity of individual images or the 
slippery effect of their juxtaposition and overlap. 
The least slippery of Peake's images, the most readily categorizable, are to be found 
in the Keda episodes. Here the pathetic fallacy reigns. Storm outside equates with stormy 
passions of love, jealousy and rage. Weather and locale replicate the characters' actions and 
emotions. O n the night when Keda conceives her second child, for example, a young wind 
comes into being outside the room: 
the coarse slab of glass sunk in the mud walls vibrated with an incessant drumming. The increasing 
volume of the sudden rain was joined by the first howls of a young wind. (TG, 239) 
Such prose tends to lapse, in the Keda episodes, into portentous melodrama, with no leaven 
of grotesque humour, no nimble footwork between genres. Every feeling is labelled, and an 
allegorical label might just as well hang on each thorn and grass-blade: 
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Rising from the ground and circumscribing this baleful canopy the wood was walled with impenetrable 
shadow. Nothing of what supported the chilly haze of the topmost branches was discernible—only a 
winding facade of blackness. 
The crags of the mountain were ruthless in the moon; cold deadly, and shining. (TG, 281) 
With weather and locale straightforwardly pointing to events acted out by the human 
characters and to the emotions they feel, these episodes are the most purely allegorical in 
Peake's fictional opus, and arguably the worst written. The reader is instructed h o w to 
interpret, and the melodrama bombastically and sentimentally insists on a particular 
emotional response on the reader's part. Such insistence is a symptom of generic stuckness. 
Peake's novel provides its o w n best criticism with regard to the Keda episodes' 
large-scale adherence to the generic conventions of melodrama, their stereotyping of 
character and the minute details of their cliched writing. Parallel Titus Groan episodes set 
within Gormenghast expose the over-reliance on generic convention in chapters that deal 
with the loves and deaths of Keda, Rantel and Braigon. The fight to the death between 
Keda's lovers is set against Flay's and Swelter's grotesque fight to the death. Keda's 
stereotypical care for the baby Titus is set against his mother Gertrude's extraordinarily 
comprehensive intention not to see him until he is six years old. Where the Keda scenes 
simply indulge in the pathetic fallacy, in the comparable Gormenghast scenes the pathetic 
fallacy is modulated into particular details that resist allegorical interpretation. The symbolic 
bird that fills Keda's breast with singing is exposed as cliche in comparison with the albino 
rook that Gertrude cherishes in place of her newborn son. The Countess' albino rook is not 
reducible to an allegorical figure of either love or escape, or a simple substitute for the 
rejected baby Titus, but has his own personality and mannerisms that individualise him. The 
"merciless" (TG, 284) moonlight in which Keda's lovers kill one another is similarly 
exposed as slack writing in comparison with the moonlight that illuminates the "gross, 
moon-dappled cyclone" (TG, 435) of Swelter's attack on Flay. This minutely detailed setting 
cannot be allegorised away like Keda's lovers' surroundings. The storm in which Swelter 
and Flay conduct their battle can be understood in terms of the pathetic fallacy, rain and 
lightning representing the two men's release of their long-suppressed mutual hatred, but the 
circumstances of Swelter's death (due to his blubbery awkwardness rather than Flay's 
superior fighting skills) are not directly echoed by locale or weather. Swelter trips over a 
raised strip of boarding to his death, in a shallow temporary lake "as warm as tea," (TG, 438) 
a horribly homely image. In contrast, Keda's lovers wound one another until the "merciless 
light gleamed on the wet, warm streams that slid ceaselessly over their tired flesh," (TG, 
284) an enervated image of blood that carries no emotional force. Peake's eye for odd detail 
in the Gormenghast scenes counters any allegorical tendency to generalise and stereotype, 
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and his prose here shows up by contrast the slackly imagined scenery and cliched melodrama 
of the Keda episodes.19 
Elsewhere in the story, outside the Keda sections, an allegorical reading of the text is 
sometimes signalled, setting it within the Romantic tradition of youth's rebellion against age 
and its attempt to overthrow ritual and law. In practice, though, the most clearly signalled 
allegorical passages of writing other than the Keda sections resist allegory as successfully as 
the albino rook or the step over which Swelter falls. Several allegorical themes are 
announced in the course of the novel, either directly or via a character's statements: the law, 
destiny, heritage, tradition, the Blood, youth, age, change. Whole episodes, such as 
Steerpike's first visit to the Twins, focus on some of these themes. Characters embody some 
of them, as in Barquentine's dedication to the Law. Metaphors and similes and the ritual 
appurtenances of Gormenghast reinforce these themes. Even when an allegorical theme is 
explicitly mentioned, however, the book's imagery is elusive, functioning as symbol rather 
than allegory. Each of the references to crumbling stone, for instance, can be read equally 
well as indicating change or extreme old age. The Twins' withered tree suggests both age 
and the Groans' outworn family tree (along with a covert sexual joke about the number of 
roots in these virgins' care20). The book is undeniably concerned with themes of age and 
youth, rebellion, change and unyielding tradition, but its imagery cannot be reduced to an 
allegorical function only. 
Peake's flair for precise detail leads him into difficulties in two allegorical episodes, 
however. First at his Christening and then at his Earling, before his second birthday, the 
child's behaviour is explicitly interpreted as conscious, deliberate rebellion against the rituals 
of Gormenghast; but as Manlove argues, on both occasions Titus is hardly old enough to be 
capable of conscious rebellion, nor is he given any soliloquies or inner thoughts to lend 
weight to such an interpretation. During the Christening he tears a page of the sacrosanct 
book in which he is wrapped, not out of deliberate ill-will but because Sourdust clumsily 
drops both child and book. Manlove argues convincingly that if anyone is responsible for the 
breach of ritual, it is the master of ritual, Sourdust, and not the baby. Manlove also takes 
issue with the novel's allegorical rendering of the Earling ceremony, where Titus drops his 
ritual paraphernalia into the lake. "Again, we are being asked to take this action, which any 
baby might have committed, as an instance of Titus' early treachery to the Line."21 
Manlove's statement here needs qualifying as it is the Castle's inhabitants, rather than the 
reader, w h o are being asked to accept this interpretation; but his general point remains valid. 
As soon as Titus has dropped the ritual items into the lake, a supernatural connection is 
announced between the baby and Keda's child w h o is observing him from the shore. This 
announcement is as portentously vague as the earlier Keda episodes: Titus utters a sound that 
"was neither a cry of tears nor of joy; nor was it fear, or even pain—it was a cry that for all 
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its shrillness was unlike the voice of a child." (TG, 496) The weather behaves in accordance 
with the pathetic fallacy once more, as a "rainbow curved over Gormenghast." (TG, 496) 
The mystic connection between the infants, described only in terms of what it is not, carries 
no more conviction than the episode's altogether-too-convenient rainbow. 
Peake's novel once again provides its own best criticism. Just as the fight between 
Flay and Swelter parodies the melodrama of Keda's lovers' fight, Steerpike parodies the 
portents and allegories that are presented as truth elsewhere in the novel. H e effortlessly 
manipulates the Twins' thought processes, for example, by pretending that his deliberate 
destruction of a vase is a portent of "the Regime, broken for ever—the bullydom of 
Gertrude—the stony heart of Sepulchrave—the ignorance, malice and brutality of the House 
of Groan as it n o w stands." (TG, 289-290) More unpleasantly, while conversing with 
Fuchsia, he announces the new allegorical theme of equality: 
"There should be no rich, no poor, no strong, no weak," said Steerpike, methodically 
pulling the legs off the stag-beetle, one by one, as he spoke. "Equality is the great 
thing, equality is everything." H e flung the mutilated insect away. "Do you agree, 
Lady Fuchsia?" he said. (TG, 291) 
Equality is not taken up as a theme in the novel as a whole, nor, of course, is it Steerpike's 
guiding principle. H e introduces the idea in order to impress Fuchsia with his intellectual 
brilliance, but he does not succeed in convincing her, and his theme is thrown away as 
casually as the unfortunate beetle's mutilated body. The beetle imagery both contradicts and 
distracts from the theme of equality, while exposing Steerpike's sadism. It is clear from the 
evidence of his aspirations to power and his behaviours here and elsewhere in the book 
(particularly his treatment of the Twins) that Steerpike is a parodist, not a serious utterer of 
portents. 
The two episodes where the baby Titus is said to desecrate ritual might have 
benefited from a similar element of parody, but the weight of evidence in the Titus books 
overall does not permit room to manoeuvre around these statements. The following two 
Titus novels reinforce these allegorical readings of the two desecrations by reiterating Titus' 
rebelliousness as a boy and young man, his rejection of Gormenghast and all its ritual 
demands on him. Telling against a reading of baby Titus' actions as deliberate desecration, 
however, are the discrepant details of Titus' age and Sourdust's actions. However plausible 
the next two books' characterisations of Titus as an adolescent and young man, the act of 
conscious rebellion is not plausible for Titus as an infant. Manlove's analysis is correct. In 
the Christening and Earling episodes, events are given an untenable allegorical rendering. 
As well as parodying events and characters in Gormenghast by unfounded 
allegorical interpretation, Steerpike also tries his hand at caricature. In the same conversation 
with Fuchsia as his mutilation of the beetle and talk of equality, seeking to impress her as a 
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disrespectful young rebel, Steerpike calls the sun an old treacle bun and Fuchsia's mother an 
old bunch of rags. (TG, 292-293) These metaphors are in themselves not significantly 
different from the novel's usual technique; the main difference between statements in the 
narratorial voice and those spoken by Steerpike is the misguidedness of Steerpike's 
imagination. Nowhere else in the novel is the Countess described as either old or ragged. It is 
odd that Steerpike should not have found reason for disrespect in her bulky body, the feature 
caricatured elsewhere. Similes and metaphors m a y be exasperatingly iterated in the novel, 
and in the Keda episodes they are too often highly cliched, but they almost never miss the 
mark as comprehensively as Steerpike's attempt to caricature the Countess. 
Steerpike's ineptness as a caricaturist is one of Peake's quirky points of 
characterisation that transcend allegory. Steerpike is a figure of youth's rebellion against 
Gormenghast's age-old constraints, but he is also a kitchen boy doing his best to escape 
Swelter's clutches, trying to impress Barquentine, seeking to gain Fuchsia's favours by high-
sounding conversation. With his sadistic pleasures, his lies, thefts, hypnotic powers, high 
shoulders and cold calculation, Steerpike is the most complex character in the book, far too 
complex to stand simply for a theme. Barquentine, as another example of the complexity of 
Peake's characterisation, is an allegorical figure embodying the ancient lore of Gormenghast, 
insistent upon the unchanging re-enactment of ritual, and also a furious midget. 
Steerpike's high shoulders are mentioned almost every time he is re-introduced. 
Similar iteration of bodily features and behavioural traits amounts to caricature of all the 
major characters within Gormenghast with the exception of Fuchsia and baby Titus. 
Caricature, like allegory, puts the narrative at risk of becoming stuck in repetitive insistence 
on one effect. The caricature in Titus Groan is influenced by Dickens (the name Steerpike is 
probably inspired by David Copperfteld's Steerforth,22 manipulator and seducer), and more 
remotely, via Dickens, by Sterne, seventeenth century comedy of manners and its 
predecessor, Elizabethan comedy of humours.23 Comedy of manners and comedy of 
humours typically ascribe a moral value to their caricatured characters, as either fools or 
villains. Titus Groan's caricature avoids stuckness overall by not pointing consistently at 
either folly or vice. Only some of the book's eccentrics carry a weight of moral judgement. 
Irma's swan neck and peerless complexion are caricatured, for instance, to mock at her 
vanity; Steerpike's red eyes suggest suppressed fury, if not diabolical possession. In contrast 
to such morally weighted figures, the Doctor's whinnying laugh and Flay's detonating knees 
render these characters grotesque but reveal nothing about their psyches. Swelter is h u g e — 
but so too is the Countess. Barquentine is dwarfish—but so too is Nannie Slagg. The book's 
wealth of ludicrous detail does not add up to a moral system. 
Such grotesque details of body and behaviour, literal and metaphoric, are reiterated 
throughout the novel, sometimes to the point of over-predictability. Dickens likewise repeats 
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his caricaturing images, generally for comic effect, but in Dickens' novels such images are 
often played with, rephrased, expanded upon, until they take on their o w n life and story 
line. Peake's caricaturing images are occasionally elaborated upon in this way, as when 
Irma exhibits "to their worst advantage (her waist being ridiculously tight) a pair of hips 
capable of balancing upon their osseous shelves enough bric-a-brac to clutter up a 
kleptomaniac's cupboard." (TG, 460) More often, though, Peake's images are simply iterated 
without modification, as Flay's knees continue to detonate and the Doctor to whinny. 
This somewhat mechanical habit of repetition may perhaps point to Peake's 
uncertainty as a novelist. Titus Groan was his first book-length work of fiction to be 
published without an illustration to every page.25 His constant reiteration of the characters' 
peculiar traits and features m a y be an anxious attempt to represent in words, caricatures like 
those represented pictorially in Captain Slaughterboard.26 In the picture story book format, 
each illustration offers an unstrained opportunity to repeat the quirks of appearance and 
behaviour that identify Captain Slaughterboard and his crew of comic grotesques. Peake's 
more restrained use of iterative caricature in Gormenghast m a y mark his increased 
confidence in the power of verbal imagery, after the success of Titus Groan. 
Not all Peake's caricaturing imagery is iterative. Swelter, in particular, is 
distinguished by a multitude of different metaphors and similes that disgust as much by their 
excess of comic invention as by their sensory evocativeness. Whether iterative or singular, 
though, all Peake's caricaturing images render the characters other than human (with the 
exception, as always, of Steerpike, whose high shoulders mark him as something of a freak, 
but a human freak). Like Dickens, Peake enjoys representing people as things, and hardly a 
Gormenghast character is introduced without at least one such metaphor or simile. 
One exception to this plentiful use of metaphor is the mention, late in the book, of a 
rider passing by the Castle: 
Little clouds of the fine dust were rising at the every footfall of a small mottled horse, on whose back 
sat a man in a cape. 
At every fifth step forward of his mount's left leg the rider stood up in his stirrups and placed 
his head between the horse's ears. The river wound beside them, the fields undulating and fading in a 
blur of heat. The mottled horse and the caped rider moved on. (TG, 412-413) 
The phrasing in these sentences is commmonplace in itself, but stands out in this novel of 
excess because of its unusual plainness. Unidentified, playing no part in the plot of Titus 
Groan, uncaricatured, unconnected to any of the novel's allegorical themes, the rider 
momentarily brings the ordinary everyday world within eyeshot of the castle. Peake's brief 
description of the rider is free from melodrama or sentimentality, quirk or grotesquerie. This 
glimpse of a single, simple figure, undecorated with metaphor, unsaturated with meaning, 
emphasises by contrast the image-laden stasis of most Gormenghast characters. 
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Peake's repetitious caricaturing images insist on the changelessness of most of his 
characters. Irma's osseous ledge of a pelvis will never put on seductive curves of flesh. 
Barquentine will always smoulder, until his death by fire in the next book. The Twins will 
mirror one another as long as they live. Such insistence on changelessness means that Titus 
Groan cannot plausibly be classed as a bildungsroman. Titus is essentially rebellious, Peake 
tells the reader, at least from his Christening onwards. Steerpike is avid for knowledge and 
the power he can derive from knowledge, from his first meeting with Flay. There are a few 
exceptions to the general changelessness of Gormenghast's inhabitants. Flay changes, finds 
new depths of feeling, when he is exiled; Steerpike declines into Gothic villainy; the Earl 
degenerates into madness; Fuchsia grows more independent of her nurse27 and struggles to 
come to terms emotionally with Steerpike's advances and her father's deterioration. 
Otherwise, Titus Groan's characters remain psychologically as they were at their first 
introduction. This form of immutability in behaviour, bodily peculiarity or turn of speech is 
to be distinguished from the psychological stuckness that I analyse in other chapters of m y 
thesis. Peake's caricatures accept their unchanging state as normality. It occasions them no 
dread, nor does the narrative break off because of it. This unchangingness lengthens, rather 
than shortens, their lifespan. There seems no reason, were Steerpike not to intervene, why 
characters such as Barquentine should not live forever, unchanging. 
While the characters tend towards immutability in a behavioural or bodily 
peculiarity, Peake's Gormenghast settings develop and change throughout the novel. The 
Library is rigged for arson and destroyed in flames. Fuchsia's attics are violated and cease to 
offer her sanctuary. Steerpike works his way from kitchen boy accommodation to a fine set 
of his own rooms. While Steerpike undertakes a systematic mapping of the castle's interior, 
Gormenghast Castle is never finally measurable, gaining volume in spurts. Flay, along with 
the reader, finds new expanses to explore outside the castle. There is no sense of finality 
about the architecture or setting of Gormenghast. 
Peake's architectural settings, the ever-expanding castle as a whole, the mesmerising 
roof-scape, the room of roots, the library, the corridors and stairs haunted by a would-be 
killer, the repulsive kitchen, the attics, have been justly praised by many critics as his finest 
literary achievement.28 Critics have explored the influence of Peake's own experiences on 
his architectural imaginings, from his memories of China as a very small child to his war-
time experiences while writing the book.29 Others have studied the painterly aspects of 
Peake's settings, his fondness for unusual perspectives, his painter's eye for colour, 
distortion and changes of scale, as he enlarges and diminishes, and moves rapidly between 
remoteness and extreme close-up.30 Less attention, however, has been paid to Peake's use of 
metaphor and simile in establishing, then disorientingly altering, his magnificent settings.31 
Though its inhabitants m a y be unchanging caricatures, their settings prove amazingly 
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mutable. It is this function of his imagery that I shall focus on in m y discussion of Titus 
Groan's architecture. 
Peake's reification of his human characters closely resembles Dickens' technique, 
but he does not follow Dickens closely as a personifier of things. With the exception of the 
Keda scenes, in which the pathetic fallacy prevails, Peake's settings are described in non-
human metaphors and similes as often as they are personified. Gormenghast Castle is twice 
compared with a human skull, but this is a mental rather than physical point of comparison. 
The reader is not encouraged to think of the castle's increasing volume as a swelling brain, 
or of Swelter's death in a temporary lake as an annoying piece of grit being washed away in 
a tear, or mucus being sneezed out. Instead, Peake's skull imagery sets Gormenghast in a 
world of ideas. 
The castle is often cited in critical discussion as a quintessentially Gothic structure,32 
but here, as usual, Peake avoids the genre's stereotypes. There is no sustained personification 
of the castle as either criminal or lunatic or full of dread. As John Cox points out, "those 
characters w h o belong to the castle ... usually have adapted themselves to it in such a way 
that where Gormenghast ends and its inhabitants begin is often difficult to determine,"33 as in 
the case of the Twins and their withered tree, Swelter and his kitchen or Fuchsia and her 
attics. There is a brief moment in Fuchsia's consciousness where the Castle doubles for 
herself: 
Behind [Steerpike] she saw something which by contrast with the alien, incalculable figure before her, 
was close and real. It was something which she understood, something which she could never do 
without, or be without, for it seemed as though it were her own self, her own body, at which she gazed 
and which lay so intimately upon the skyline. Gormenghast. The long, notched outline of her home. It 
was now his background. It was a screen of walls and towers pocked with windows. He stood against it, 
an intruder, imposing himself so vividly, so solidly, against her world, his head overtopping the loftiest 
of its towers. (TG, 273) 
Apart from at this moment, Gormenghast castle does not double as a whole for any 
individual, Steerpike least of all. 
In its lack of sustained personification, Gormenghast is remarkably free from 
alignment with Gothic convention. Corridors, rooms and roofs may multiply, and the volume 
of the buildings may expand, but not for the purpose of embodying a Gothic sense of 
paranoia. Mr. Flay knows that Swelter wants to kill him at night, and witnesses the chef in 
his kitchen domain practising his steps, gauging distances, marking out the dimensions of his 
journey in chalk; these dimensions do not change despite the enlargement of the castle, and it 
is Swelter's ineluctable slow advance along his predetermined path that is horrible, not any 
hallucinatory distortion of the passageways themselves as he advances towards murder. 
Similarly, Flay knows the rooms in the vicinity of the Earl's bedroom and has the advantage 
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over Swelter of being able to choose their final fighting place; his is an ordinary advantage, 
due to no supernatural Gothic collusion between building and man. 
Steerpike gradually maps out the castle when opportunity offers, and comes to know 
more about its disused sections than any of its other inhabitants. Though he acquires intimate 
knowledge of the Castle's geography in Titus Groan, this does not give him any power to 
shift dimensions. Rather, the castle's dimensions shift against him. The castle first appears as 
large in the roofscape chapters where Steerpike, having found his way outside, is now 
desperate to find some way back in. Later in the novel, as he learns more about the castle, its 
buildings grow and become ever less fully mappable. It is as though the castle responds to 
defend itself against the one w h o wants to know it completely and have it under his sole 
control. Such enlargement, if it is in response to a would-be mapper, is quite different from 
the extensions of the stereotypical Gothic edifice, whose enlargement lies mainly 
underground in the form of dungeons, secret passageways and tunnels built by the Gothic 
villain to bewilder and imprison. The typical Gothic castle corresponds to the interior of the 
villain's own labyrinthine body and brain. While Fuchsia's violated attics and the Twins' 
room of roots represent aspects of their inhabitants' sexuality, Gormenghast as a whole 
seems to be actively resisting any kind of Gothic correspondence between its architecture 
and Steerpike's body or psyche. His hardest task in Titus Groan is to find a way back inside 
the castle after escaping from Flay's locked room. 
There is not enough of the villain about Steerpike, as he is depicted in Titus Groan, 
for this kind of Gothic correspondence between himself and the castle to become established. 
H e dissociates himself as fast as he can from his role as one of Gormenghast's kitchen boys. 
His successes in the novel are not acts of assimilation of the Castle into himself, nor the 
making of many useful discoveries about disused, forgotten castle rooms, but acts of power 
that destroy other people's territories, Fuchsia's attics, the Twin's terrorised rooms, the 
Earl's burnt library. 
If Steerpike is not a typical Gothic villain, none of the other Gormenghast characters 
is a typical Gothic victim in terms of Titus Groan's architecture. Gormenghast is their home. 
If they are trapped, it is not by any bewildering maze of passages or secret rooms but by the 
traditions of Groan. Even when Steerpike is literally imprisoned by Flay, it is only intended 
as a temporary measure before he is returned to the kitchen. While Swelter keeps his boys 
very close to him, the castle's other inhabitants may freely leave and enter the actual 
buildings and move without constraint around the areas to which their role in life assigns 
them. Part of the reason for this free flow between inside and outside, for all but Steerpike, is 
Peake's imagery comparing the castle to Gormenghast mountain and the mountain to the 
castle. Gormenghast's territory does not stop at the castle's doors but extends at least as far 
as the mountain, and it is not until Titus Alone that this real threshold is crossed.34 
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Gormenghast becomes more like a typical Gothic castle by the end of the book. At 
the start, it holds no dreadful secrets of past crimes, but by the end it conceals the mysterious 
fates of Swelter and the Earl. The Twins are n o w bound to silence by terror, and Flay is 
exiled. Crime, murder, madness, missing bodies, enforced silence, exile—this list begins to 
amount to a Gothic castle's expected mysteries. 
Anita Moss argues the opposite case in response to Gormenghast's initial lack of 
Gothic apparatus. She claims that in Titus Groan, at least, Gormenghast is a structure 
friendly to the human imagination, home to the kind of nostalgia celebrated by Bachelard.35 
So, too, Charles Gilbert claims that Titus Groan and Gormenghast are: 
ultimately consoling... Peake's work is not about unhomeliness. It is about home, the home to which 
his imagination could retreat like Fuchsia to her attic or like the young Mervyn to his original 'arena' 
the compound.36 
The Countess' bedroom, the Doctor's pleasant house, Sepulchrave's library, Fuchsia's attics, 
Rottcodd's hall of bright carvings and the Twin's room of roots function at times as 
sanctuary. Yet increasingly, sanctuary is lost or defiled. The Doctor's house is home to 
Irma's discontent and the Doctor's poison-cabinet. Prior to meeting Steerpike, the Twins 
seem to have spent their days in their rooms, eaten up with jealousy and spite, and his arrival 
only worsens their dissatisfaction. Fuchsia's attics are no sooner described than violated by 
Steerpike's intrusion. Sepulchrave's refuge, his library, is lost in flames, and in response his 
drug-induced reverie moves increasingly out of control into madness. The Countess' 
bedroom is home to her beloved birds, but her new-bom son Titus is promptly banished from 
it. Peake's chapter entitled 'The Reveries' might almost have been written as a satire on 
Bachelard (though of course it was not, being published 18 years before) for there is no ease 
and no joy in these Gormenghast reveries. If Gormenghast castle is no stereotypical Gothic 
house of horrors, still less is it the comforting embodiment of that reverie which heals the 
soul. 
Nevertheless, Moss's and Gilbert's interpretation is valid as a partial reading, as are 
those claiming Titus Groan for the Gothic tradition, or the Romantic tradition, or allegory, or 
fantasy, or tragedy. Elements of all these genres and more37 co-exist in this novel. Moving 
from genre to genre counteracts the tendency towards stasis inherent in Titus Groan's theme 
of collective adherence to ritual, just as the use of unexpected detail avoids the risk of 
stereotype and cliche, Such tactics are not always sustained, as when the Keda episodes 
strain for melodramatic effect. Too often, images are slackly imagined or obsessively 
iterated. At his best, though, Peake is a master of the obstinate detail that resists category. 
Both the stuckness of individual male characters and Gormenghast society's collective 
adherence to precedent are counterpointed by the almost constant play of wit and quirky 
inventiveness in this novel. It is the undercutting of each genre, the recalcitrant details that 
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subvert allegory, the parodies of portentousness and caricature in Steerpike's conversation, 
the pleasantness of the castle that renders it unGothic, the plots and madness that render it 
Gothic, which give Titus Groan its peculiar flavour as a novel. 
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Nonsense, stuckness and the abject in Titus Groan 
In this chapter, I explore a set of images and concepts that will support my analysis of 
Gormenghast's stuck m e n in chapter 6.1 concluded m y previous chapter by identifying the 
peculiar flavour of Titus Groan in its combination of themes of stuckness and adherence 
with an almost constant flow of quirky inventiveness. I begin this chapter by arguing for the 
prevalence of nonsense as a genre in Titus Groan and further exploring the implications of 
Peake's use of nonsense in this book. The essence of Peake's nonsense is a quirky 
inventiveness that resists systematic interpretation—apart, that is, from the constellation of a 
quirky Peakian cluster of imagery associated with the theme of stuckness: water, ship and 
impalement, in the nonsense poem, "The Frivolous Cake." This poem reads like pure 
nonsense, as a work in its o w n right, but in the context of the novel as a whole, as I 
demonstrate in the second part of this chapter, it epitomises aspects of stuckness that are 
developed at length in the figure of Swelter. 
Peake practised nonsense as a literary and art form from childhood;1 yet despite the 
inclusion of three nonsense poems in Titus Groan, I have found, to date, no critic w h o has 
hitherto noticed that nonsense permeates the entire novel,2 from the characters' ridiculous 
names to the un visited collection of bright carvings and the Twins' meticulously painted 
roots. For the Countess both to keep a roomful of white cats and to attract and cherish wild 
birds is almost as nonsensical as Lear's owl and pussycat setting sail together3 (especially as 
her cats and birds are gifted with supernatural knowingness). The rituals which the Earl 
dutifully performs are nonsense, their meaning lapsed in forgetful time, their repetitions 
acting as a reminder—but of what? The blank book that Sourdust consults is nonsense 
incarnate. Biographical critics who relate the rituals of Gormenghast to Chinese rituals 
witnessed by Peake as a boy are in danger of introducing meaning where Peake's theme is 
the gap where meaning should be, the tradition upheld and believed in as meaningful by the 
castle's officials, the basis for most of the castle activities, but within the reader's own 
context, a pointless expenditure of effort. 
Verbal nonsense in the British tradition is never purely meaningless.4 It is not 
babble, but made up of grammatically structured statements whose meaning always appears 
imminent. Always, in Peake's work as in that of the practitioners of nonsense who most 
influenced him, Lear5 and Carroll, nonsense asserts a meaning that cannot be grasped, 
sometimes because of nonce-words (as in "Jabberwocky"), sometimes because of paradox 
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(as throughout the Alice books), sometimes because incompatible words are grouped 
together without explanation. This last is Peake's favourite nonsense technique. 
Occasionally he uses an obscure word, but he is not given to coining new nonsense 
words except for his characters' names. Even here, his coinages carry more suggestion of 
knowable meaning than Lear's Pobble or Carroll's "Jabberwocky" toves. Sourdust is a 
straightforwardly symbolic name. Sepulchrave is a portmanteau word, as Carroll's Humpty 
Dumpty would classify it, appropriately combining sepulchre, crave and grave; here 
nonsense is on the verge of allegory. Rottcodd, a name inspired by Peake's reading of the 
word 'doctor' backwards through a windscreen, is closer to pure nonsense. The name 
Rottcodd suggests both rotting fish (cod as fish) and rotting sexual organs (cod in its 
Elizabethan sense of male genitalia, and rotting carrying the inference of venereal disease). 
Both possible meanings are incongruous with the dry, dusty, unchanging, solitary existence 
of the presumably virginal Rottcodd. Dr. Prunesquallor is fastidious and not at all squalid, 
nor is he in any obvious way like a prune. There is probably a joke here on doctors as 
providers of cures for constipation.6 Nannie Slagg may be burnt out like coal slag, but is far 
from a slag in the slang sexual sense of the word.7 Peake's Gertrude has equally little in 
c o m m o n with Shakespeare's Gertrude in Hamlet. Flay does indeed partially flay Steerpike, 
by means of a hurled cat, but he himself is skeletally thin rather than flayed. More aptly, 
Swelter swells, sweats and swelters in the heat of his kitchen. Steerpike resembles the 
seducer Steerforth in Dickens' David Copperfield, but the metaphoric potential of his name 
is not entirely realised in Peake's novel. Though he has the patience of a pike (as predator 
fish), a sense that the Countess of Groan puns on8 when she asks, "can [traitors] live beneath 
the surface of the water like the pike I see below m e in the darkness?", (G, 43 6)9 his weapon 
of choice is the swordstick, not the pike, and he does not steer many events in the novel. 
Barquentine is not particularly ship-like. According to John Seland, Gormenghast's gardener 
Pentecost is an allegorical Christ figure;10 but Seland does not reconcile Peake's insistence 
on Pentecost's earthiness with the Biblical Pentecost's wind and tongues of fire. Once again, 
Peake hints at meanings in his character's name that on closer inspection cannot be sustained 
(though a note to his manuscript reads "Pentecost: Region of Miracles and Imagination," 
indicating a potential Christian scenario11 that was abandoned in the final version of the 
novel). 
The nonsense poem, "Simple, seldom and sad," that Steerpike looks at in Fuchsia's 
book, exemplifies Peake's nonsense technique. 
Simple, seldom and sad 
W e are; 
Alone on the Halibut Hills 
Afar, 
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With sweet mad Expressions 
Of old 
Strangely beautiful, 
So we're told 
By the Creatures that Move 
In the sky 
And Die 
O n the night when the Dead Trees 
Prance and Cry ... (TG, 149-150) 
As a line of verse, "Simple, seldom and sad" is reminiscent of Lear's "Far and few" lands 
where the Jumblies live. While Lear's "far" and "few" are meaningful adjectives for islands, 
though, Peake's "seldom" is more than odd as an adjective for human beings. The three men 
of the poem have "sweet mad Expressions," which allude only in the vaguest terms to the 
mad Earl of Gormenghast, whose expression in madness is not sweet. Their journey to the 
sea on the night when the dead trees dance is as arbitrary a ritual as any in Gormenghast. The 
poem's brevity ensures that it will be recognised by the reader as nonsense. There is little or 
no expectation of turning the page and finding another paragraph that will explain it all. 
The Poet's verses, on the other hand, are only incidentally nonsense in their imagery. 
As Gardiner-Scott points out, they make emotional sense as "a disquisition on loneliness and 
the desire for companionship."12 "Simple, seldom and sad" (TG, 149-150) is pure nonsense. 
It is pointless for the reader to seek for motive in this poem's characters or meaning in their 
ritual. Insofar as the poem has relevance to the rest of the novel, the sensitive, sad men's 
night ritual points out the nonsensical qualities of the rituals that the sad, sensitive (but far 
from simple) Earl of Groan performs several times a day. The book does not supply meaning 
to the poem; rather, the poem suffuses the rest of the book with nonsense. 
It is possibly the length of Titus Groan that has obscured its nonsense element. Long 
stretches of text, notably the Keda episodes, do cohere, raising expectations that the rest of 
the novel might also ultimately make complete sense. O n a first reading, there is always the 
possibility that some later chapter will provide missing explanations, fill gaps and reveal a 
single all-encompassing system of interpretation. N o such system is provided. Peake defends 
his choice of nonsense over sense, if any defence is needed, in a radio talk he gave on "Alice 
and Tenniel and Me": 
Nonsense can be gentle or riotous. It can clank like a stone in the empty bucket of fatuity. It can take 
you by the hand and lead you nowhere. It's magic—for to explain it, were that possible, would be to 
kill it. It swims, plunges, cavorts, and rises in its own element. It's a fabulous fowl. For non-sense is not 
the opposite of good sense. That would be "Bad Sense". It's something quite apart—and isn't the 
opposite of anything. It's something far more rare. Hundreds of books are published year after year. 
Good sense in many of them: bad sense in many more—but non-sense, oh no, that's rarity, a revelation 
and an art worth all the rest. Perhaps one book in every fifty years glitters with the divine lunacy we 
call nonsense.13 
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Peake's praise of Alice in Wonderland's nonsense could well be applied to his own 
works. Titus Groan "glitters" with nonsense, though less constantly than the pages of 
Peake's two picture story books. The imagery that he uses in this radio talk, also, could well 
be applied to Peake's own art as a writer and illustrator. His work "glitters": glitter is a 
surface phenomenon, and though Peake claims here that nonsense has no opposite, the 
opposite of surface glitter might be construed as dark depth. Peake occasionally attempts 
depth of feeling, as in the death of Keda, but rarely convinces. W h e n he talks of nonsense as 
taking readers by the hand and leading them nowhere, another kind of opposite to nonsense 
is suggested: the grasping of readers by the hand and insistent leading of them in a specific 
generic direction. I have argued in m y previous chapter that such insistence is a form of 
stuckness in narrative technique, but Peake's allegorical writing and strict adherence to 
generic conventions could equally well be called "bad sense," to use his own derogatory 
term. While nonsense glitters and delights, Peake's allegorical and genre-bound writing, his 
"bad sense," fails to convince or to delight, being all too obvious and resistible in its designs 
on the reader. 
Peake also implies his favourite imagery of deep water in his praise of nonsense: it 
"swims" and "plunges," (like a bird, perhaps, or a fish) and so it is not solely a surface 
phenomenon. Here it is the imaginative freedom of nonsense that the writer and illustrator 
relishes. The divine lunacy of nonsense in Peake's accomplished hands is an antidote to 
generic stuckness, but it also contributes to his theme of psychological stuckness in the case 
of "The Frivolous Cake," a nonsense poem in which the imagery of plunging and cavorting 
assembles its familiar companion images in Peake's fiction: killing, piracy and impalement. 
Duncan Barford claims that whenever a nonsense poem appears as part of a Peake 
novel, it "is immediately given a surrounding which, to a large extent, removes the unique 
'nonsense effect'."14 Barford's point is much more valid for "The Frivolous Cake" than for 
Titus Groan's other two nonsense poems. The whole poem can be read as an elaboration of a 
pun on courtship and caught ship, intermingled with anthropomorphic images suggestive of 
wedding cake and the knife to cut it with. 
... U p the smooth billows and over the crests 
Of the cumbersome combers flew 
The frivolous cake with a knife in the wake 
Of herself and her curranty crew. 
Like a swordfish grim it would bounce and skim 
(This dinner knife fierce and blue), 
And the frivolous cake was filled to the brim 
With the fun of her curranty crew ... (TG, 84-85) 
Peake's images of cake, knife, ship and human courtship are taken up throughout the novel 
in far from nonsensical contexts, as in Steerpike's grim courtship of Fuchsia. 
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"The Frivolous Cake" is in an unpleasant nonsense tradition that finds fun in 
psychological and physical suffering, mutilation and cannibalism, like Carroll's talking 
edibles that object to being sliced, and the characters in Lear's limericks who suffer such 
troubles as self-inflicted injuries, rejection at the hands of others, punishment and death. 
Peake's "The Frivolous Cake" accords with Barford's account of nonsense as paradox: how 
can the cake be both frivolous and in the throes of love, and h o w can the dinner knife be both 
a grim pursuer, eager to cut, and the ardent lover of his future wife? The associations are at 
least as much sinister as comic. Although Pierre-Yves Le C a m argues that the cutting of a 
cake is "always a source of joy and ... here takes on fantastic and funny proportions,"15 it is 
hard to find much fun in images which can be read equally plausibly as sexual (the knife as 
phallic, the cake as a penetrable female body) and murderous (the knife as weapon, the cake 
as a female body about to be cut open). Like Carroll's jokes about talking food, Peake's cake 
with a beating heart is a cannibalistic image, for the usual purpose of cutting a cake with a 
knife is to eat it. A s this cake is female, Peake's images are not only cannibalistic but also 
sadistically misogynous. The male's sexual and murderous desires cannot be distinguished 
from one another, while the frivolous female is in process of disintegration, crumbs flying 
away in the wind, even before the knife has reached her. 
As Barford argues, Peake's nonsense poems play at revealing meaning.16 Like 
almost all of Peake's symbolism, the details of "The Frivolous Cake" resist simple 
allegorising; its associations within the novel are multiple and at times contradictory. There 
is a strong pull towards meaning in its immediate context, Fuchsia's book of verses. "The 
Frivolous Cake" is one of Fuchsia's favourite poems, and Barford proposes a symbolic 
reading: "it comes to stand for the liveliness of Fuchsia's imagination and her childish 
nature; the coupling of the knife and the cake in the verse emphasizes (by contrast) her 
isolation and loneliness."17 As usual, Peake's prose is less straightforward than this account 
allows. Barford's reading, like Le Cam's, is much too pleasant. Fuchsia's book is "always 
ready for her to open and devour," (TG, 84) a choice of phrase which suggests that the poem 
m a y be a great favourite of hers because she identifies with the knife rather than the female 
cake. Perhaps, in her fantasy life, the nonsense verse provides her with a story about the 
power that she lacks in her everyday existence: a power to act, rather than always to be acted 
upon. 
"She likes to be the only one, you know. She likes to dream that she's the queen and that when the rest 
are dead there'll be no one who can order her to do anything." (TG, 95) 
Equally, the poem's narrative about a cake in the throes of love, pursued by a knife ardent 
for marriage, is a nonsense fulfilment of Fuchsia's wish for some lover to come into her life 
"from another kind of world—a new world—not from this world, but someone who is 
different." (TG, 146) Such a comment puts Fuchsia in the role of cake rather than knife, and 
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even as she speaks, Steerpike is climbing up the ivy towards her window to begin his 
courtship of her. 
Steerpike incarnates the knife's murderous desire more and more fully in the two 
Gormenghast books, under a pretence of sexual desire for Fuchsia and frma and of reverence 
for the Twins. Frivolous, Fuchsia is not, but she responds to Steerpike as ambivalently as the 
cake to the knife, in part wishing for his company, in part flying from him. The cake is not 
only a w o m a n pursued by her lover, but also a ship. Peake's frivolous cake with her curranty 
crew seems a very poor choice of material for a ship, prone to waterlogging and sinking. The 
cake-ship appears to be falling apart even before the knife has reached her. In Gormenghast 
Fuchsia's fall from her window, and her drowning, may offer a remote echo of the frivolous 
cake's plight. M y argument here is not that the frivolous cake ever simply stands for Fuchsia, 
or the knife for Steerpike, but that the disturbing imagery in and around the poem is 
repeatedly applicable to characters within Titus Groan, and to a lesser extent Gormenghast, 
with increasing emphasis on devouring and death. Fuchsia, devourer of words, for example, 
is an innocent kind of cannibal, as she eats up the stories of her favourite nonsense 
characters. Her father Sepulchrave dies in an attempt to join the company of death-owls, 
finding too late that the owls regard him not as a fellow-eater of flesh but as human flesh to 
be eaten. The metaphorical devouring of nonsense has become the literal devouring of a 
madman. 
As well as looking forward into the pages of the Gormenghast narrative to come, 
"The Frivolous Cake" looks back to "Mr Slaughterboard" and Captain Slaughterboard. The 
nonsense poem's jokes about cake and eating are reminiscent of the sadistic humour of the 
Peter Poop and whale illustration in Captain Slaughterboard. Captain Slaughterboard's 
transformation from pirate to ecstatic lover is echoed in the none-too-convincing 
transformation of the poem's knife into a sensitive steel lover. The rock upon which Mr. 
Slaughterboard's ship is impaled, is described as "tooth-shaped," (MS, 77) with implications 
of an aggressive mouth biting at the ship; the monstrous oceanic mother is a devourer of 
men, "hungry for more." (MS, 68) The impaling rock is also described as a "needle" and 
"razor." (MS, 78) The poem's imagery of the cake as a ship in the throes of love, throbbing 
with desire at the prospect of being pierced by the knife, reworks the plight of M r 
Slaughterboard's ship, impaled mid-ocean on a razor-toothed needle-point of rock. 
According to John Watney, "when Captain Slaughterboard began to take shape 
from the miscellaneous collection of drawings and ideas that preceded it, it was entitled 'Mr 
Knife'."18 Steerpike is a candidate for the title "Mr Knife" in Titus Groan, and even more so 
in Gormenghast; his jaunty swordstick is as sexually suggestive and potentially murderous 
as the knife in "The Frivolous Cake." A stronger candidate for the title, though, is Swelter, 
the cleaver-wielding cook intent on murder. Swelter incarnates knife, ship and cake. His 
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signature card is the obscenely sweet cakes, placed ever closer to M r Flay's sleeping place to 
taunt him with approaching death. As a murderous cook, his weapon is a grosser version of 
the knife, a cleaver. In the kitchen, during the celebrations of Titus' birth, he is described as a 
galleon that founders in drink, imagery that prefigures the watery circumstances of his death. 
Towards the end of the book, he is impaled on a knife in a temporary lake: 
the sword plunged steeply. Flay did not trouble to withdraw it. It remained like a mast of steel whose 
sails had fallen to the decks where, as though with a life of their own, unconnected with wind or tide, 
they leapt and shook in ghastly turbulence. At the masthead, the circular sword hilt, like a crow's nest, 
boasted no inch-high pirate. (TG, 438) 
These images of human flesh as a ship, pursued and penetrated by a knife, re-enact the 
metaphors of "The Frivolous Cake," but without any of the poem's sense of fun. 
In Gormenghast Swelter's kitchen boy Steerpike also ends his murderous life, 
pierced by a knife, in the temporary waters of the flooded castle. Steerpike can be understood 
as an imitator of his former kitchen master Swelter, his slim swordstick a thin copy of 
Swelter's cleaver.19 Swelter would then be Titus Groan's central "Mr Knife," with Steerpike 
as his imitator.2 The cook is rarely seen without some form of a knife, whether the carving 
knife at a ritual feast or the cleaver that he obsessively sharpens for the murder of M r Flay. 
His desires are at once murderous and sexual. W h e n he finally strikes what he believes to be 
a mortal blow to his enemy's body, the cleaver gives him an "orgasmic moment." (TG, 424) 
This act of murder is the act of sex, an acting out of "The Frivolous Cake" that fulfils both 
aspects of the knife's grim ardour. His dead body, described as a pirate ship with the 
impaling sword as its steel mast, may not be experiencing the frivolous cake's throes of love, 
but it is certainly post-orgasmic. 
Swelter's death scene constellates the stuck man imagery of pirate, ships, water and 
impalement. For most of the novel, however, it is his opponent, Flay, who appears to be the 
stuck man, in the impossible position of dreading the cook's intention to murder him but 
struggling to reach a compromise between his need to guard his master and his need to strike 
first. Swelter thus functions both as stuck man, at his death, and earlier as instigator of 
stuckness in another. This double function is reminiscent of "Mr. Slaughterboard", where the 
captain takes delight in ordering his men to their deaths and himself becomes a stuck man 
facing a long-drawn-out death by impalement in deep water. Similarly, Steerpike is an 
active, sadistic manipulator of the Twins in Titus Groan, but becomes another example of 
the Peakian stuck man by the time he dies at the end of Gormenghast. 
The Earl of Groan is a milder example of this shift. H e momentarily forces his will 
on the doctor before his long decline towards death as a Peakian stuck man. O n the day of 
Titus' birth, Steerpike peeps through a spyhole to witness one of Sepulchrave's few 
independent acts in the novel, determined neither by ritual nor by madness: he prods Dr. 
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Prunesquallor with the jade rod, obliging him to squat down in the corridor. It is this act of 
sadism that Steerpike apes when he forces the Twins to squat in the lake. So much 
information is being offered to the reader in the spyhole episode that it is easy to miss the 
point being made here. Like Swelter and Steerpike, Sepulchrave enjoys the exercise of 
power, and when he demands that the Doctor squat before him, he is probably abusing that 
power. Obeisance to the ruler of Gormenghast does not occur, nor is it expected, anywhere 
else in the novel. (He tells Nannie Slagg to sit on the floor in "The Fir-Cones" chapter, but 
this is because there are no chairs available. H e sits on a table to talk with her, and invites her 
to lie down when she complains of feeling tired. In this scene the Earl does not dominate but, 
as far as he can, unbends.) 
Despite his ownership of the jade rod, the Earl is almost entirely passive until 
madness draws him into the world of the death-owls. Sepulchrave comes to believe that he is 
himself an owl, and when he drags Swelter's body to the owls' tower it is in order to gain 
entry to their community by offering them human flesh to feast on. Instead—or rather, as 
well—they eat him alive, owls acting as cannibals to devour a would-be owl-man. If 
Sepulchrave is in any way a candidate for the name "Mr Knife" because of his jade rod, he 
becomes a far from frivolous edible as he dies. His last screams are evidence not of gratified 
desire but of pain. 
Of Titus Groan's three candidates for the name, Mr. Knife, it is only Swelter who 
also encompasses an equivalent sexual range of predilections to those implied in Captain 
Slaughterboard, as homosexual, pederast, masturbator and sadist. Swelter's sexual pleasures 
begin to be revealed in the scene of drunken revelry in the kitchen, following the birth of the 
Groan heir. H e slurs out a speech of mingled endearment and command to his kitchen boys, 
addressing them as "fairy boys" (TG, 35): 
Oh what a pleasant lot of little joints you are ... What a very drippy lot of little joints. O h yesh, you 
are, but so underdone. Lishen cocks (TG, 36) 
Swelter identifies himself as homosexual in a drunken chant, "thick and hairy, I'm a fairy." 
(TG, 38) His talk of drippy little joints equates the kitchen workers' sweaty bodies with meat 
to be eaten; the eating of "drippy little joints" that he then calls "cocks" amounts to fellatio. 
Later in the novel, he eavesdrops on his boys in the hope that they will have disobeyed him 
by talking, giving him a pretext to punish them: 
[his eye] devours the long double line of skinny apprentices as a squid might engulf and devour some 
long-shaped creature of the depths. As it sucks in the line of boys through the pupil, the knowledge of 
his power over them spreads sensuously across his trunk like a delicious gooseflesh. (TG, 362) 
H e orders a pair of disobedient boys closer, "in the shadow of m y paunch," where his 
genitals are to be found. For a moment it seems as if the threatened punishment will be 
fellating their master, but then he lifts them "about the level of [his] throat" (TG, 363) before 
he is interrupted by the ringing of Sepulchrave's bell. Swelter's threat is here at once 
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cannibalistic and sexual, "as a squid might engulf and devour some long-shaped creature" or 
as a lecherous mouth might "suck in" the adolescent boys' long-shaped sexual organs. 
It is made clear in this scene, as in the first kitchen scene, that Swelter rules by fear. 
His sexual pleasures are those of a sadist, with fairytale overtones of the ogre w h o eats 
boys.21 Swelter's pleasures are also those of an incestuous father, for he stands in the role of 
a father towards his adolescent apprentices. In the course of his drunken speech he names 
himself "the father of exchellence and plenty," (TG, 35) and he calls the boys clustering 
around him "a happly little family." (TG, 34) As an incestuous homosexual father-figure 
w h o rules by fear, the best that can be said of him as a sexual being is that he does not extend 
his abuse towards women. His drunken rhyme, "man and boy and girls and ribbonsh, lots of 
kittensh," (TG, 38) reduces Gertrude and her white cats to girlish stereotype, but is not 
developed into any kind of heterosexual attachment on Swelter's part. H e is quite like 
Captain Slaughterboard in his sexual tendencies: he is presented as sadistic and it is 
suggested that he engages in incestuous relationships within his family of apprentices. Since 
some of them are no more than 12 years old, this would amount to paedophilia. 
M y Freudian analysis of Mr. Slaughterboard and Captain Slaughterboard in chapter 
3 cannot be applied to Swelter, as nothing is said in Titus Groan about his early childhood 
and his obsessive love is given not to youths w h o resemble him physically but to his cleaver. 
A Freudian reading of Swelter must refer to the element of oral fixation evident in his 
excellence as a cook, his use of sweet cakes as visiting cards, his expertise in drinking from 
the wine bottle and his implied practice of fellatio. Freud argues that the impulse to suck at a 
male organ derives "from sucking at the mother's breast."22 A s a fellator, in this Freudian 
context, Swelter would be fixated at the early childhood oral psychosexual stage.23 
Swelter is presented throughout as little more than an incarnation of gross appetites. 
Drunkenness is an appropriate state for him to be in at the start of the novel; celebrations are 
in order for the birth of a Groan heir. The kitchen staffs communal drunkenness is the 
closest that Titus Groan, or Peake's work as a whole, ever gets to Bakhtinian carnival, the 
licensed revelry in which disorder is temporarily privileged, moral standards inverted, and 
promiscuity and gluttony become the virtues of the day. B y such standards Swelter fulfils the 
role of lord of misrule admirably, except that he is in daily life also the kitchen's lord. At 
other times, his kitchen staff labour at their assigned tasks, as repetitious as Sepulchrave's 
rituals, but rather less pointless. For Swelter, though, the drunken scene with his apprentices 
is not an out-of-the-ordinary comical moment of excess and indulgence, but displays some of 
his usual appetites. 
As the kitchen boys' incestuous and possibly paedophilic master, he is all too close a 
father to them, in contrast to Sepulchrave, Titus' doubting, melancholy and distant father. As 
cook, supplying food and drink for the castle, he plays a maternal role in contrast to 
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Gertrude, w h o will not suckle her own son. H e endows his cleaver with life and caresses it 
"as though he was suckling it," (TG, All) promising to feed it on M r Flay's lifeblood. 
Cannibal appetite is being depicted here at one remove, as it is the cleaver-child, not Swelter 
himself, who will drink his enemy's blood. It is, perhaps, surprising that someone as gross as 
Swelter should not crave food. All his appetites come to be directed towards the killing of 
M r Flay, via his anthropomorphised cleaver. 
Swelter's enormous bulk, like Gertrude's, suggests that both these characters are 
being visualised from the point of view of the infant, for w h o m the expanse of a parent's 
flesh might well seem boundless. In just such a way Flay remembers his o w n perception, as 
a young child, of "how a giant, for so he must then have appeared to the child, a giant in gold 
had given him an apple." (TG, 415) It is perhaps because he is receptive to such memories 
that Flay is so horrified and revolted by the gigantic body of the cook as pseudo-mother and 
nurturer. The novel splits the maternal functions among several characters: Gertrude the 
blood-mother who rejects her son soon after birth, Keda the wet-nurse who eventually 
suicides, and Swelter the gross cook who nourishes all the castle's inhabitants, a gigantic 
parody of the equally gigantic Countess, promising drink to his cleaver-baby whereas she 
refuses her milk to her new-born son. It is only the least maternal of these mother figures 
who lives on, and the most palpably physical of the three, Swelter, who is the object of 
passionate revulsion on the part of Flay. In this manner, Flay enacts Peake's stuck man 
motif, fascinated and repelled by a monstrous mother figure w h o fills his days and nights 
with dread. 
Once aroused to vengeance by being lashed across the face, Swelter also operates 
from the phallic stage, where the genitals become the focus of sexual behaviour. His cleaver 
is a phallic instrument, obsessively handled and sharpened. His fondling of his cleaver is 
both masturbatory and paedophilic, as he derives orgasmic pleasure from striking a blow 
with the imagined body of a baby that is also the head and shaft of a steel phallus. H e is 
fatherly enough, in his role as kitchen master, for Steerpike's rebellion to seem Oedipal, but 
it is as a mother figure, gross-bodied and provider of disgusting food, that he revolts Flay. 
Swelter embodies both the monstrous father and monstrous mother, and is never 
differentiated enough to experience an Oedipal crisis with regard to any mother or father 
figure. His command of the phallic stage is thus precarious, and the orgasmic satisfaction he 
gains from striking with his cleaver proves to be based on self-delusion. 
While a Freudian reading offers insights into Swelter as an oral, phallic and father 
figure, it is less helpful with regard to the mother figures in Titus Groan. For Freud, the boy 
child's major developmental struggle within the family is not differentiation from his mother 
in infancy but working through his Oedipal desires to vanquish his father and win his 
mother's favours completely. Thereafter the internalised figure of the mother can reappear as 
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repressed contents of the male's unconscious returning, Medusa-like, to fascinate and terrify. 
The snaky hair of Freud's Medusa symbolises the pubic hairs around the mother's forbidden, 
horrifying genitalia.24 Such a reading of the Medusa might be valid for the snake-haired 
Gertrude of Titus Groan, if her physical description were at all laden with dread. The 
Gertrude of the first Titus novel is not, however, an uncanny figure in Freud's understanding 
of the term. She has systematically rendered herself remote from all other human beings, and 
her hugeness is amazing but in no way threatening. In her bedroom she seems at first half-
witted, unable to recognise a knock on the door as a request to enter, but as her husband 
becomes less capable she ably takes charge of Gormenghast life. She is introduced in her 
physical capacity as a mother, but once her duty of producing a male heir has been 
performed, she proves almost entirely lacking in maternal qualities. 
It is Swelter, his body bulking as large as Gertrude's, who fulfils the role of 
monstrous mother in Titus Groan; and Freudian theory is not adequate to explore the 
subtleties of his maternal functions. For an analysis of Swelter as mother (as distinct from 
the Oedipal father Swelter against w h o m Steerpike rebels), the most apposite psychoanalytic 
theorist is Julia Kristeva. For most of the book, Swelter is presented as simultaneously 
mother and father; in Kristevan terms, following Freud,25 he is a figure of the parent as 
perceived by the young child prior to the Oedipal stage, for w h o m gender and sex are not yet 
fixed categories. While the scenes in which he sharpens his cleaver, lovingly addresses it and 
finally strikes with it, fit a phallic reading, at the same time he treats the weapon as his baby. 
H e functions in this respect as the all-encompassing, nurturing mother upon w h o m Kristeva 
builds her theory of abjection;26 cleaver-child and cook-father-mother exist in the unity of 
the Kristevan semiotic chora. There is no clear psychological distinction to be drawn 
between the cleaver as Swelter's phallus and as his child. H e fondles it and gains pleasure 
from it both ways: 
[Flay] caught the gleam of steel, and a moment later a portion of the shaft and the entire murderous 
head of the double-handed cleaver. M r Swelter was nursing it in his arms as though he was suckling it. 
"Oh, so red and wet," came the moss-soft voice again, "and then we'll wipe you dry with a 
nice clean handkerchief. Would you like a silk one, m y pretty? Would you? Before we polish you and 
tuck you up?" (TG, 421) 
As he talks baby-talk to his cleaver, Swelter is in a state of jouissance, that 
untranslatable Kristevan term referring to the absorbing consciousness of the semiotic chora, 
a state of being in which no threshold exists between mother and child. Swelter is not wholly 
lost in the oneness of the chora, however. Once aroused, his hatred of Flay is "a calculated 
thing that grew in a bloodless way." (TG, 105) H e plans and practises for weeks before 
actually striking at Flay. Swelter's campaign against Flay thus seems to derive from the 
symbolic order, in which m e n strive for supremacy and gratification can be deferred. In 
Peake's account of the final fight, however, Swelter seems to alternate between functioning 
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as the archaic father/mother and as the phallic warrior seeking to penetrate his enemy's body 
with a knife. Flay's and Swelter's fight turns into a dance, with nimble footwork by Flay and 
a remarkable twirling movement by Swelter. The first time that Swelter strikes with his 
cleaver, he strikes a phallic blow through which he experiences orgasm. The second time 
that he lifts up his cleaver to attack, it is to give his cleaver-child its supper: Swelter is now 
in maternal mode. From this point his consciousness falls away into gyrating trance and 
giddiness, and his body falls into drunken stagger, rush, tumble, flounder and death. His 
death replays his drunken collapse in the first kitchen scene, even to the repeated detail of a 
long red island staining his white garment, spilt wine on the first occasion, spilt blood on the 
second. Swelter m a y thus be read as a character of the semiotic chora who, goaded by Flay, 
makes an effort to act from the symbolic order and fails. 
In this Kristevan reading, Flay struggles to differentiate himself from the maternal 
by abjecting Swelter. Flay is the only person in the book to find Swelter disgusting. 
Steerpike terms his master "Nauseating Swelter ... vile Swelter," (TG, 46) but it is in order 
to ingratiate himself with Flay. In the kitchen, even when forced into very close physical 
contact with the cook, Steerpike feels contempt and anger, not disgust. The Doctor is also 
not disgusted by Swelter. While Flay finds Swelter's sweet cake "disgustingly soft" to the 
touch, and is nauseated by its "sickly, penetrating smell," (TG, 328) a similar cake enraptures 
the Doctor at Titus' christening party: 
".. . the sensitized nerve endings that I can positively assure you are tingling, m y dear and very 
excellent Swelter, at the very thought of coming into contact with these delicious-looking oddments 
that you've no doubt tossed off at an odd moment." (TG, 107) 
The sexual innuendo in "tossed off," while it can hardly be the Doctor's conscious witticism, 
can be read in the context of Swelter's sexual predilections as a mischievous allusion to both 
masturbation and the oral pleasure of fellatio (the blob of cream atop the little cake does not 
bear scrutiny in this context). 
Throughout Titus Groan, Flay feels mingled fascination and disgust for the cook. He 
makes a practice of entering: 
Swelter's steaming province for one purpose only. To prove to himself as much as to others, that he, as 
Lord Groan's personal attendant, would on no account be intimidated by any member of the staff. (TG, 
32-33) 
It is against Swelter, and only Swelter, that Flay defines himself, and he does so through the 
bodily sensations of abjection, qualm, queasiness and nausea. The cook is associated with 
imagery of (mainly warm) liquids, ooze, sweat, clamminess, succulence, porridge; his name 
Swelter suggests sweaty heat. Even his death occurs in warm water. The surfaces of his body 
frequently leak fluids, an abject breach of boundary in Kristevan terms, as when "a 
sycophantism oozes from his every pore." (TG, 363) The boundary between human flesh and 
food is never very clear, either, where Swelter is concerned. While he indulges in 
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cannibalistic fantasies about his apprentices' sweaty bodies, his o w n body is described as 
foodstuffs also. Thus his "tongue emerged from between his lips like a carrot" (TG, 403) and 
the enormous area of his face "glistened like a jelly." (TG, 38) Kristeva analyses forbidden 
foods as instances of abjection in Powers of Horror, and her first example is the skin on hot 
milk: "nausea makes m e balk at that milk cream, separates m e from the mother and father 
who proffer it."27 Swelter's version of hot milk is more nauseating still, when he promises to 
feed his cleaver-baby on the warm blood of his enemy. H e is thus not only an abject figure in 
the disgusted eyes, nose and ears of Flay. Though none of the novel's other characters shares 
Flay's revulsion, the reader is invited to concur with him every time Swelter is described in 
terms of cannibalism, over-closeness and warm, oozy liquids. 
The fact that Swelter is a m a n does not tell against a Kristevan reading in terms of 
the abject. As Kelly Oliver points out, Kristeva is careful to distinguish the maternal abject 
from woman.28 What is abjected, in Kristevan theory, is "the maternal container," a term that 
could well be applied to Swelter's cannibalistic threats and endearments. A stronger 
objection to the reading of Swelter as maternal, embodiment of the semiotic chora, is 
Peake's comment that the cook's first weapon against Flay is his eloquent, sarcastic verbal 
wit. According to Kristeva, the semiotic chora is preverbal, and its language is that of prattle, 
lovers' murmurs, gasp, sigh and grunt. Peake's actual examples of Swelter's eloquence, 
however, are not exactly eloquent and witty. Instead, they are suggestive of the semiotic 
chora's irruption into the symbolic.29 His taunts are built upon repetition, mispronunciation, 
the enforcement of unwanted intimacy and the confusion of food with the human body: 
"Well, well, well... may I be boiled to a frazzle if it isn't M r Flee. The one and only Flee. Well, well, 
well. Here before m e in the Cool Room. Dived through the keyhole, I do believe. Oh, m y adorable 
lights and liver, if it isn't the Flee itself M r Flee—Master Springers—Master Springers—Mr Flee. 
M r Flee—Master Wrattle, Master Wrattle—Mr Flee. M r Flee—Master Spurter, Master Spurter—Mr 
Flee. Flee—Springers—Flee—Wrattle—Flee—Spurter—Flee!" (TG, 103-104) 
Such techniques are reminiscent of Lewis Carroll's nonsense, as in the Queen's introduction 
of Alice to her dinner, an enforced social intimacy which precludes the eater's desired 
relationship with her dinner: 
"You look a little shy; let m e introduce you to that leg of mutton," said the Red Queen. "Alice-
Mutton; Mutton—Alice ... it isn't etiquette to cut any one you've been introduced to."3t 
In Swelter's case, introducing Flay to his apprentices lowers the first servant's status 
intolerably, until he is indistinguishable from these "ten-a-penny kitchen boys." (TG, 104) 
Flay's silent contempt for "the chef as one ignores a cesspool" (TG, 103) galls Swelter as a 
rejection from the symbolic order; Swelter's verbal attack on Flay's standing in the symbolic 
order galls Flay equally but differently, as an attempt to immerse him in the maternal abject 
that Swelter incarnates.31 
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Swelter's jokes that confuse the human body with food assimilate the victims of his 
taunts to his own state of abjection. His kitchen boys have to endure their assimilation into 
food to be (sexually) eaten. H e has less success in treating Flay's body as flesh to be cut with 
the kitchen cleaver. While he is endlessly preoccupied with blades,32 Swelter himself is 
described in terms of food rather than knife imagery, and is far from sharp and cutting. His 
soft voice seems to "seep out of dough," (TG, 104) sounding like "warm sick notes of some 
prodigious mouldering bell of felt." (TG, 34) The last noise that he makes as he collapses 
into drunken stupor in the kitchen is "a weak gurgling sound." (TG, 39) The equivalent 
moment in his death scene is his descent "in the two-hundred-feet cascade of moon-sparkling 
water . . . they had found his body, spread to the size of a sheet and bubbling on the drenched 
gravel." (TG, 440) H e is by now, of course, incapable of speech, his body has lost its human 
contours and, rather than oozing warm liquid, he has become a semi-liquid thing that expels 
bubbles of air. 
In the final moments of his death-dance with Flay, Swelter is described as "growing 
at each soft, deft pace more and more like something from the deeps where the grey twine-
weed coils the sidling sea-cow" (TG, 430): the sea-cow is an image at once monstrous and 
milkily maternal. W h e n he falls into the lake, Swelter flounders "like a sea-monster." (TG, 
438) This image is reminiscent of the bosomy maternal waters of "Mr Slaughterboard" 
which threaten to embrace, engulf and drown the pirates. In undergoing the ultimate 
abjection of death,33 however, Swelter becomes not a threatening incarnation of maternal 
power but its partly assimilated victim, a corpse "bubbling on the drenched gravel" and a 
ship that generates its own turbulence: 
the sword plunged steeply. Flay did not trouble to withdraw it. It remained like a mast of steel whose 
sails had fallen to the decks where, as though with a life of their own, unconnected with wind or tide, 
they leapt and shook in ghastly turbulence. (TG, 438) 
Here the boundary between life and death is blurred, as it also is when Swelter's body 
"bubbles" in a drowned man's parody of breathing. Such blurring of boundaries accords with 
Kristeva's account of the corpse in the morgue as "the breaking down of a world that has 
erased its borders."34 
The evidence of this chapter, and m y previous chapter on "Mr Slaughterboard" and 
Captain Slaughterboard, begins to mount an argument that Peake's symbolic economy 
entails, for the representation of the stuck man, an assemblage of images (dread mother, 
engulfing water, usually associated with ship and piracy), and indicators of sexual perversity, 
especially sadism. Further chapters on Titus Alone, Letters from a Lost Uncle, Mr Pye and 
Boy in Darkness will find a similar pattern of images accruing, whether stuckness occurs in 
the Arctic waste or in Sark or beyond Gormenghast's realm. Like Titus Groan and Captain 
Slaughterboard, all of these works apart from Mr. Pye associate images of food and eating 
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with the figure of the stuck man. Clearly each instance of the stuck m a n motif does not 
include an exactly similar playing out of the plot—Swelter first threatens to engulf, 
embodying the monstrous mother, and ends as a stuck m a n who is metaphorically an 
impaled ship, while M r Slaughterboard remains stuck on his impaled ship in contemplation 
of the engulfing maternal waters at the end of the story. It is the impossibility of the 
situation, the confrontation with death and the imagery of pirates, ships, water, impalement 
and (usually) eating that characterises each occurrence of the stuck m a n motif, not an exactly 
replicated situation or outcome. Thus Peake represents stuckness in endlessly fresh 
permutations from book to book. 
The use of quirky imagery also keeps representations of stuckness from becoming 
fixed and predictable in Peake's fiction. Flay and Swelter are presented as polar opposites— 
dry versus moist, laconic versus verbose, thin versus fat—but they are not simply or solely 
opposites. The creaking of Flay's knees is one of those obstinate details that renders his 
characterisation idiosyncratic; so too is Swelter's choice of cakes as markers for his nightly 
approach to Flay's sleeping place. In the account of the pair's enmity, from first blow to 
death, there is some slippage of genre also, between grotesque comedy and horror. The 
interplay between Peake's subject of fixed enmity and the idiosyncrasies of its presentation 
amounts to arguably the most accomplished representation of stuckness in his fiction. 
Before discussing examples of the stuck m a n motif in Titus Alone and Peake's 
shorter books, in m y next chapter I compare those of Titus Groan's and Gormenghast's 
stuck m e n who die with those who survive stuckness. I raise psychoanalytic considerations 
that might explain why Flay survives Swelter's attack, even though the book's imagery 
suggests that it is Flay w h o functions as stuck m a n and victim to Swelter, and should 
therefore be the one to succumb. I also consider the case of Irma, a female predator who is 
not a mother figure, and analyse the success of the men closest to her in avoiding stuckness. 
Under the right circumstances, it is possible for Peake's male characters not only to survive 
an encounter with a terrible female character but even to thrive from it. 
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can be interpreted as the thetic break's inability to remain simply intra-syntactic—a division within a 
signifying homogeneity.... For the Other has become heterogeneous and will not remain fixed in place: 
it negativizes all terms, all posited elements, and thus syntax, threatening them with possible dissolution." 
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Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language trans. M . Waller (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1984), 56. 
30 Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, illustrated Mervyn 
Peake (London: Bibliophile Books, 1984), 211-212. 
31 Kristeva's comment on the experience of reading Celine serves as an apt description for Swelter's effect 
on Flay: "seized at that fragile spot of our subjectivity where our collapsed defenses reveal, beneath the 
appearances of a fortified castle, a flayed skin." Powers of Horror, 133. 
32 Ann Yeoman (private communication, 2001) that "blades" had the colloquial meaning of "youths" when 
Peake was writing. Such a play on words adds to m y earlier discussion of candidates for the title, "Mr. 
Knife," with Swelter's kitchen hands as the blades and himself as the item available for penetration. 
33 "The corpse, seen without God and outside of science, is the utmost of abjection." Kristeva, 4. 
34 Kristeva, loc. cit. 
Surviving Stuckness in Titus Groan and Gormenghast 
For much of Titus Groan, Flay appears to be more of a stuck man than Swelter. Revolted by 
the cook's grossness, disgusted by his food, Flay becomes obsessed with Swelter, night and 
day living in fearful expectation of death by his hand. M y previous chapter has demonstrated 
Swelter's function as a symbolic mother-figure. In the context of Peake's stuck man motif, it 
is Flay w h o would be expected to end impaled, engulfed and dead, not Swelter. Instead, Flay 
proves to be the only male character in Peake's fiction who not only survives an encounter 
with a monstrous mother figure but psychologically thrives as a result. 
In terms of Peake's symbolic economy, it may be argued that Flay survives his duel 
with Swelter because he has already experienced and lived through stuckness, severance and 
temporary psychological death at the hands of another of the novel's mothers, the Countess 
of Groan. H e is already a dead man in terms of Gormenghast's community, according to 
Gertrude's sentence of exile: "it is more dreadful than he can feel, for a kind of numbness is 
closing in on his horror like a padding." (TG, 378) A few days later, as he begins to regain 
sensation, he experiences his sentence of exile as being physically severed, the Earl's lost 
right hand: 
In his banishment he had felt the isolation of a severed hand, which realizes that it is no more part of the 
arm and body it was formed to serve and where the heart still beats. (TG, 414) 
M u ch later, in Gormenghast, when the Doctor has learned that Flay is still alive, he dreams a 
nightmare vision of: 
the Countess on a great iron tray far out at sea. The moon shone down like a blue lamp, as she fished, 
with Flay as her frozen rod, attenuate and stiff beyond belief. Between the teeth of the petrified mouth 
he held a strand of the Countess' dark red hair... (G, 196) 
This can be read as the petrifying, stiffening, killing effect of the Countess' edict of 
banishment, as understood by one of the Gormenghast faithful. In Dr. Prunesquallor's 
imagination, at least, Flay as the outraged mother's prey1 has become a physically stuck 
man. 
Gertrude is not, however, exactly representative of the Kristevan semiotic chora as a 
dread mother figure, nor is Flay altogether engulfed by this confrontation. His sentence of 
banishment is spoken from the symbolic order, and as such is not as final as the terrible 
prospects of death offered by such monstrous mothers as the entombing sea in "Mr. 
Slaughterboard." H e is immediately capable of disputing Gertrude's timing, gaining a few 
days' extra service to his mad master. Thus even at the first moment of abjection he is not 
altogether cast out from the symbolic order. His survival in exile can be understood as a 
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similar modification of her sentence, refusing to cede his position as the Earl's guardian, 
supporting the Countess' true intention by disobeying her literal order. 
Similarly, Gertrude is not the abject mother of Kristevan theory who threatens to 
engulf her reluctant child in the warm waters of a return to the w o m b . She refuses to suckle 
her baby son, commanding that he be brought to visit her only when he is able to understand 
language, so that she can "tell him of his heritage and honour." (TG, 400) In making this 
decision, she aligns herself with the symbolic order of Gormenghast. As she exiles Flay, she 
displays some of the characteristic imagery of Peake's stuck m a n motif. The cats lie around 
her feet like "the stilled froth of a tropic tide" (TG, 378) and it "is hard for her to draw the 
words from her great throat," like Kristeva's pre-language mothers. Yet she does find words: 
"I was going to strike him down," she says heavily. "That is what I intended to do with him. To break 
him ... Out! Out! The Castle throws you. Go!" she roars, her hands upon the cat's breast. "Your long 
bones sicken me." (TG, 377-378) 
There are two ways of reading her words here. She may be referring to Flay in the third 
person before directly addressing him, or she m a y be referring to the absent Steerpike as 
"him" and then addressing Flay as "you". The first reading is supported by the comment that 
"She has no interest in the cause of the quarrel between Flay and the Steerpike youth." (TG, 
p.377) The second reading is also plausible, however, for there are intimations shortly before 
this chapter that she m a y be becoming suspicious of Steerpike's role in the library fire. Her 
questions to Nannie Slagg (TG, p.372) as to where he came from and who was the first to 
find him, and her seemingly ridiculous question whether Nannie was at the fire, may indicate 
that she is linking the mysteries of Steerpike's origin and climb to favour with the mysterious 
origin of the fire. At the very least, they indicate that she is aware of Steerpike as a 
mysterious figure, an awareness significant for a character who gives so little heed to other 
human beings up to this point, and that she wants to solve his mystery. If she is referring to 
Steerpike when she says, "I was going to strike him down," her words make it clear that she 
is able to defer gratification, to plan a long-term solution to the problem of Steerpike (who 
has goaded Flay into throwing the cat). With a few words she strips Flay of his status and 
occupation as Sepulchrave's first servant. Gertrude has successfully isolated herself from her 
husband and children, refusing to act as a mother beyond the act of giving birth. N o w she 
imposes on Flay also the constraints of distance. 
She can barely speak intelligibly as she sentences him to exile, her voice "so choked 
that Flay cannot understand what she is saying." (TG, 378) She might be understood as a 
Kristevan maternal figure at this point, acting as the cat's vengeful mother, unable to speak 
in coherent words as is characteristic of the semiotic chora; but when she can speak, her 
phrasing can be read as characteristic of the symbolic order.2 At this point the Countess 
attempts to redraw the boundary that defines Gormenghast's world of system and order by 
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excluding Flay as an abject thing,3 as is indicated in her final comment to him, "Your long 
bones sicken me." (TG, 378) 
Almost all the novel's physical evidence of abjection is concentrated on the figure of 
Swelter. Gertrude is equally huge but not equally disgusting. Her threat to Flay, while 
experienced as a numbing, then a severance, proves not to be totally lethal.4 It may even help 
him to fight Swelter successfully, for at this point in his exile he regards himself as a dead 
thing. Swelter can do no worse to him than the Countess has done. 
Flay not only develops comprehensive survival skills in exile but discovers a delight 
in nature, an ability to survive and a relish for freedom. Against Gertrude's anger, he initially 
has little defence. His fragile sense of self disintegrates, and he experiences loss of status and 
position in the Gormenghast hierarchy as the fragmentation of his body—or rather, the 
reduction of his body to a small and severed body part, a right hand. Peake is literalising 
Flay's lost position as the Earl's right hand man, his first servant.5 Nevertheless, despite his 
sense of mutilation, Flay is not destroyed by exile, but integrates his new experiences and 
even flourishes in his new surroundings. His tentative steps to happiness in Titus Groan are 
slightly comic, slightly pathetic, as he allows himself to experience sensuous pleasure and 
acts outside the castle's laws. H e finds refuge in the bosom of mother nature, in a "great 
heart-shaped gulch" and a sunset "sumptuous as flesh. And mature. Mature as a soft skin or 
heavy fruit." (TG, AAA) His pleasure is not the Kristevan small child's blissful union with his 
mother. Flay questions and doubts. H e does not regress to the preverbal stage of 
development or lose his sense of duty as the m a d Earl's guardian and then as heedful 
watcher over Titus' welfare. Having successfully and finally differentiated himself from 
Swelter, having recovered from Gertrude's attempt to abject him, he comes to be the best 
balanced, psychologically, of all the major characters in Gormenghast. 
While Flay recovers from the threats to his identity posed by Swelter and Gertrude, 
his master Sepulchrave loses his identity as Earl of Groan when Steerpike strikes at his sense 
of a meaning in life. The Earl increasingly loses his place in the symbolic order, abandoning 
human speech for owl-hoots, becoming madder and more deeply addicted to drugs. 
Steerpike's act of arson precipitates his decline, but from the start of the novel, Sepulchrave 
suffers from chronic melancholia. His life largely taken up with ritual duties, he, rather than 
Flay, is Gormenghast's first servant. Each of the rituals that he performs is a mirror image in 
the Lacanian sense, a flawlessly dutiful image of the Earl that is held up each morning for 
him to identify with, an unauthentic ego.6 As he falls into madness, his sense of duty and 
these daily rituals sustain him for a time, but he craves annihilation as his name indicates. 
His place in the symbolic order is illusory, for he never develops beyond the role of a son, 
tutored in his duties by the master of ritual. Increasingly he desires to forget all his history 
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and lineage, his thoughts and learning and responsibility, and regress to infancy in the owls' 
nest: 
and the lights will be stifled away and the noises of m y mind strangled among the thick soft plumes 
which deaden all m y thoughts... there can be no ending to the owls whose child I am to the great owls 
whose infant and disciple I shall be so that I am forgetting all things and will be taken into the 
immemorial darkness far away among the shadows of the Groans and m y heartache will be no more 
and m y dreams and thoughts no more and even memory will be no longer (TG, 401) 
His melancholy is a wholly inner form of stuckness, his mind a "black craft that though it 
steers through many waters has always beneath it a deathly image reflected among the 
waves." (TG, 205) The Earl longs for the dark ship of his mind to merge with the waters, 
whether in physical death (as his name, Sepulchrave, suggests) or in regression to infancy. 
Such a merging would amount to a death to the symbolic order, moving beyond the mirror 
phase into complete darkness. H e achieves physical death but not the infant state of 
consciousness he also craves, for his ship steers on over the waters (a phrase implying some 
control by a steersman7), longing for stillness and the annihilation of self, but never quite 
attaining either. His metamorphoses into owl shape are only partial, and in the throes of 
madness his analytic mind and powers of speech desert him only temporarily. Even as he 
prepares to enter the owls' tower, he is still analysing and giving orders: 
"This is m y hour, Flay. You must go from here, M r Flay. You must go away. This is the hour of m y 
reincarnation. I must be alone with him. That you killed him is your glory. That I can take him to them 
is mine." (TG, 440) 
This is the speech of a m a n longing and hoping, planning how best to gain acceptance from 
the owls, and not the wordless jouissance of the reincarnating owl-child. Madness has done 
little more for Sepulchrave than replace his servitude to ritual with an attempt to please the 
owls. His last living experience is not of surrender, but pain. 
Another of the stuck men of Gormenghast is Doctor Prunesquallor; his stuckness is 
not so much psychological as induced by circumstances. In Titus Groan he seems doomed to 
the lifelong company of his exasperating sister. Their mutual stuckness does not develop to a 
crisis point of impossibility for Irma and her brother, as it does for Swelter and Flay. Instead, 
in Gormenghast, the bachelor staff of Titus' school become her sexual prey and the doctor is 
released from the burden of her company. His misogynous attitude towards his sister remains 
unchanged, and in this sense he is stuck in old patterns of thought and judgement, but they 
do not have the force of obsession. 
At his first appearance, his eyes swimming "beneath the magnifying lenses like a 
pair of jellyfish seen through a fathom of water," (TG, 49) Doctor Prunesquallor is forced by 
the Earl to squat down, a metaphor for his social position among the Gormenghast 
aristocracy which is always slightly shaky. His intellectual position, though, is the strongest 
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in the castle (for the clever Steerpike at times over-reaches himself). Prunesquallor speaks of 
himself as an accomplished diver in deep water: 
"I have plunged so deeply into the poets of grief that save for m y foresight in attaching fish-hooks to 
m y clothes I might never again have been drawn earthwards, ha, ha! from those excruciating depths!" 
(TG, 184) 
This witty self-consciousness guarantees that he is in no danger of drowning 
psychologically, even when he drinks too much and complains of being marooned by 
Steerpike when he leaves the room. Drowning is so typical an image associated with the 
stuck m a n in Peake's fiction that the Doctor's extravagant conceit of taking precautions 
against drowning in grief serves to guarantee his immunity to stuckness. In contrast to 
Prunesquallor's image of himself as a marooned human being, abandoned by other humans 
but not in immediate peril from the sea, Swelter, who does function as a Peakian stuck man, 
is described in non-human terms as a sinking galleon in the comparable scene when he 
collapses, drunk, after insisting that Steerpike come very close. 
The unpleasant Swelter, drunken, drowning, is a psychologically incestuous father 
towards his hapless apprentices; in contrast, the doctor plays with the idea of incest with his 
sister, but it remains an idea only. There is no sense of actual sexual intimacy between the 
siblings as there is between Swelter and his kitchen boys. Instead, the doctor plays an 
intellectual game with his subject matter, keeping a witty distance from it, and so in a 
Kristevan reading keeping his distance from the abject and remaining within the boundaries 
of the symbolic order. Irma is a frustrated virgin throughout Titus Groan, but her brother 
speaks to her in Adam's words to Eve, as though they were m a n and wife, calling her "flesh 
of m y flesh," "blood of m y blood" and "bone of m y bone." (TG, 187) Such phrases make 
verbal play on the siblings' close physical resemblance, their enforced intimacy as unmarried 
family members, and their lack of intimacy, love and respect for each other. If Irma were 
ever to listen to his chatter, these incestuous endearments would serve as cruel mockery of 
her frustrated desires. 
John Batchelor interprets the doctor's epicene affectations and attention to style as 
evidence of homosexuality, and his attraction to Steerpike as homosexual.8 Peake, however, 
makes it clear that the doctor's initial attraction to Steerpike is an intellectual one. Steerpike 
is astute enough to take advantage of Irma's desires, and Fuchsia's; he makes no effort to 
flirt with Prunesquallor in order to gain advancement, which suggests that he senses no 
sexual vulnerability there to be exploited. 
If Doctor Prunesquallor has any sexual urges, they are directed towards Fuchsia as 
she becomes a woman. Outside the single moment when she shows him the ruby on her 
breast, though, the doctor acts as a father-figure towards her, not as a potential lover. H e 
becomes a more likeable character, and less of a caricature, as their affection and trust in one 
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another increase; his behaviour towards Fuchsia demonstrates that he does not suffer from 
pathological misogyny with regard to all women.9 It is his sister's inability to attract a suitor 
that forces her company on him, not any obsessive attachment, loving or loathing, that he 
might feel towards her. H e does not, therefore, end his life in the dark waters like so many of 
Peake's other stuck m e n whose impossible situation is presented in terms of ship, sea-
monster and drowning. 
One of the questions raised by m y argument about stuckness is whether it is 
specifically associated with the symbolic mother, or whether Peake's stuck men are troubled 
by w o m e n in general.10 There is nothing maternal about Irma, and yet she transfixes several 
men in the course of the novel, including the inquisitive servant who witnesses her outburst 
of temper at the start of Gormenghast, "his mouth hanging open . .. gazing spellbound." (G, 
31) A distinction can be drawn, however, between the comical effects of Irma's behaviour 
upon m e n and the far from comical effects upon Peake's male characters of their 
encountering a mother figure. In comparison, M r Slaughterboard faces a lengthy wait for 
death in the maternal waters, and Flay faces the death of exile when he offends the Countess. 
There is nothing amusing about either of their plights. 
One of the triumphs of Gormenghast's narrative is the lengthy account of 
Bellgrove's wooing of Irma, the couple's mutual misperceptions, and Peake's sustained tone 
of mingled ridicule and tenderness in recounting their attempt at instant intimacy. That 
Bellgrove not only survives his first meeting with Irma but actually marries her and seems to 
maintain his marriage beyond the loss of illusion, is perhaps due to the doubling of 
characters (as I argue that Flay survives Swelter's attack in Titus Groan because he has 
already begun to cope with exile at the hands of Swelter's double, Gertrude). The Professors 
as a group double for one another as Irma's targets for matrimony. Cutflower, the first to be 
presented to Irma at her party, is adept at skimming over the depths of "such vulgar monsters 
as death, birth, love, art and pain": 
Over their gaping and sepulchral deeps he skimmed now here, now there, in his private canoe, changing 
his course with a flick of his paddle when death's black whale, or the red squid of passion, lifted for a 
moment its body from the brine. (G, 217) 
Bellgrove deliberately plans his conquest of Irma; he, too, is able to skim the depths of 
passion. The "red squid of passion" is a phallic rather than vaginal image:11 if he is 
physically equipped with a "red squid of passion" that might lift its body momentarily in 
Irma's presence, it is only the mildest of movements, ridiculously remote from the Twenty 
Thousand Leagues under the Sea perils of battle with a giant squid.12 
As well as the general effect of doubling among the Professors, as a m a n who is 
struck by passion for Irma, Bellgrove has a specific double. While the Headmaster is 
awkwardly attempting to woo her with appropriate romantic panache, one of his teachers, M r 
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Throd, becomes literally stuck in one body position.13 Peake explicitly attributes M r Throd's 
stuckness to "stark infatuation," with the scabrous implication that his whole body enacts the 
stiffening of an erect penis (and thus affords an example of Peake's literalisation of 
metaphor). The Doctor diagnoses his stuck condition as the result of a horrible shock, an 
encounter with death. Prunesquallor seems unconscious of the insult to his sister in this, and 
Peake also makes misogynous fun of Irma's appearance at her party, wraith-like, mistaken 
for the apparition of a disembodied head. These associations with death align Irma with the 
Kristevan abject, as a figure of death-in-life, but she is far from embodying the maternal 
abject. She is pathetic rather than disgusting, a would-be social climber in the symbolic order 
rather than inhabiting the semiotic chora, over-verbal rather than pre verbal. Her threat to her 
suitors is thus not a fully embodied maternal threat of deep, engulfing waters. The closest she 
comes to watery maternal depths is the hot water bottle that masquerades as full breasts, that 
slips from its would-be seductive position during her party and makes a gurgling sound 
misinterpreted by Bellgrove as "a sign of love, of some strange and aqueous love that was 
beyond his sounding." (G, 253) Similarly, Bellgrove represents the symbolic order as 
Headmaster (with frequent abject collapses, parallelling Irma's frequent failures to act as a 
lady14), and his wooing is unlikely to end in his becoming a passionate squid in her engulfing 
waters. 
As the Headmaster successfully woos Irma, her pseudo-breasts replenished with hot 
water, his double, Throd, is being stripped of his clothes and his rigid body hammered in 
"the nether regions of the spinal column" by the doctor. Suddenly M r Throd's stuck state is 
transformed into superhuman athleticism, and he races away naked, scaling the garden wall 
in "a lunar flash of buttocks." (G, 255) After being so dramatically stiffened by his encounter 
with Irma, M r Throd becomes an inadvertent exhibitionist, giving Irma her second sight of a 
nude male body (the first being that of the deliberate exhibitionist Steerpike, when he swims 
across the lake). Peake's scabrous joke is that heterosexual sexual excitement equals medical 
emergency for a man, the loss of career and disappearance from the social world. Desmond 
Mason claims that the Gormenghast novels are almost entirely lacking in sexuality.15 In 
terms of adult heterosexuality, the fate of M r Throd suggests a reason for such lack. 
Nevertheless, partly through the sacrifice of his double, Bellgrove manages to win Irma and 
endure the intimacies of marriage with her. Adult heterosexuality is—just—possible in 
Peake's world, but only, it seems, if a second, doubling male partner is available for the role 
of stuck man.1 
While Irma makes every effort to render herself irresistible to men, Titus' foster-
sister, the Thing (another of Peake's non-maternal female characters) effortlessly fascinates 
him by the mere fact of her existence. In this case, as in Irma's, sexual intimacy does not 
result in lethal stuckness for the male. Instead, when Titus attempts to rape her, the Thing 
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herself becomes stuck, tangled in his shirt, and then "rigid ... frozen once more, like ice." 
(G, 423) Titus suffers the momentary stuckness of his knowledge that "there would be no 
climax" to his sexual assault on her, but her physical power over him, such as it is, is 
annihilated by a lightning bolt. In Freudian terms, the lightning can be understood as an 
enormous projection of male sexual desire, potent enough to destroy its object utterly, 
compensation for the stuckness of Titus' body. Titus is said to have "emptied the bright 
goblet of romance; at a single gulp he had emptied it. The glass of it lay scattered on the 
floor." (G, 424) The shattered glass is a sardonic metaphor not only for "romance," if Titus' 
conduct towards the Thing can be termed romance at all, but also for the dead body of the 
Thing herself. Here romantic love is equated with homicidal rape. 
Peake directs the reader's attention further to the state of Titus' mind, "a kind of 
ecstasy," the "pride" he takes in his memory. N o disapproval is evident in such statements, 
nor does Titus take any responsibility for his part in driving the Thing out into the storm to 
die:17 "The Thing was dead .. . dead ... lightning had killed her, but had Fuchsia not been 
there he would have shouted with happiness for he had grown up." (G, 424) G. Winnington 
and Ann Yeoman have rightly pointed out the Thing's role as a projection of part of Titus' 
psyche, in Jungian terms his imagination18 or anima,19 but at the cost of rendering her a 
psychological entity only. I stress the physical brutality and aggression of Titus' behaviour in 
this chapter to balance such Jungian readings by acknowledging the nasty physical details of 
Peake's prose. 
Titus' sister Fuchsia arrives just as he rums away from his failed rape, and the 
incestuous overtones of Titus' attraction to his foster-sister, the Thing, are multiplied when 
he "parted the long locks that straggled over her face and saw how defenceless she was, and 
when she pushed his hand away ... he realized his own strength." (G, 424) These long locks 
and this defenceless body belong to Titus' sister, Fuchsia, but they might equally well be a 
description of the Thing. As the Thing is pursued and almost raped by Titus, Fuchsia is 
pursued and almost raped, later in the novel, by Steerpike w h o functions to a limited extent 
here as Titus' double. Steerpike's attempt on her chastity as a daughter of the Blood is, 
however, foiled even before he gets her into the room. Male desire for a w o m a n is thus 
repeatedly disappointed in the novel, as Fuchsia inadvertently terrifies Steerpike with a 
candle flame, as the Thing's smallness affects Titus' performance, as Bellgrove's illusions 
about Irma dissipate. 
In none of these cases is the w o m a n maternal, or the male character permanently 
stuck. Fuchsia and Irma engender no sense of dread. Instead of an impaling knife that kills, 
Irma throws a knife into the ceiling. Instead of incarnating lethal depths or underwater rock, 
the Thing is described in terms of a marble statue, a drowned victim of the sea, "like the 
head of sea-blurred marble long drowned beneath innumerable tides." (G, 423) Fuchsia, too, 
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becomes the flood's victim when she hits her head and drowns. It is relatively easy for those 
few men in Peake's fiction who are interested in sexual relations with non-maternal women 
to survive an encounter with one of these women, or even manage the extended intimacies of 
marriage with some degree of happiness. It is only Peake's mother figures, as embodiments 
of the semiotic chora, who afflict the male characters with the stuckness of death. 
Notes 
1 Gertrude is the outraged mother of her foaming tide of cats, when she banishes Flay for daring to use one 
of them as a projectile. 
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Fairy Tale," Peake Studies 5.2 (Spring 1997): 34. 
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Mr. Pye. 
6 W h e n Sourdust says of the baby Titus that he is "Gormenghast's untarnished child-shaped mirror," (TG, 
112) he is setting up another unattainable, ideal and hence unauthentic identity for the older inhabitants of 
the castle, an ideal that Titus himself almost immediately fails to live up to. 
7 Peake's version of the Earl's madness in Gormenghast is subtly different. Here he does not steer but 
drifts: "he floats rather than steers to the island of the mad—beyond all trade-routes, in a doldrum sea, its 
high crags burning." (G, 8) Such imagery disregards both Sepulchrave's cravings in Titus Groan and his 
attempts to distract himself from melancholia through ritual. 
8 John Batchelor, Mervyn Peake: A Biographical and Critical Exploration (London: Duckworth, 1974): 84. 
9 Selwyn Goodacre seems not to have noticed this relationship, when he argues that "there is barely a 
vestige of affectionate behaviour between any of the characters: for the first glimmer w e have to wait 
until way into the second volume when Titus runs into the arms of Fuchsia." "A Christian View of the 
Titus Books," Peake Papers 3.2 (Summer 1993): 5. 
10 It could be argued that the stuck men in Irma's vicinity respond to her femininity, and that their stuckness 
reveals some difficulty in separating the feminine from the maternal. To qualify this reading, I would 
point to the parodic treatment of Irma's femininity and the fake nature of her hot-water-bottle breasts. 
Where the stuck m en in Peake's other fictions are depicted as helpless in the presence of the dread mother 
figure, in the case of Irma they are depicted as ridiculous and deludedly sexually excited in the presence 
of a ghastly caricature of an attractive woman. 
11 As when Swelter's eye "devours the long double line of skinny apprentices as a squid might engulf and 
devour some long-shaped creature of the depths." (TG, 362) See previous chapter for a sexual reading of 
this squid image. 
12 Peake may also be making comic reference here to the sighting of the awesome giant squid in Moby Dick, 
an allusion even more ludicrously mismatched than the allusion to Melville's White Whale in the stinking 
little whale of Mr. Pye. 
13 The other Professors regard Irma as a "symbol of all femininity, she was Eve, she was Medusa," (G, 228) 
but it is only Throd w h o is afflicted with this Medusa's curse when he stiffens. 
14 Tanya Gardiner-Scott draws a similar parallel between Irma's parrot-like screams of triumph and 
Bellgrove's "secret smiles." Mervyn Peake: The Evolution of a Dark Romantic N e w York: Peter Lang, 
1989), 168. 
15 Mason concludes that "any sexual motive is completely submerged beneath more dominant 
characteristics ... Sex as a motive power driving both character and plot is thus almost entirely absent in 
the first two Titus books: in its place are the surreal alternatives of ritual and rebellion, malice, envy and 
revenge." "Atrophied Sexuality in Gormenghast," Peake Studies 4.2 (Spring 1995): 35. 
16 Compare the fate of the maternal Nannie Slagg's husband, w h o expires on their wedding night. 
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17 Rob Hindle argues that for Titus "the Thing represents more the possibility of liberation than conquest. In 
this sense, though sharing with Hudson and Stoker something of the Victorian and post-Victorian 
objectification of women with its dominating impulse, Peake appears to be at pains to distance himself (if 
only slightly) from this position." "Mervyn Peake, Oscar Wilde and Aestheticism," Peake Studies 6.1 
(November 1998): 9. While Hindle's argument is valid for much of Gormenghast, Titus both physically 
dominates and attempts to conquer the Thing in the rape scene. 
18 Ann Yeoman, "Eros and the Virgin Archetype," Peake Studies 2.3 (Winter 1991): 12. 
19 G. Winnington, "Peake's Thing and Hawthorne's Pearl," Peake Studies 2.3 (Winter 1991): 16, 30. 
20 Desmond Mason and Cristiano Rafanelli also deny the element of rape in this scene. Rafanelli sums up 
the situation as "a man making love with a sprite." "Titus and the Thing in Gormenghast," Mervyn Peake 
Review 3 (Autumn 1976): 18. According to Mason, "the encounter between Titus and the Thing is clearly 
something less—and something more—than a sexual adventure ... Fuchsia's response to finding her 
brother in the act of embracing the wild girl is instructive. Sexless and innocent as the actual embrace 
may have been ..." (37). Such comments are hard to reconcile with the physical details of Titus' 
behaviour towards the Thing, his "angry strength ... gripping her even more savagely than before": this 
is no innocent embrace. 
Compulsive Repetition as a Form of Stuckness 
in Letters From a Lost Uncle 
According to G. Winnington, Letters from a Lost Uncle exemplifies a quest pattern in 
Peake's fiction: 
the story of the independent youth w h o runs away, crosses water, encounters man-like animals or 
animal-like men, meets and either acquires (if yellow) or kills (if white) the animal object of his quest 
and then returns, is an archetypal metaphor of individuation which Mervyn repeats throughout his 
work, in various ways ... in the case of the Lost Uncle, the mode is tragi-comic, the obstacles are 
overcome by tricks, and the object of the quest (white, with yellow eyes) dies a natural death as soon as 
discovered, so the story ends with a sense of anticlimax.1 
M y whole thesis argues against this Jungian interpretation of Peake's male characters as 
individuating heroes. Jung defines individuation as "a developmental process which is 
peculiar to the psyche and consists in integrating the unconscious contents into 
consciousness."2 Part of the process of individuation is a resolution of the symbolic 
confrontation with the dread mother.3 There is almost no such individuation for the m e n in 
Peake's novels.4 Flay and Bellgrove are the only partial exceptions, as they live on past their 
encounters with the dread mother and come to a conscious and more or less rapturous 
accommodation to life with mother nature and Irma respectively. Most other male characters 
in Peake's fiction either remain unchanging caricature figures or become stuck 
psychologically, and sometimes physically also. 
In the case of the Lost Uncle, his life pattern has been determined from boyhood, 
from his desire to escape maternal control soon after he is born. The fixing of an adult life 
pattern in infancy invites a Freudian reading rather than the Jungian concept of life-long 
ever-deepening exploration of the individuating self. In a Freudian reading, stuckness for the 
Uncle takes the form of compulsive repetition, such that he is able to escape from his cradle, 
his wife, the sea, ice and snow, but not from his need to escape. Winnington speaks of the 
individuating hero's return after acquiring or killing the object of his quest (neither of which 
the Uncle achieves). At the end of the book the Lost Uncle has only the vaguest notion of 
some day returning to England. At least for the foreseeable future he will continue with his 
hapless turtle-dog in indefinitely prolonged exploration, with no particular quest aim. Rather 
than individuating by way of a fulfilled quest, the Uncle absorbs what he has claimed to be 
the ultimate quest of his life, for the White Lion, into an endless iteration of explorations. 
Wilmington's reading of Letters from a Lost Uncle as a tragi-comic work implies 
that the Uncle is to some extent a sympathetic character. The work is, however, parodic 
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rather than tragic, and the Uncle is one of Peake's sadists, a slaughterer of the Arctic wild 
life and tormentor of his companion. There is little about his character to like, though much 
to relish as parody of both the Boys Own fearless explorer stereotype and a popular Victorian 
and Edwardian view of Polar explorers as "moral pin-ups."5 
Letters from a Lost Uncle purports to be a series of letters and sketches from an 
intrepid explorer. It parodies the epistolary novel as well as the Boys Own adventure story. 
The Lost Uncle's adventures in the tropics and the Arctic are whimsical rather than scary, as 
when: 
an Arctic wolf sprang at me, skinny with hunger and his teeth shining. I had only to do this:—[that is, 
deliver an insouciant kick with his spike leg and impale the beast in an elegantly heraldic pose] and all 
was over. (LLU,\Z)e 
The Lost Uncle is amazingly skilful with his spike leg but not with his typewriter. His letters 
are full of typing mistakes, finger- and foot-prints and greasy stains most of which he blames 
on the turtle-dog. Sections of the letters are scribbled out, and there are traces of eraser fluid 
and what looks like a cut and paste job, giving the effect of greyish typing paper being stuck 
over the paler pages of a sketchbook.7 This evidence of a cut and paste job enhances the 
comic contrast between the blotched and amended script and the accomplished sketches of 
the Uncle himself, his companion Jackson the turtle-dog, and various scenes of adventure 
and wild animals. Letters from a Lost Uncle could easily be analysed as a postmodern text, at 
least in terms of its makeshift format. The Uncle draws attention to his typing mistakes by 
crossing them out, scribbling over them and correcting them in pencil, so that the ridiculous 
ease with which most of his adventures are achieved is counterpointed by his ineptitude as a 
typist. There seems to be only one mistake in the written text to which attention is not 
drawn.8 O n page 15 the Uncle begins to inform his nephew of the quest that impels him on 
his travels, and writes, "perhaps I can explain to you want [sic] it is exactly that I am 
searching for." The mistake, probably unconscious on Peake's part, stands out as significant 
by its neglect. It announces two main themes of the work: desire and disappointment. 
In a parody of the lost explorer motif, the Lost Uncle wants to write his life story as 
a "kind of diary I suppose. If I get killed or anything, perhaps these pages may be found, 
although what good they'll be to anyone I can't imagine." (LLU, 5) The typewriter that he 
has managed to transport across oceans and jungles, and the unlikeliness of a delivery 
service in the unpeopled Arctic of his travels, send up the epistolary convention; so, too, 
does the Uncle's initial lack of enthusiasm for his self-imposed task. "I a m sick of it already 
as a matter of fact," he says in his first paragraph. (LLU, 1) 
Since the letters are so evidently a joke, the nephew to w h o m they are addressed 
may also be a joke. The reader is told nothing about the Uncle's family by blood. All that we 
know of his infancy is that he "was born in Tulsa Hill but ran away within a week. They 
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found m e in Finsbury and brought m e back and strapped m e down in a cradle." (LLU, 23) He 
ran away from his marriage too, arousing the wrath of his wife, her brothers and sisters. Thus 
he has strenuously disowned the relationships most laden with social expectations of 
intimacy in Western culture, those between husband and wife, child and parent. The choice 
of a nephew to address his letters to, especially a nephew w h o m he seems to know only 
through his imagination, is an ambiguous one. Choosing his hypothetical nephew as his 
reader, the Uncle wavers between wanting and not wanting to make contact with his family. 
The nephew is a more remote relation than any mentioned in the Uncle's story of his life 
before becoming an explorer, and so is not one of those family members he has already 
known and rejected. Choosing an imagined rather than known reader is related to his 
uncertainty as to whether he enjoys or feels disgust at the act of writing: let there be a reader, 
but not too immediate; let there be a series of letters, but no certainty that they will ever be 
read by the nephew. 
Peake's jokes about exploring the Arctic and the jungle, and about writing letters to 
an imaginary nephew, are, on the surface at least, innocently ridiculous. They employ 
parody's familiar tactic of simultaneously relishing and attacking its host material.9 When 
the Uncle describes his childhood and brief marriage, the jokes are more savage. The 
escaping baby's body is depicted in absurdly athletic, Blakean flight (while its head is 
disproportionately enormous even for a new-bom child). Blame is assigned to the punitive 
parent or nurse who then "strapped m e down in a cradle;" (LLU, 23) this would be a case of 
male physical stuckness, in the form of confinement imposed by mother or mother-substitute 
very shortly after birth. There may be a reference here in both picture and words to Blake's 
"Infant Sorrow," with its child 
Struggling in m y fathers hands 
Striving against m y swadling bands; 
Bound and weary10 
and held back by the controlling mother figure in the accompanying illustration. Blake's 
poem ends with the child sulking in at least temporary defeat. Peake's Uncle goes on to 
difficulties in school and then marriage. His first day at school is marked by ctonking "so 
much ink ... that I was seriously ill until I was old enough to leave." (LLU, 24) There is no 
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way to decide from the written account whether this illness was deliberately or accidentally 
induced by the child, a victory over or by the system. Peake's illustration for this page 
suggests that he is confined wearily under the bedclothes, reliving his babyhood's bondage 
in the cradle. 
As an adult, the Uncle is at last able to escape, though not before entering the 
miseries of an unsatisfactory marriage. H e complains that none of his wife's family "was 
able to see the situation in perspective," (LLU, 28) by which he means that they fail to 
sympathise with him when he leaves her. This comment disregards both their destitute 
condition and his habits of cultivating mushrooms, insects and rats in his lounge room and 
sleeping out at the railway station. While some of these details may be understood as 
friendly mockery of Peake's own financially pressed household, the Uncle seems incapable 
of understanding that his behaviour can be construed as at best childishly irresponsible and at 
worst misogynous. The two caricatures of his wife, narrow-faced, small-eyed, with down-
turned nose and mouth, indicate both her disapproval of him and his mockery of her. As with 
Dr Prunesquallor's exasperated mockery of his sister in Titus Groan and Gormenghast, the 
reader is left uncertain just how far to join in the joke before it amounts to sharing the male 
character's misogyny. The effect, in Letters from a Lost Uncle, is rather like that of the 
runaway infant and sick schoolchild vignettes, where w e may be unsure whether to imagine 
a context of child abuse or to see with more critical eyes a difficult child evading well-
meaning adult care. 
Had Peake chosen to define his protagonist as more of a family man, as husband 
writing to wife or son to parent, he would have called more directly into question the Uncle's 
past behaviour. If the letters were to address such a readership, some reconciliation would be 
implied at least on the Uncle's part, with some change of heart, some emotional depth, and 
then the jokes about rejection and flight would be considerably less amusing. 
All the book's major characters are male. The object of the Uncle's quest is a male 
Lion and his companion a male turtle-dog. There is as much emptiness in the Uncle's 
relationships with these two as in his brief marriage, his schooldays spent in bed ill, or his 
babyhood spent in confinement. The white Lion, when found, is blind and on the point of 
death, and quite unaware of the Uncle. The turtle-dog is treated as a slave and a nuisance, 
despite the Uncle's comment that "I could see that he would be useful at once as a beast of 
burden—and possibly as a friend." (LLU, 39) The creature is given only a surname by the 
Uncle, Jackson, which implies a master-slave relationship. Jackson becomes the carrier of 
imperial (and, to the contemporary reader, post-colonial) guilt. H e is abused and tortured: 
"he does not mind m e hammering nails into his back to hang things on. It doesn't hurt him 
any more than when you have your fingernails cut," (LLU, 51) according to the Uncle at 
least. The Uncle's sadistic exploitation of Jackson parodies Robinson Crusoe's treatment of 
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M a n Friday and all subsequent fictional and factual accounts of an intrepid white male 
explorer helped by a faithful native. H e claims to want a companion, beast of burden and 
friend, and expresses endless disappointment in the turtle-dog. Somehow he manages to 
disregard his own role in turning the creature into a slave, and thus plays out the themes of 
desire, irresponsibility and disappointment that characterise his life. 
The turtle-dog's plight also echoes the Uncle's past, first as a baby restrained by 
mother or nurse, then as a schoolchild ill in bed for years, then as an unhygienic and messy 
adult. Jackson is always sick, always clumsy, always forced to serve the Uncle who then 
complains of his lack of vitality, his messiness and helplessness. The Uncle behaves towards 
the suffering Jackson, w h o is stuck in an abusive relationship, in such a way as to replicate 
the conditions that he himself had experienced. In Freudian terms Jackson can be understood 
as carrying the projection of the Uncle's unassimilated misery.11 Jackson, the son of Jack, the 
son of Everyman: the name given by the Uncle implies that the turtle-dog is his symbolic 
child. Peake nowhere reveals the Uncle's name, but symbolically it should be Jack. 
The Uncle has escaped physically from his childhood and marital problems, and now 
inflicts abuse, as tyrant father to helpless son. Jackson, slow, despondent and turtle-like in 
demeanour, shows almost no signs of liveliness or rebellion against his mistreatment, except 
for a couple of smirks when the Uncle is in danger. These momentary expressions suggest 
that Jackson is learning the pleasures of sadism from his tormentor, and that given an 
opportunity he would perpetuate the cycle of abuse. 
While the verbal text puts Jackson into a filial relationship, in the accompanying 
caricature illustrations he appears more stereotypically feminine, smaller than the Uncle and 
subservient to him. The headscarf he wears is a symbolic rather than a practical item of 
^_ yoar days later. | j | 
clothing; offering meagre comfort against the Arctic weather, it signifies his role as a 
downtrodden housewife, slave and victim to the Uncle as tyrannical husband. Long-necked, 
with dejected mouth and drooping eyelids, his face all beaky nose, the turtle-dog bears a 
disconcerting resemblance to the Uncle's wife, a depressive variant on her long-nosed, long-
necked active disapproval (and she in turn is a variant on Gormenghast's swan-necked, beak-
nosed Irma). 
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Peake's comic and sinister effect in Letters from a Lost Uncle derives from a series 
of displacements and projections. The Uncle's hatred is apparent in the caricatures he 
produces of his wife; his displaced wish for revenge on her, and on w o m e n in general, is 
evident in the stooping, feminised Jackson of his illustrations and in Jackson the helpless 
victim in the written text. 
I fca_ sooa grown a baai-d wh- ck? 
Vf wi_> a»»pis»a it. . / 
Where the Uncle's wife used to complain of his messy and insanitary habits, the Uncle 
himself is forever complaining about Jackson spilling gravy, and where she was angry and 
irritated by his behaviour, the Uncle is endlessly irritated by Jackson. The Uncle 
unconsciously projects his own past plight upon the turtle-dog12 and his re-enacting and 
intensifying of the punishment given to him by his wife (and by the mother or nurse before 
her) is a response to his own behaviour met in the other, as much as to Jackson's present 
clumsiness. Jackson embodies both helpless child and domestic slave to the Uncle as abusive 
father and husband. All the Uncle's failed family relationships are thus compulsively lived 
out over and over again at the turtle-dog's expense. 
The Uncle's relationship with the turtle-dog is not only sadistic but also charged 
with sexual innuendo. A problem with the critical analysis of such material is its nature as 
innuendo rather than direct statement. Innuendo can never be demonstrated by explicit 
images. Each separate example can be disputed, but the large number of such examples in 
Letters, as in Captain Slaughterboard, may carry its own conviction. So, too, may the 
connection that I have argued for in Peake's fiction between stuckness, sadism and 
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polymorphous perversity. Swelter is the prime example in Peake's extended prose fiction; 
the two Slaughterboards and the Uncle are the picture story book equivalents. What is 
expressed in words in the case of Swelter is expressed through visual innuendo in their case. 
It is not necessary (nor even desirable) for a picture story book's visual text simply to 
replicate the verbal text. As with many other picture story books,13 Peake's illustrations 
complement his words, with much significant detail that the words do not express (as in the 
remarkable sky in Letters' final illustration or the whale picture of Peter Poop in Captain 
Slaughterboard). It is thus not always possible to back up a reading of an illustration from 
the verbal text. The picture story book genre does not in itself tell against m y argument for 
sexual allusions in Letters from a Lost Uncle. As I mentioned in m y reading of Captain 
Slaughterboard in chapter 3,14 picture story books have two audiences, the adult and the 
child, and irrespective of the book's implied child audience, an adult writer and illustrator is 
of course able to include references (sexual and political, for instance) that m a y be altogether 
missed by many readers. Thus m y reading of Captain Slaughterboard's Yellow Creature as 
an Oriental native held captive by white m e n is more likely to be noted by an older reader, as 
is the reading I put forward later in this chapter of the Uncle's White Lion as a symbol of 
empire. 
I begin m y argument for sexual innuendo in Letters from a Lost Uncle by 
considering Peake's sketch of the Lost Uncle sitting on his chair, on a raft made from an 
upturned table, smoking his pipe. (LLU, 35) This sketch reworks the illustration 
Rhymes Without Reason for "All over the Lilac Brine!": 
With m y wife in a dress of mustard-and-cress, 
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O n a table of rare design, 
W e skim and w e fly, 'neath a fourpenny sky, 
All over the lilac brine.15 
In Peake's illustration to this nonsense verse, a man with pipe in mouth is standing on the 
table-raft in an anatomically impossible position, back bent in the middle at a right angle, 
presenting his posterior in suggestive juxtaposition with the remarkable telescope operated 
by the w o m a n behind him. In the equivalent sketch from Letters from a Lost Uncle, the 
w o m a n is eliminated from the man's travels. Instead, he escapes amidst a superabundance of 
legs, human and furniture. The sexual jokes on legs are comparable to the phallic 
implications of Captain Slaughterboard's wooden leg.16 
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Later, the Uncle's loss of his flesh and blood leg can be construed as a castration. In 
a psychosexual reading, castration symbolically occurs when the Uncle loses his leg to the 
swordfish, which simultaneously loses his phallic spike to the Uncle. In a Freudian reading, 
the assertion of one's phallic supremacy functions as a defence against castration anxiety,17 
and in both Captain Slaughterboard and Letters from a Lost Uncle, a very long and hard 
item replaces that which has been lost. If the reader chooses to count the Uncle's legs, there 
are n o w three: the flesh and blood right leg, the severed left leg, and an ever-stiff third leg 
which affords plenty of opportunity for sexual innuendo as an impaling weapon that 
substitutes for and improves upon the missing part. 
The Uncle also owns another "leg" in the form of his pipe which he "carved out of 
the leg of m y wife's favourite arm chair." (LLU, 31) This can be read as sexual innuendo in a 
number of ways. In a Freudian context,18 the pipe, like the spike-leg, can be read as symbolic 
of the penis. As part of his wife's favourite chair, it further suggests heterosexual intercourse, 
as that "leg" which his wife most enjoyed sitting upon. To cut this "leg" off and carve it into 
a pipe appears to be a source not of castration anxiety but of the satisfaction of achieved 
revenge, and of solitary masculine pleasure. Perhaps the revenge that he takes on his wife by 
depriving her of her favourite "leg" may be construed as mutilating the woman's tiny "third 
leg," that is, her clitoris.19 Extending the joke on appendages, the Uncle's igloo with an 
unusually long tunnel "which I favour," (LLU, p.5) offers the comic ideal for a sexually 
20 
anxious m a n of living inside his own erection. 
M a n y other details of the book can be read, like these, as phallic "leg" jokes, 
masturbatory or homosexual or both. The Uncle's struggles with wild animals tend to 
involve impalement, from his loss of a flesh and blood leg when attacked by a swordfish, to 
the scenes where he stabs an Arctic wolf and an enormously long snow-serpent. Such heroic 
efforts compensate in psychosexual terms for castration anxiety. To make up for his first loss 
of a leg, the Uncle n o w has a perpetually stiff third leg with which he can impale even the 
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longest of opponents. W h e n a flock of vultures menaces him, the Uncle protects himself by 
lying down and sticking his "leg-spike in the air." (LLU, 69) At this stage the mere sight of 
the third leg is enough to deter a flock of enemies. In their resemblance to the Uncle's wife, 
the vultures' long, beaky faces and scraggy necks can be understood as a variant on the long-
necked, long-nosed female enemy. The harpy-like birds are defeated when Jackson and the 
Uncle cling to their legs for safe passage across a chasm. It seems that the Uncle's favourite 
tactic for survival is to use legs in various forms, to manifest the most powerful phallus in 
the Arctic, imposing his will on the world by taking a leg from the swordfish, enjoying the 
leg-pipe and temporarily using the vultures' legs to carry him to safety. In contrast, the 
Uncle's wife is depicted without visible legs and is deprived of her favourite (chair) leg by 
him. In the light of this sadistic misogyny disguised as humour, it is not surprising that the 
Uncle's favourite imprecation is "Hags blubber!" 
Insofar as the turtle-dog is a caricature of the stereotypical housewife, the Uncle's 
relationship with him is covertly homosexual, like Captain Slaughterboard's relationship 
with the Yellow Creature in Peake's earlier picture story book, but in a less camp and more 
brutal fashion. W h e n Jackson is terrified, he hides under the Uncle's eiderdown, which 
serves him as both bedding and a garment. The eiderdown is stuffed with orchid stalks, 
offering the possibility of a schoolboy joke on Peake's part about the derivation of the word 
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orchid from the classical Greek word for testicles. The uncle smokes these orchid stalks in 
his phallic/clitoral pipe. The sketch of Jackson in a vaginally shaped gap in the eiderdown, 
(LLU, 113) like most of the book's other sexually suggestive illustrations, verges on the 
polymorphously perverse.21 In penetrating the forbidden gap in the Uncle's bedding, the 
turtle-dog takes on an active sexual role and the Uncle is feminised. The Uncle is very much 
annoyed by Jackson's intrusion into the eiderdown, and comments that "I had never even felt 
him although he must have wriggled." (LLU, 113) This can be taken psychosexually as both 
a joke on sexual intercourse and the Uncle's defence against admitting that any physical 
contact had been experienced. The suggestion of sexual penetration on this page is a 
cheerless variation on the Rhymes Without Reason illustration, where the tip of the wife's 
phallic telescope on the flat surface of the page just happens to touch the husband's buttocks. 
A s usual, there is a component of fear in Peake's joke on sexual performance: the 
poor turtle-dog is looking for comfort and safety in the Uncle's eiderdown. A s double for the 
Uncle, Jackson re-enacts his unhappy childhood; the turtle-dog within the folds of the 
eiderdown can thus be seen as a child seeking refuge in his surrogate father's bed, with an 
accompanying suggestion of an incestuous sexual relationship. N o comfort is to be found 
there, only more blame. Whether his fearful seeking of solace in this scene is more 
suggestive of a frightened child or a sexual partner, Jackson acts here as the Uncle's double, 
revealing the terror that the Uncle tries to deny in himself and punish in his companion. Thus 
the turtle-dog, small and victimised, embodies the Uncle's repressed side sexually, stuck 
without foreseeable release close to his sadistic tormentor. 
In this reading, Jackson is also the Uncle's shadowy double as author, functioning as 
a reluctant writing-stand, clumsily transporting the typewriter, spoiling the Uncle's letters. 
Jackson leaves footprints and spills coffee and gravy over the pages. His marks are a satirical 
commentary on the meaninglessness and futility of the Uncle's attempts to communicate 
with his nephew and are perhaps also to be understood as deliberate sabotage by the 
unfortunate Jackson. The turtle-dog's smirks indicate that he enjoys the Uncle's sufferings, 
whether or not he himself has deliberately caused them. A m o n g the book's greyish pages are 
three coloured areas, one stained with coffee, one with gravy and the third with spilt blood. 
All three parody the conventions of the epistolary novel. The spilt blood comes not from 
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some fight to the death, but from the Uncle's cut finger. The dramatic brown stains caused 
by Jackson are equally anticlimactic, unless read as the languageless slave's attempt to make 
his mark, to make a difference to his master's records. 
As a schoolchild the Uncle drank so much ink on his first day that "I was seriously 
ill until I was old enough to leave." (LLU, 24) As a slave, Jackson spills fluids that stain the 
Uncle's pages. Spilling fluids here is both a metaphor for writing and a means to spoil the 
page, just as drinking ink is both a metaphor for education and a means of avoiding school. 
Thus Jackson recapitulates the Uncle's childhood once again. 
Jackson's spilling of coffee and gravy can be construed as not merely childish 
clumsiness but a form of passive aggression, given the Uncle's obsession with food and 
drink. From his first day at school, the Uncle's childhood is structured by episodes of over-
consumption and ensuing illnesses. In the icy wilderness, wild animals are generally trying 
to eat him. There are sketches of polar bear, sea-leopard, wolf, sword-fish, crocodile, and 
other creatures with wide open mouths, though none succeeds in taking his flesh into its 
stomach except for the swordfish (if it is quick enough before he kills it). In retaliation, he 
eats his way through the Arctic wildlife, sea-leopard stew, walrus cutlet, penguins' eggs and 
sea-elephant, which "had rather a beastly taste, when I had fried it." (LLU, 3) It is perhaps 
fortunate for Jackson that the Uncle does not eat him, given his resemblance in the sketches 
to the highly edible M o c k Turtle in Peake's 1946 illustrations to Lewis Carroll's Alice's 
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. 
Yet the Uncle finds no contentment in his eating. Instead, he is either hungry, 
disgusted or gorged, all states symptomatic of unsatisfied or disappointed desire. N o wonder, 
then, that he feels irritated when Jackson spills and wastes food and drink. It is not only the 
creature's clumsiness, nor his assault on documents, nor his challenge to authority that is the 
irritant, but the Uncle's constant anxiety about his own inner emptiness. 
While most of the Uncle's dangers involve impalement or being eaten, the Polar 
bear that he meets late in the book threatens to hug him to death. According to the Uncle's 
words, the bear looks evil: "His paws were enormous, with every toe-nail like a carving-
knife," (LLU, 90) a simile which aligns the bear with Peake's other blade-wielders, in 
particular the cook Swelter. Though prominent in the illustration of the bear, paws and knife-
sharp nails are not used as weapons against the Uncle and Jackson. The bear prefers to use 
the strength of his limbs to crush his victims. W h e n the Lost Uncle resorts to tickling, in 
order to escape, the threat is transformed to a game that the Uncle wins, the lethal closeness 
of a bear hug changing to the comical over-closeness of being tickled. 
The Uncle's chief threat in his adventures comes from this large warm being. 
Considered in a Freudian context, in terms of the book's familial and psychosexual 
dynamics, the bear plays maternal adult to the Uncle's initial helpless child state. The 
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creature's embracing arms that threaten to crush the life out of him, replay with lethal intent 
the maternal overpowering of the Uncle as a baby, when he was bound in a cradle: "I knew 
the way that bears killed people. They take them in their huge white hairy arms as though 
they are going to kiss them and then they hug them to death." (LLU, 92) In the Uncle's other 
victories, the phallic leg-spike or harpoon which impales, is paradoxically a means of 
keeping a safe distance from his assailant. H e is just far enough away from the snow-serpent, 
for instance, to avoid its flickering fangs as he waits for it to die at the end of his spike. 
Against the bear's maternal embrace he uses not the spike but his hands, defending himself 
by the playfully sadistic tactic of tickling, a child's game of painful, pleasurable, erotic 
touch. The Polar bear is overcome not by force but by pleasure, and remains alive, helplessly 
convulsing with laughter, unlike all the Uncle's other victims. 
The bear can thus be understood as another projection of the Uncle's fear and hatred 
of w o m e n from babyhood, the return of the repressed as a huge being in a furry dressing-
gown. "His hairs, which were like those at the end of a dressing-gown cord, smothered m y 
face." (LLU, 93) This comparison suggests the perspective of a very small child, threatened 
with over-closeness on the mother's part, rather than a meeting of phallic rivals as in the 
Uncle's contests with swordfish, snake and wolf. While the misogynous Uncle is well 
armoured against woman as harpy, in the person of wife or vulture, and is able to take 
advantage of woman as victim, in the person of Jackson, he is almost overcome by woman 
as stiflingly loving and maternal, in the embrace that crushes. 
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As both mother-figure and attacking carnivore, the bear is one of a series of 
examples in Peake's fiction of the dread mother w h o threatens to devour the child.23 The 
bear's embrace is an engulfing one, like the perils of deep water in "Mr Slaughterboard" or 
those of Swelter's engulfing throat in Titus Groan. Against the engulfing depths, the adult 
M r Slaughterboard has no survival tactic. Against Swelter's grossness, Flay's revulsion 
merely prolongs the over-closeness with which the cook enjoys taunting him. It is the Uncle, 
playing out the small boy's fantasy of becoming a dauntless explorer, who is most successful 
in directly countering the threat of becoming stuck and engulfed, by regressing to the child's 
game of tickling. For a few moments the answer to stuckness seems simple: reliving 
childhood, transforming threat to play, clasp to tickle, the paralysing grasp of death to the 
convulsive wriggle of laughter. Unfortunately for those in his adult world of the Arctic, the 
Uncle very soon reverts to his adult practices of enslavement, killing and eating. 
Before this point, though, and after his partial conquest of the bear's intimately 
maternal threat to his life, the Uncle succeeds in meeting the Lion, the object of his quest. 
Like the bear the Lion is warm, and like the bear he threatens to kill, this time by sheer bulk, 
as the Uncle and Jackson mistake his huge body for a hummock in the Arctic waste. They 
are flung aside when the creature moves, but the Lion's huge warm body offers no deliberate 
threat. The beast seems to be quite unaware of his human cargo. The bear notices and attacks 
the man, but the Lion is blind, weary and close to death. There is nothing personal about the 
Uncle's encounter with the Lion, despite all the longing that he has poured into his quest. 
After being thrown off the Lion's back, the Uncle is merely an onlooker at its death. 
Just before meeting the Lion, the Uncle has seen a vision of fish in the sea under a 
layer of ice that supports the Lion, a host of other land-animals, and a cathedral of ice: 
three fish with teeth like tombstones. And there was a shark with its ghastly white stomach, and an 
octopus that was gobbling up something that had purple blotches, and eyes like soup-plates. (LLU, 102) 
This under-water scene is lit up like the sky, and suggests a Carrollesque mirroring of the 
upper world that the Uncle inhabits, with Carroll's orally sadistic humour in its joke about 
the eyes like soup-plates. It is characteristic of Peake to produce hallucinatory writing about 
an underwater terror at his books' climax, as when Titus searches for Steerpike in the ivy and 
when M r Slaughterboard's ship is impaled on a mid-ocean rock. Only a barrier of ice 
separates the Uncle from the sea-creatures. Nothing distinguishes the sea-beasts' behaviour 
from his, except that he is repelled by theirs but not by his own. The Uncle does not show 
any signs of understanding that his appetites are just like those of the sea-beasts. 
Perhaps it is the promise of freedom from the world of eat-or-be-eaten that so 
attracts the Uncle to his obsessive quest for the White Lion. U p until the actual point of 
meeting the Lion, the Lost Uncle's consuming desire, his passionate quest, seems to promise 
a way to transcend all his world's stuck patterns. The Lion is unique among all the 
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repetitions, unknown among all that is irritatingly familiar, remote where all the other life 
forms greedily eat or are eaten, far away from all the physical and psychological 
gratifications that have left the Uncle still hungry. 
The Lion's last moments are full of Biblical allusions as though they had spiritual 
significance. H e manifests in an Apocalyptic magnificence of cloud and flame, as big as a 
hill, hiding half the sky, like the Son of M a n whose "head and his hairs were white like wool, 
as white as snow, and his eyes were as a flame of fire." (Revelation 1:14 King James 
Version) H e walks into a cathedral of ice and sits on an icy throne that also alludes to 
Revelation, to the sea of glass like crystal before the throne of God. (Rv: 4:6) He is attended 
by vast crowd of creatures like the "many angels round about the throne and the beasts and 
the elders .. . and every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the earth, 
and in the sea." (Rv.: 5.11-13) Where the Uncle's relationship with Arctic wildlife has been 
that of predator and prey, in the Lion's presence the whale watches alongside the little fishes, 
and above, wolves and reindeer keep watch together as in Isaiah's prophecy that "the wolf 
also shall dwell with the lamb ... They shall not hurt or destroy in all m y holy mountain: for 
the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the L O R D , as the waters cover the sea." (Isaiah 
11:6-9) The whale's gigantic mouth might be seen as open to devour its fishy prey in the 
illustration, (LLU, 118) were it not for Peake's verbal text, specifying that the whale twitches 
its fins "to scare away the little crimson fishes." 
The Lion, too, poses no threat to his congregation as a carnivore to his prey. He is an 
aged lion who can only roar and die. The God of Revelation is spoken of as a Lamb; Peake 
literalises the animal metaphor and changes it from youthful Lamb to aged Lion, insinuating 
both threat and the incapacity to kill. Lions' behaviour as predators is mocked at by the 
ludicrously polite domestic description of this Lion's penultimate roar, "like someone makes 
when they want some more cake at tea-time." (LLU, 115) Peake's White Lion is an aged, 
tired, blind creature about to die, who ascends his throne and then freezes to death. In terms 
of the book's extended satire on colonialism, the White Lion can be understood as an 
allegory of British empire, splendid and on the point of death. In its Apocalyptic context, the 
Lion is a satirical version of the Christian god, in Blakean language a blind and aged 
Urizenic god who takes his seat in the north, utters a meaningless roar in parody of Genesis' 
creative word, and dies. 
The Lion can be construed as an emblem of Peakian stuckness. H e becomes 
permanently stuck in the physical sense, frozen solid, above deep water. N o imagery of ship 
or pirate is found here, though the Lost Uncle's spike leg is reminiscent of the pirate 
captain's wooden leg in Captain Slaughterboard. Like Flay, and like the stuck boy of Boy in 
Darkness and the stuck Titus of Titus Alone, the Uncle survives his encounter with stuckness 
in the form of the dread, god-like Lion. It is the Lion who remains forever above the depths, 
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in his cathedral of ice (as Mr. Slaughterboard remains contemplating the water at the end of 
"Mr. Slaughterboard") while the Uncle reverts to his usual activities as explorer and 
devourer (as Captain Slaughterboard lives on, a blissful eater, on the island). Read in the 
context of the Gormenghast novels, the Lion's death into permanent stuckness is analogous 
to the stuckness of those male characters who experience an impossible situation whose 
outcome is death, while the Uncle's continuation of a familiar life is analogous to the 
adherence to ritual among Gormenghast's general populace. Earlier in his life, the Lost 
Uncle fled from confinement by his mother or nurse, and then from his wife; as such, I have 
argued, he is a psychologically stuck man who compulsively re-enacts his unresolved 
relationship with his mother at Jackson's expense; but by the end of the book it is the White 
Lion w h o has become physically stuck in frozen death while the Uncle's life now appears 
one of repetition without closure. 
The end to his quest might be expected to disappoint the Uncle, that connoisseur of 
disappointment. H e does not, however, seem to mind the Lion's less than omnipotent 
characteristics, but remains delighted with his vision of the one who was, and is, and "will be 
for ever, alone and beautiful in the wild polar waste—alone in his cathedral, m y Lion of 
white ice." (LLU, 122) It seems to be the Lion's frozen state that is ultimately so satisfying to 
the Uncle, in contrast to his ordinary world of endless repetition and disappointment. The 
quest culminates in silence and death, where there is neither eating nor being eaten, no 
change, no interaction and no meaning. Like the white Lamb's reign of stuckness in Boy in 
Darkness, the Lion's reign ceases, his subjects depart and the human witness, Boy or Uncle, 
moves on, ^ transformed. After the Lion has died, the natural world and the Uncle revert to 
their familiar pattern of killing. He mentions in his last letter "a herd of reindeer fighting 
with wolves ... I think I could do with another wolf-skin." (LLU, 126) 
The Uncle, unlike the Boy in Boy in Darkness, is able to remember, to enjoy the idea 
of one form of stuckness that does not compulsively repeat, but remains poised, frozen and 
unique. H e perceives the moment of becoming stuck, on this unique occasion, as a divine 
vision, but his Biblical allusions imply a mocking comparison on Peake's part with the god 
of resurrection, who "livefh, and was dead, and behold, I a m alive for evermore." (Rv. 1:18) 
The Uncle tells his nephew that "I was all aglow inside with what I had seen," (LLU, 123) 
but his last letter indicates that he has not been transformed. H e curses Jackson, plans to kill 
more wildlife, and sharpens his sword-spike for fresh adventure. The account of his travels 
that he had estimated to be as long as the Bible has now reached the book of Revelation and 
time has ended—but only for the dead Lion. The Uncle, together with the unfortunate 
Jackson, lives on in a world of sadistic repetition. Having run away from his family, having 
overcome the bear's maternal threat, eaten his way through the Arctic and destroyed all the 
phallic competition along the way, there is little option for him but to repeat it all again. He 
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ends his last letter: "so I must sharpen m y sword-spike and then be off, nephew." The 
accompanying sketch shows a tiny Uncle and Jackson under an amazing sky done in swirls 
and wheels of light. The Uncle has presumably drawn the sketch, in Van Gogh style, 
although his verbal text gives not a hint of its marvels. The sky's circles and wheels reiterate 
the circular patterns of the Uncle's everyday existence, sword-spike at the ready. The book's 
ending is comic in its reversion from vision to mundanity, from the quest to matters of 
survival, and in its hint of similar adventures to come. Beneath its comedy, it is savage in 
exposing the Uncle's inability to transform and depicting the death of god. 
Yet when the Uncle is shown in the last picture dwarfed against a sky of swirls and 
wheels, Peake is presenting more than an Arctic wilderness for the reader's contemplation. 
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but if they are moved by love, the human being beneath experiences only the circles of stuck 
compulsion, desire and disappointment. 
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Stuckness, inflation and literalised metaphor in Mr. 
Pye 
Like the Lost Uncle, Mr. Pye suffers from a form of repetitious stuckness, but his is 
explained within the text as a moral rather than psychological form of stuckness. N o 
information is given in the book as to Mr. Pye's childhood or family. His problems seem to 
begin when he visits Sark and decides that it is an ideal place to start his missionary 
endeavours, to win over its inhabitants to his idiosyncratic, cheerfully theistic version of 
Christianity. As he strives to win souls, he begins to grow wings, and then, in an attempt to 
lose his wings, he grows horns. For the rest of the novel he oscillates between wings and 
homs in order to appear a normal human being. This behaviour is not the compulsive 
repetition of which Freud speaks in his essay on the uncanny,1 for Mr. Pye's programme of 
actions is quite conscious, his "sins" (at least in the beginning) more like medication to 
suppress unwanted symptoms than genuinely evil acts. Mr. Pye's bodily changes have some 
kind of external supernatural cause and are amenable to experimental manipulation. Though 
he cannot rid himself entirely of the new body parts that he has supernaturally acquired, he 
can at least decide whether to encourage wings or horns, and he can also attempt to reduce 
either to manageable dimensions. The exact nature of the supernatural forces afflicting him 
is never quite clear, but the rules of his affliction become (at least temporarily) clearer as he 
experiments with it. 
Mr. Pye can choose whether to grow wings or horns, but such freedom of choice 
proves delusory in that wings and horns equally exclude him from normal human life, 
relegating him to the status of freakish monster. Mr. Pye's bodily impasse, doomed whether 
he chooses good or evil action, is echoed at the end of the book when the consequences of 
his final leap from the cliff can be understood as both physical death and apotheosis: in 
either case, a severance from ordinary human life. 
At the end of the novel, Mr. Pye is stuck in an impossible situation, at risk from a 
lynching party on the small island of Sark. H e flees across the island to its narrowest part, the 
Coupee, in his last effort at escape: 
He shut his eyes again and he could see in his imagination how the land narrowed; how Big Sark 
dwindled to the perilous isthmus: how it seemed as though two great forces were joined together by the 
Coupee as though it were the cord that joins the unborn child to its mother, or like that moment called 
life that links the dark domains of the w o m b and of the tomb. (MP, 272) 
This imagery is grotesquely inappropriate to the geography of Sark: its two almost separate 
land masses can hardly be compared with a mother and the unborn child in her womb. These 
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images make better sense if applied to Mr. Pye himself, about to leap from mother earth and 
any normal form of human existence in search of freedom. Gardiner-Scott quotes a passage 
excised from the published version of Titus Alone which spells out the metaphoric 
connection between main body of land and mother, and small body of land and son: 
And the essence of all this awoke in Titus as the last rock of a promontory might awake to find it is no 
longer so: is no longer joined to its mother, but is an island, and that in between them lies deep water. 
What joined them lies mute beneath the swirling waves: solid: immutable as ever, but, in the driveling 
darkness, cold, sub-aqueous and forgotten.2 
According to this passage, what once joined mother and child is, from the point of view of 
the son who has freed himself, suppressed, forgotten, incapable of coherent speech 
("driveling"), the mute depths of an engulfing sea—very like the engulfing depths that 
threaten Mr. Slaughterboard in Peake's earlier fragment of a novel. What was once the 
source of life for the son is now the repressed figure of mother death. 
For Mr. Pye, at his final impasse, Sark promises at best imprisonment, at worst, 
death. As a mortal m a n he is stuck, facing death whether he stays or leaps from the cliff. As 
a supernatural being he frees himself from the maternal island's long umbilical cord at the 
cost of death to his ordinary human existence, and Peake closes the novel with a final 
description of Sark as "empty," having given birth (and death) to her son: 
he was now far out to sea and dwindling until he was only visible to those of keenest vision, and then, 
even to these he was lost, and the island was suddenly empty—and was nothing but a long wasp-
waisted rock. (MP, 278) 
For this stuck man, the novel's end is ambiguous. Does "lost" to sight imply lost to human 
existence? There is little likelihood of his successfully joining any human community. Is this 
flight an apotheosis, in which he finally and irrevocably becomes part of a supernatural 
world? Whatever his future, Mr. Pye dies to humanity as he flees the "cord that joins the 
unborn child to its mother." 
Throughout the book, doubt can be similarly cast on his behaviour, as he attempts to 
win the island's population to his view of god as the Great Pal. According to his 
understanding of events, his divine pal rewards him for his evangelical goodness with the 
gift of wings; and then, as he tries to reduce his wings by doing evil, the devil rewards him 
with horns. This is another impossible situation, since he cannot find a stable mid-point of 
behaviour to deter the growth of both homs and wings, and the discovery by others of either 
horns or wings is likely to lead to his banishment from normal society. While his overall 
situation is one of stuckness, with supernatural appendages from which he cannot fully free 
himself, he is the most changeable of Peake's stuck men in his alternation of good and bad 
deeds, wings and horns. 
According to Mr. Pye, his wings and horns are simply indicative of good and evil. 
From his perspective, his own body is to be read allegorically as providing physical signs of 
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his spiritual state. By the end of the book, harried and at risk of death, he is represented as a 
Christ figure with Tintagieu as a weeping Mary Magdalen, "Sark's least virginal of 
daughters." (MP, 273) As in Titus Groan,3 allegory produces bad writing: 
The silence in the little stone prison was pressed against her forehead and hummed in her ears. It was 
for only a moment that Mr. Pye turned from her, but her blood ran cold, and the seconds as they passed 
were big with horror. 
"Ah! no, no, no. Ah! m y poor one!" (MP, 266) 
Mr. Pye has not been characterised with sufficient emotional depth for his plight to carry the 
weight of comparison with Christ as he hopes "that the Great Pal would free m e altogether." 
(MP, 266) His conversations with Tintagieu as he is facing death are sentimentally 
lachrymose. 
Elsewhere in the book, simple Christian interpretations are consistently undermined, 
although almost all the critics w h o have written on Mr. Pye approach it as a novel of sin and 
salvation, and read it either dialectically or in terms of a binary split. Richard West, for 
example, writes of the struggle between Good and Evil.4 Ingrid Waterhouse finds the 
struggle between Good and Evil far from straightforward and questions Mr. Pye's goodness.5 
Her reading places Mr. Pye firmly within a dialectic comprising Mr. Pye's own over-
developed moral sense, Tintagieu's underdeveloped moral sense, and a fully human 
midpoint of balance. Laurence Bristow-Smith's title, "Mr. Pye, or the Evangelist and the 
Dead Whale," sets up a binary opposition, but within his article, like Waterhouse, he favours 
a dialectic in which Mr. Pye represents the moral universe, the voluptuous Tintagieu 
represents the animal world, and both characters develop towards a mid-point, a fully human 
position, at the novel's end.6 The reading proposed by Shayer is more inclusive. He 
interprets the book's theme as "an outsider's relationship to insiders" in terms of the three 
layers of Sark society, day trippers, visitors and residents. Underlying this theme, he detects 
a series of binary splits, between Mr. Pye and Thorpe, spirit and body, redemption and 
corruption.7 All these critics rather too readily accept the Christian viewpoint of Mr. Pye 
himself. 
Undermining such Christian readings are several factors. One is the peculiar 
behaviour of the Pal towards Mr. Pye, if the wings have indeed been inflicted by the Pal. Mr. 
Pye could be excused were he to rail at the Pal like a second Job, for the wings destroy his 
prospects of ordinary human life more thoroughly than Job's afflictions. The book's ending, 
Mr. Pye's escape on his wings, leaves unresolved the question of the goodness of god. Mr. 
Pye's good behaviour that earns him his wings is similarly questionable. Like so many of 
Peake's stuck men, he behaves sadistically, with potentially lethal consequences. While 
arranging for the obese Miss George to be lowered down a cliff in order to surprise the 
Sarkians into repentance, he refers to her ordeal of descent down the chimney as a 
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martyrdom. Though he is quick to add that she will suffer no wound, his choice of words sets 
himself up momentarily as a murderer. W h e n Thorpe proposes that Miss George be thrown 
off the cliff to solve the problem of h o w to get her down, he makes explicit the murderous 
possibilities in Mr. Pye's stratagem. Her descent does not kill Miss George physically, but it 
kills her soul, her developing faith, trust and love. Her physical death, when she recoils from 
the sight of Mr. Pye's wings, falls downstairs and crushes her head, merely enables her body 
to catch up to her soul's condition. 
A series of injuries occurs during the novel, all associated with Mr. Pye, either 
happening in his presence or instigated by him. Mr. Pye could be said to be indirectly 
responsible for the lookout man's death, for it is his self-exposure at the Sark cattle fair that 
sets in motion the pursuit and search that lead to the man's fall downstairs. More directly, the 
flapping of Mr. Pye's wings causes his horse to rear, sending horse and carriage over the 
cliff. The rapture induced by Mr. Pye's presence urges both Miss Dredger and Thorpe into 
their ill-judged leaps. Mr. Porter's broken ankle is the indirect outcome of Mr. Pye's picnic 
plans. It is only a boatman's fall at the very start of the novel and a London lady's stumble 
for which Mr. Pye seems entirely without responsibility. John Batchelor complains that the 
boatman's breaking of his leg is a violent and gratuitous accident that mars the book's 
opening;8 but though much in Mr. Pye is violent, little is gratuitous or accidental. At least on 
a second reading, such physical occurrences resonate with the theological sense of a "fall" 
into sin, which Mr. Pye himself systematically undertakes as a conscious choice in order to 
shrink his wings. The novel's physical falls also resonate with his hubris, "heading for a 
fall." Peake's metaphors thus become literalised in physical injury, often rendering his 
themes of sin and salvation trivial and comic, reducing the fall of humankind to a lady's 
difficulty with her high-heeled shoe. 
Mr. Pye is not only in the neighbourhood of each fall, not only does he carry some 
responsibility for most of them, but he is remarkably unhelpful when they occur. H e helps 
only in the most trivial instances, when the London lady trips in her high heels and when 
Thorpe swoons. Mr. Pye's insouciance at Miss George's death has the excuse that he is 
trying to be wicked in order to shrink his wings. It is odd, however, that this evangelist, 
overflowing with love for his fellow human beings, does nothing to help either the stricken 
boatman or the unfortunate Mr. Porter. Mr. Pye's outrageous behaviour at Miss George's 
funeral does not contradict but intensify his other failures in decorum and sympathy. 
A simply allegorical reading of Mr. Pye in terms of a good god and a bad devil 
cannot be sustained with regard to the series of stumbles and leg injuries that occurs 
throughout the work. As falls, they invite a theological reading as allegorical of the fall of 
m a n — b u t problems arise in this interpretation with Mr. Pye's lack of care for the fallen and 
with the fact that physical falls afflict his ardent disciples w h o should be the least in danger 
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of spiritual fall. Running counter to images of physically injurious fall in the book are 
several evocations of Christ's descent into hell, his resurrection and ascension. These 
associations are most clearly indicated in the farcical episode of Miss George's descent down 
the cliff chimney, and the failure of Mr. Pye's plans for her ascent. The Great Pal has told 
Mr. Pye to "lower the great weight... Let her descend only to rise again. For Miss George is 
more than Miss George." (MP, 119) She is to represent Christ's saving descent and 
resurrection for the benefit of the Sarkean audience below. Mr. Pye's final escape from his 
persecutors into the heavens alludes to Christ's ascension.9 At least two of the novel's 
incidents of falling can be read as failed attempts to rise and fly: Miss Dredger's joyful jump 
downstairs and Thorpe's leap among the rocks. It is difficult, though, to read joyous 
aspiration into the deaths of Miss George and the lookout man, or the broken bones of Mr. 
Porter and the boatman. If the metaphors of Christian morality are being literalised in 
physical fall and flight, no consistent structure of sin and salvation can be built upon them. It 
is by slippage between competing theological contexts, rather than by the Gormenghast 
novels' technique of generic slippage, that Mr. Pye's own allegorical reading is undermined. 
With the exception of the sentimental scenes in which Tintagieu farewells Mr. Pye as a 
Magdalen weeping for Christ, Christian imagery is treated mockingly rather than as 
indicating absolute theological truth. Such mockery engenders doubt about Mr. Pye's 
theology, even about the true purpose of his behaviour. 
As an evangelist, Mr. Pye is remarkably tolerant of sexual freedom. Pierre Francois 
is the first critic to acknowledge Mr. Pye's sexuality and his desire to penetrate the island of 
Sark, represented metaphorically as a w o m a n lying on her stomach.10 H e does not go far 
enough with his analysis, though, not nearly as far as Mr. Pye himself when he orders Miss 
Dredger and Tintagieu to prepare for an orgy with him (an orgy prevented by Miss George's 
death). Francois speculates that Mr. Pye is a virgin; more, that he has made himself a 
spiritual eunuch in his quest for the kingdom of heaven.1' Physically, Mr. Pye may well be a 
virgin. Metaphorically, he penetrates a w o m a n from the rear whenever he explores the 
island: 
he had forced his way to the very core of what made the island into Sark, and Sark into the island. He 
had wormed his way into her dank, primordial caves; had stared his fill at her emblazoned flanks; had 
dived, a pear-drop in his mouth, into her cold April tide. (MP, 48) 
O n his spiritual mission too, from his first entry into Miss Dredger's house, Mr. Pye is a 
seducer of women. 
W h e n Miss Dredger arrives home, Mr. Pye sends her to bed though she is not sick. 
Within minutes, he begins wooing her with food. "But it must not be supposed that Miss 
Dredger was to be seduced and vanquished by a mere lunch, however delectable." (MP, 32) 
H e then remakes her bed, smoothing out its crumpled sheets—an innocent action, were it not 
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for the metaphors set up in the book's previous chapter to detonate here. In that chapter, 
when he observes the enmity between Miss George and Miss Dredger, he rhapsodises, 
"What splendour, what beauty there was in smoothing out the crumpled sheets of passion, in 
fusing seemingly allergic souls. O h the lubrication of it all!" (MP, 17-18) In its original 
context, this comment is full of lesbian innuendo, picked up later in Miss Dredger's phone 
call to Miss George, in which she regrets their "long divorce." (MP, 66) W h e n Mr. Pye 
literalises his metaphor by actually smoothing out Miss Dredger's sheets, he does so in order 
to seduce her into loving him. "[I]t must not be imagined that Miss Dredger had been easy to 
tempt into the sexless orbit of Mr. Pye's love," (MP, 51) but soon they become lovers in the 
spirit, if not the flesh. 
Mr. Pye puts a great deal of effort into bringing Miss George into the household, 
morally blackmailing Miss Dredger into inviting her. H e proceeds to shame and humiliate 
Miss George while initiating Miss Dredger into the art of lying. Mr. Pye parodies his earlier 
seduction of Miss Dredger by making innumerable visits to Miss George's bedroom, when 
she takes to her bed in fury after the fiasco of her descent to the picnic. In his final visit, he 
insincerely begs her to return to health again, "laughing and playing as she used to do among 
her loved ones." (MP, 172) H e voices this request just after his order to the other women to 
prepare for an orgy, and so his mockery of Miss George here can be read as not only cruel 
but sexually salacious. 
The third member of Mr. Pye's household is Tintagieu, voluptuous, promiscuous 
and amoral. She is "seduced" into joining the household by her own idea of pretending to 
become his disciple. "She would out-rival the Dredger and the George in naked zeal." (MP, 
164) Peake literalises his metaphor once more when Tintagieu bursts out of her too-tight 
clothes and ends up literally naked at Mr. Pye's feet. H e sees her naked on another occasion, 
after the whale's stench has driven all the Sarkeans away from his picnic. Tintagieu goes for 
a leisurely swim upwind of the whale, moving "indolently in the phosphorescent water." 
(MP, 128) Her swim parallels the whale's own "indolent" and moonlit approach to the 
island. The little white whale is female, and her rotting carcass is the double and opposite of 
Tintagieu's radiantly sexual body. Tintagieu hopes to have "the whale of a time" (MP, 164) 
when she moves to Mr. Pye's household, and the two occasions on which he looks at her 
nakedness might be expected to challenge his commitment to his mission as strongly as the 
white whale's visit. Neither the sexually attractive nor the disgustingly rotten female body, 
however, shakes him from his confidence. 
Tintagieu is named after one of Sark's outlying rocks. Mr. Pye's appreciation of her 
naked body partially literalises his intimate probings and penetrations of the island from the 
rear, though he goes no further with Tintagieu than a slap on her bottom. H e is astonishingly 
tolerant of Tintagieu's sexual behaviour; his brand of evangelism clearly does not classify 
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either sexual promiscuity or adultery as sinful.12 H e casts Tintagieu in the role of an Eve, in 
his plan to convert Sark into an Eden—but an Eve before the fall, glorious in her unashamed 
nakedness. In the scene where he chats with the naked Tintagieu in the road, Mr. Pye is at his 
most likeable, genial, courteous, untouched by shame. The narrator's descriptions of 
Tintagieu at this point do not invoke the Biblical Eve, however: 
She turned and moved away with a soft ease of movement, sweet, wet and salty from the sea, self-
contained, childish, amoral, primitive, the mistress of many and the property of none. (MP, 130) 
Rather than Eve, these descriptors invoke the Greek Aphrodite, sea-bom goddess of sexual 
desire, amoral and a law to herself: a problematic allusion for an allegorical reading of Mr. 
Pye's story as a struggle between the forces of good and evil. 
Perhaps Mr. Pye and most of his critics have missed the comic point, looking for a 
Christian interpretation of the book's strange events when there is evidence pointing to other 
gods. The metaphors used to describe Mr. Pye, as distinct from Mr. Pye's own understanding 
of his mission, are either avian or drawn from classical myth. The first chapter combines 
both: "his sharp nose, not unlike the beak of a bird, trembled as though on the scent of some 
Olympian quarry." (MP, 5). It would be easy, in the light of Mr. Pye's own convictions, to 
translate Olympus into the Christian heaven, and the Olympian quarry into the souls of the 
Sarkeans. Peake has a habit, though, of literalising his metaphors in this book as elsewhere in 
his fiction. In Greek myth, the Olympian quarry would be either those guilty of hubris, or 
those who have attracted the gods' lustful attention. Mr. Pye's identification of god as his 
personal pal is an example of hubris (that is, if such a god exists beyond Mr. Pye's 
imagination); he himself, as Francois13 argues, can be regarded as the Olympian quarry 
targeted for a comic, Ovidian form of retribution by way of metamorphosis. He is 
transformed from a hunter of souls to the one physically hunted, like Ovid's Actaeon, and 
thus at the end of the novel he finds himself physically stuck, in danger of death from a 
lynching mob, on Sark's isthmus with no solid ground left for him to flee to. 
Mr. Pye is, however, more than the gods' victim. H e is also given Olympic 
credentials that align him with the gods themselves. While winged angels are god's 
messengers to humankind in Christian iconography, their Graeco-Roman equivalent as the 
winged messenger of the gods is Hermes/Mercury. In a mythic reading, freed from Mr. Pye's 
moralising Christian understanding, his wings mark him as mercurial, as much as angelic. 
The horns that afflict him, again removed from his Christian context, mark him as a Pan 
figure (and they certainly inspire panic). Mr. Pye's real problem may be that he is working 
within the wrong myth system, that of the Great Pal rather than the great god Pan. H e is 
described as mercurial during his two addresses to the Sarkeans en masse. Speaking to the 
Sarkean population at the picnic, he is a "mercurial visitor." (MP, 119) W h e n he blatantly 
lies to deal with an angry deputation of Sarkeans, he has "the gentle and compassionate gaze 
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of a mercurial genius." (MP, 209) After the success of his tactics of deceit, he feels "a 
sensation of buoyancy as though his bones were filled with mercury." (MP, 219) The 
reference to mercury is mythologically apt, for Hermes/Mercury is not only a psychopomp, a 
guider of souls, as Mr. Pye represents himself to be, but also the patron of cheats and liars; 
not so apt physically, though, for the metal mercury weighs far more than bone. 
Once Mr. Pye has committed himself to full-scale deceit, he grows horns and is 
appalled at their appearance: "Was he, at this very moment less in the hands of the Great Pal 
than in those of the Great Goat?" (MP, 224) In a classical Greek context, horns are no more 
morally significant than feathers, the one an attribute of Hermes/Mercury, the other of his 
son the goat-god Pan. Mr. Pye, fearfully interpreting his horns as a mark of the devil, turns to 
good works and renounces his hermetic books of magic. H e is now no longer the "mercurial, 
heart-stirring stranger" (MP, 229) but a laughing-stock to the Sark people. It is not until he 
publicly admits his kinship with Pan, by showing his horns at the cattle show, that he 
achieves apotheosis as Mercury. 
Mr. Pye can be understood as morally stuck in a binary system of god and devil, 
good and evil, though his behaviour towards others is more ambiguous than such a system 
would allow. Not only is his belief system simplistic and inadequate to deal with the 
complexities of human behaviour, it is also superficial in its literal vision of spiritual and 
moral values. Within the binary system that he favours, it is all too easy for Mr. Pye to assert 
his spiritual responsibility for his bodily changes, an assertion that quickly leads to the 
extremes of devil worship and farewell scenes that allude to Christ's death. His bodily 
changes might, however, be accounted for in an alternative, polytheistic and far from binary 
system. Considered from a Homeric point of view, where such divinities as Hermes and 
Aphrodite are neither good nor evil, it would be Mr. Pye's hubris in claiming to be a god's 
special pal that has brought about his bodily changes, and each attempt to remedy his 
problem by being saintly or sinful merely adds to his hubris. 
Straightforward, simple Christian allegory is found in this novel only in the farewell 
scenes at the end and in Mr. Pye's own interpretation of events. Elsewhere, a range of 
allusions subverts any binary division of the supernatural into good and evil forces. In the 
course of the novel allusions can be found to the Wagnerian gods, the ass-eared Bottom in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream and the Pied Piper. C o m m o n to the Greek gods, the gods of 
Asgard, Shakespeare's fairies and the Pied Piper, is a complete disregard of the moral 
principles that characterise Christianity. The novel's allusions to Greek myth are sly and 
scattered, and do not offer a completely worked out alternative context for Mr. Pye's career 
on Sark. It would have improved the Olympian reading, had that been Peake's aim, if Mr. 
Pye's wings had grown at his forehead and ankles rather than on his back. Peake refers to 
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Graeco-Roman myth, as to Shakespeare and Wagner, in order to sabotage a Christian 
reading. A s Francois demonstrates, Peake's prime target is Christian evangelical morality. 
The horse that crashes to death as Mr. Pye launches himself from the cliff at the 
novel's end is also problematic for a reading based on the Christian opposition between 
divinely approved good and diabolically favoured evil. Earlier in the book, horses are 
charged with a parody of spiritual meaning. Miss Dredger, Mr. Pye's most faithful disciple, 
has equine features. In his missionary zeal, Mr. Pye envisages the inhabitants of Sark as 
horses that he hopes to lead to the "pastures of his choice." (MP, 13) Here he sets himself up 
as the Good Shepherd (or in this case horse-herd) of psalm 23, confident that his choice will 
accord with God's. The literal horse that he drives to death at the end of the novel makes a 
mockery of this promise of spiritual guidance. The same dead horse at the water's edge 
unpleasantly literalises another metaphor, Mr. Pye's comparison of the people of Sark with 
horses that he can lead to water, but who must themselves choose whether to drink. The 
horse and smashed carriage gain pathos from the second and third chapters of Mr. Pye, 
where the daily effort of a carriage horse is described as it hauls passengers up and down the 
steep Sark road to the harbour. Thus, when Mr. Pye flies off from his smashed carriage and 
its unfortunate horse, he is abandoning a symbolic version of his own dead body, a metaphor 
for the people of Sark whose spiritual guidance he had undertaken, and a suffering servant of 
humanity. 
The visitation of the rotting whale is also difficult to contain within a simple 
allegorical reading, as Mr. Pye attempts to do. A mysterious object is spotted out at sea, a 
"long egg," (MP, 1A) but no celestial bird will ever hatch from this egg. It turns out to be the 
pungent body of a little dead whale that comes to shore just as Mr. Pye is about to convince 
the Sarkeans to turn to god. Its stench proves even more potent than the Great Pal does. Mr. 
Pye deals with his theological problem, the enigma of the whale's arrival, just as he is about 
to convert his congregation, by ascribing it to the devil, but the parodic allusion to Melville's 
magnificently ambiguous White Whale suggests that any single interpretation of the whale's 
presence is inadequate. For the Sarkeans, it poses not a theological but a practical problem of 
how to dispose of its noisome presence. It is as awkwardly material as Mr. Pye's wings, and 
the inhabitants of Sark deal with its unwelcome visit by towing the carcass back out to sea. 
As an evocation of absolute evil, the little white whale is negligible. The evocation 
of evil is weak throughout the novel. Mr. Pye's wicked deeds are almost all pathetically 
trivial—knocking over sandcastles, cutting off a moustache, sneaking out of a hotel without 
paying. His worst sin is his nightly worship of the devil in the form of a goat, but Peake's 
account of his visits is cursory (truncated from an earlier draft14). The brevity of these 
episodes leaves in doubt the question of whether Mr. Pye actually invokes the devil or is 
merely deluding himself. The goat embodies evil no more convincingly than the little white 
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whale. Similarly, the Great Pal is an unconvincing version of the Christian god of love. Just 
as the small, stinking, dead whale parodies Melville's M o b y Dick, the whole book parodies 
Christian notions of sin and salvation by way of bathos and diminution, with a tethered goat 
instead of a satanic beast, a dead horse in place of the Good Shepherd's flock and an array of 
broken legs and dead bodies instead of redeemed souls. 
The imagery of birds in Mr. Pye is no more morally reassuring than the imagery of 
horses. Mr. Pye himself is frequently represented as a bird, his garments feathers, his face a 
quill, his nose a sharp beak and his whole person a penguin (even though penguins are not 
noted for the sharpness of their beaks). The people of Sark are rooks and starlings, Mrs 
Porter a shrill sparrow, Tintagieu a bird of prey and a raven in respect of her voice, Thorpe a 
pigeon in respect of his feet. Alone among these characters, Mr. Pye literalises the metaphor 
by growing wings. It seems that his excess of goodness raises him physically from human to 
winged angel, just as his attempts at evil result in the growth of his homs. Mr. Pye's angel 
wings are emphatically material objects. They are not accompanied by any other angelic 
attributes such as closer contact with God; in fact, he feels more remote from the Great Pal 
once his wings sprout. The feathers stigmatise him as a freak. In his hotel room agony he 
calls the wings a "feathered incubus" (MP, 156) with a malign thirst for his life juices. To be 
a bird, metaphorically, in this novel, is a sign neither of good nor of evil; to become a bird 
physically by growing wings is morally equivocal. 
So, too, is the act of growing horns. The horns mark Mr. Pye as a sinner and devil-
worshipper, shaping him in the image of the goat that he secretly visits at night for 
unmentionable rites. Equally, though, the horns mark him as a scapegoat, when he exposes 
them to the people of Sark and is immediately persecuted. At first Mr. Pye is in no doubt that 
an excess of good has induced his wings to grow, and that an equal excess of evil brings on 
his horns. Later, the correspondences weaken between his actions and his fluctuating 
attributes of horn and feather. Increasingly, the novel's details equivocate as to the difference 
between good and evil, sin and salvation. 
Within this context Mr. Pye suffers from absolute thinking, identifying his deity 
simply as his "Pal" (despite all the troubles that his wings bring upon him). Jungian theory 
provides an extremely apt diagnosis of the troubles incurred by aligning oneself simply with 
one's deity: the psychic ailment of inflation. According to Jung, identification with an 
archetypal energy (in Mr. Pye's case, with his god) produces inflation.15 It manifests in airy 
forms such as losing one's psychological balance, not being well grounded, ideas taking 
flight, "flighty excitation," (MP, 52-3) building castles in the air, being carried away, and 
eventually, inevitably, crashing down to earth. The contagious effects of the evangelist's 
inflation are evident bodily in Miss Dredger's uncharacteristic jump and Thorpe's soaring 
leap. Mr. Pye infects a surprising number of people in his vicinity to become temporary 
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disciples, or literally to lose their balance and fall. In a Jungian reading, the novel's climax, 
when he flies away from his troubles, makes manifest the inflated psyche's dream of 
apotheosis. 
In physical terms, Mr. Pye's leap from the cliff leads to the smashing of his carriage 
and the death of the unfortunate horse; I have argued for some ambiguity as to whether Mr. 
Pye himself dies physically and soars spiritually or ascends as both body and spirit. In either 
reading, there is some positive resolution to his plight, trapped on the island and confronting 
death as a physically stuck man. In a Jungian reading of his wings and flight as 
manifestations of inflation, no such positive resolution occurs. Metaphorically, airy inflation 
that knows no limits is the opposite of earth-bound stuckness, but it replaces one form of 
stuckness with another rather than liberating the psyche. The effects of identifying with an 
archetype are as overwhelming psychologically as the depths of the sea are physically. The 
leap from the cliff m a y take Mr. Pye physically from death, and metaphorically from the 
mother's w o m b , but in the psychoanalytic reading that I propose, only at the cost of the 
complete loss of his psychological balance. 
In other respects Mr. Pye is more of an ordinary man and less saintly than he, or his 
disciples, care to admit. The final sentimental tributes to Mr. Pye that come from Thorpe, 
Tintagieu and Miss Dredger do not allow for his streak of nastiness (evident even when he is 
being most consciously good), his sexuality or the violence that accompanies him. His 
metaphoric penetrations of the island's female body are acted out on Tintagieu's willing 
person by her many lovers. His assaults on gladioli, mouse and Miss George's busby act out 
the violent threats voiced or thought by most of the islanders, beginning with the bewildered 
ticket m a n of the first chapter, from w h o m Mr. Pye walks away "before the stupefied Sarnian 
could say 'knife'." (MP, 2)1 6 The gaunt Miss Dredger and the obese Miss George play out an 
attenuated version of the murderous hatred between Flay and Swelter, though the actual 
murder is displaced from Miss Dredger, via Thorpe's murderous suggestion and Mr. Pye's 
mischievous assault on the busby, to Miss George's own murderous surge against Mr. Pye, 
her heart attack and death. The incidents of flight and fall that accompany Mr. Pye's progress 
not only literalise his state of psychological inflation but act out the islanders' own violent 
inclinations. 
"Perhaps I a m a metaphor," Mr. Pye speculates shortly before the novel's climax, 
"—and one day I'll fit the thing I'm metaphorising." (MP, 250) Peake's comic technique 
throughout the novel is to literalise metaphor, whether Christian, Graeco-Roman, literary, 
murderous or sexual. Mr. Pye suffers from a comic excess of literalised metaphor, 
manifesting most obviously in his horns and feathers. The literalised metaphor is Mr. Pye's 
plight, his doom and his comic glory. 
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The most sustained literalised metaphor in the novel is that of the fall, exemplified in 
the surprising number of characters who stumble or fall and are thus injured or die. As I have 
argued earlier in this chapter, these physical falls resonate with the theological sense of "fall" 
as sin, and with M r .Pye's hubris, "heading for a fall." The metaphor of the "fall" is a 
theological and literary commonplace; it is the frequency of such physical falls in Mr. Pye 
that removes them from the commonplace to a run of events whose incidence exceeds the 
limits of probability. Read psychoanalytically, the sequence of falls is an example of Jungian 
synchronicity, that is, a series of meaningful coincidences that cannot be explained in terms 
of cause and effect.17 T o read these coincidences as instances of Jungian synchronicity is to 
read them from within the novel's universe, to ask the kind of question about the meaning of 
life that Mr. Pye is increasingly driven to ask. 
In his analysis of synchronistic phenomena, Jung speaks of an element of 
"impossibility". A patient whose case he discusses: 
found herself in an "impossible" situation because the treatment had got stuck and there seemed to be 
no way out of the impasse... In the second case there was the half-unconscious fear and the threat of a 
lethal end with no possibility of an adequate recognition of the situation.18 
Jung argues that synchronistic phenomena may point to an unconscious solution to problems 
that seem insurmountable to the conscious mind, or may be premonitory. Read in the context 
of Jung's remarks on synchronicity, the falls, stumbles, leg injuries and deaths of characters 
in Mr. Pye's vicinity can be understood in both these ways. They can be read as pointing to 
the solution to his final impossible situation, when he is physically stuck on the island with 
no way of escaping the lynch mob, and he miraculously leaps to safety. The novel's leg 
injuries, stumbles and deaths by falling can be read also as premonitory of his inflation, his 
deliberate attempts to "fall" into sin and the leap with which he exiles himself from 
humankind. Mr. Pye's leap is more successful than the jumps and tumbles that precede it in 
that he is seen to fly away, but in resolving his physical problem of stuckness he leaps into a 
different kind of death, death to the world of social interaction with other human beings. The 
book's final sentences leave open the question whether he has transcended stuckness or 
merely exchanged w o m b for tomb. Mr. Pye imagines Sark's isthmus as "the cord that joins 
the unborn child to its mother, or like that moment called life that links the dark domains of 
the w o m b and of the tomb." (MP, 272) As I argued at the start of this chapter, the simile of 
the umbilical cord accords better with Mr. Pye's plight than with the island's geography. Mr. 
Pye's physical stuckness at the novel's climax would thus be associated with the mother's 
w o m b as a container that threatens him with death, but severing the cord, losing contact with 
the maternal island, means death to his ordinary human existence. In this sense, Mr. Pye 
resolves the impasse that Mr. Slaughterboard only contemplates. Mr. Pye manages to escape 
from the lethal maternal, but only at the expense of his links to humanity. 
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Topographies of love and stuckness in Titus Alone 
In this and the following chapter, I analyse the female characters in Titus Alone who threaten 
male characters with stuckness. A s I demonstrated in m y previous chapter, the figure of the 
mother w h o threatens her child with death appears only at the end of Mr. Pye, and only in 
the form of a simile. That book's main focus lies elsewhere, on Mr. Pye's difficulties of body 
and soul. In contrast, Titus Alone's Juno, as a maternal figure threatening to destroy her 
lover's separate identity by drowning him in intimacy, is given the most sustained character 
development of all Peake's fictional women. In m y following chapter I put forward both a 
Lacanian and a Kristevan analysis of Juno and her rival, Cheeta, with regard to their potency 
and failure, giving a close reading of Peake's imagery of mirrors, smells and the watery 
maternal seductive. In this chapter, I place Titus Alone's maternal seductive and 
topographies of stuckness in the context of Peake's other books. 
Titus Alone has most often been discussed in relation to the two first Titus books, 
Titus Groan and Gormenghast, as a sequel looking back to Titus' rejected past. It has 
sometimes been praised and sometimes judged harshly for moving away from 
Gormenghast's fantasy to a more contemporary1 (or futuristic,2 depending on the critic's 
degree of optimism) set of horrors. There are numerous references back to the first two 
volumes in the third, as in the framing sequences when Titus leaves, then finally returns to, 
the vicinity of the castle; in Titus' repeated claims to an identity and status that are not 
accepted by most of his new associates; and in the climactic charade, based by Cheeta on 
Titus' fevered babblings about his past. Such allusions do not, at least in terms of plot and 
character, enrich or challenge a reader's understanding of the previous books retrospectively. 
Gormenghast and his past life haunt Titus, but not enough for him either to be drawn back 
completely or to free himself convincingly from their hold upon him. (Despite the claims of 
the contentious last chapter, memories of Gormenghast figure largely in Peake's beginning 
of a first draft for a fourth volume3). While he simultaneously rejects his past and yearns for 
it in the pages of Titus Alone, Titus consistently rejects his present companions and 
circumstances as well. The book's allusions to Gormenghast repeatedly imply that Titus' 
present world is less rich, less satisfactory, more easily rejected; that it offers no substitute 
for his memories and no means of healing them. A reader w h o closely follows Titus' 
consciousness and places this book's events in the context of Gormenghast as he does, is 
very likely to judge Titus Alone a disappointment. 
A different kind of reading can be found in the last chapter of the novel: 
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For Titus was recognizing in a flash of retrospect that a new place of which he was only half aware, had 
been reached. It was a sense of maturity, almost of fulfilment. He had no longer any need for home, for 
he carried his Gormenghast within him. He had grown up. What a boy had set out to seek a man had 
found, found by the act of living. (TA, 262-263) 
This presents Titus Alone as bildungsroman, an interpretation that gains little support from 
the body of the novel. The phrase, "a flash of retrospect," points to some moment in his past 
that, from Titus' present point of view, defines his change. It is hard to nominate any point in 
the book as such a defining moment. Far from dispensing with the need for home, Titus 
demands to be recognised as Earl of Gormenghast, as in the courtroom scene. The identity 
for which he craves recognition is based on his past, his castle and his ancestry. Far from 
finding by the act of living what he had set out to seek, in this book Titus spends much of his 
time in need of rescue, being rescued or refusing to be rescued. The phrase, "a flash of 
retrospect," could also be understood as acknowledging a change achieved in the present 
moment and only realised by comparison with the past; but such a claim for sudden and 
immediate change, in which the book's.last pages announce a major development in the 
main character, needs more than rhetorical assertion to be convincing. If manhood is 
determined by self-knowledge, self-sufficiency and significant action, Titus is demonstrably 
more of a man towards the end of Gormenghast than in Titus Alone.* 
Both these ways of reading involve comparison and judgement within the book itself 
and within the series. Characters and events in Titus Alone are assessed either against the 
statements made about Titus in the book's final pages or against the earlier Gormenghast 
books, and found wanting. To escape from this disagreeable dead end critics have turned to 
external contexts, especially the biographical.5 While I consider Peake's use of holocaust 
imagery in chapter 12, a reading solely based on external sources merely bypasses the 
problems raised by Peake's retrospective techniques. What has been neglected is the place of 
Titus Alone within Peake's entire oeuvre of fantasy fiction, from his early pirate stories 
through to Mr. Pye. To regard Titus Alone as exploring one among a larger set of imagined 
worlds in Peake's fiction is a way of liberating the text from Titus' rejections. Titus Alone 
can be understood in this larger context as offering not so much a poor replacement for 
Gormenghast, but rather Peake's last and fullest exploration of his favourite motifs. 
So far in this thesis I have argued the case for a stuck man motif, a cluster of images 
such as those of deep water and pirate ship together with some impossible situation that 
threatens the stuck m a n with actual or symbolic death. I have demonstrated the recurrence of 
this motif with variations in each of Peake's books, as well as its usual association with 
dread of the engulfing mother. Titus Alone exemplifies the stuck man and dreaded mother in 
the figures of Titus, Juno and Gertrude (a point that I discuss further in m y chapter on Boy in 
Darkness). Titus Alone also exemplifies another, associated motif, that of vertical 
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penetration. I have so far discussed the figure of the stuck m a n without drawing attention to 
the topography of his plight, but the copious examples of vertical intrusion in Titus Alone 
offer particularly clear examples of this motif. 
In Peake's two picture story books, Letters from a Lost Uncle and Captain 
Slaughterboard Drops Anchor, and in his early story "Mr. Slaughterboard," Mr. Pye and 
Titus Alone, the characters' world is structured in horizontal layers with at least a layer 
inhabited by humans and an underlayer (the sea, below the ice, the Under-River), and at 
times up to four layers of existence. At critical moments in the plot, characters in these 
books' verbal text and illustration gaze and either stay stuck or sometimes move vertically, 
crossing a threshold or breaching a barrier into a new level. To shift layers generally carries a 
risk of death,6 as does staying stuck. A threat of intrusion from above or below can usually 
be found towards the end of these books, as when "Mr. Slaughterboard" breaks off, or the 
Uncle witnesses the cathedral of ice with its whale and fish underfoot, just before the Lion 
freezes. 
Gormenghast, too, reaches its climax, at the end of the book, when the hunt for 
Steerpike the murderer concludes in a series of vertical looks and physical intrusions. The 
water surface is a threshold between the underwater world where Steerpike seeks to avoid 
detection and the layer above where he can be seen. The ceiling of the room where he is 
nearly trapped is the floor through which men cut a hole from above, trying to catch him by 
forcing a way downwards. Titus plunges through the ivy's "vertical forest" (G, 492) to find 
and kill Steerpike. The remarkable phrase "vertical forest" (for ivy grows in all directions 
from its holding place on a wall) draws attention to the episode's topography of horizontal 
layers with vertical connections and intrusions both downwards and up. Peake's rendition of 
the intrusion motif gains much of its power here from the confined space in which it occurs, 
as compared with the extensions of Gormenghast's flexible geography elsewhere. Set against 
the unbounded flood and the ever-expanding castle, Steerpike's death scene is intensely 
restricted, like Mr. Slaughterboard's gaze through a hole in the ship's bottom or Titus' gaze 
through a skylight in Titus Alone J 
Gormenghast is a dry and dusty place until the flood, but outside Titus Groan and 
Gormenghast, lethal intrusion generally involves an expanse of water, either metaphorically 
or literally. While the characters' intrusion may only be a minute breach of the water surface 
by gaze, the world below the ice, in Letters from a Lost Uncle, or below the river, in Titus 
Alone, is vast. So too is Gormenghast castle, which expands horizontally rather than 
vertically, more like an organically expanding body than a man-made structure. Its hugeness 
corresponds to Countess Gertrude's enormous human body. Both of these embodiments of 
hugeness threaten Titus with stuckness by containment, while the other characters in Titus 
Groan and Gormenghast tend either to live in changeless isolation or to engage in ambush at 
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the same level as their prey. Elsewhere in his writings, Peake's more characteristic threat for 
his stuck male characters is the fatal fall into a vast oceanic maternal body. As far as 
Gormenghast is concerned, it is not until the end of Gormenghast that this more typical 
vertical intrusion motif prevails, with the scene of Steerpike's death during a flood. 
There are seven major instances of the intrusion motif in Titus Alone. Titus 
scrambles up to the roof of a building and looks down on the inane chatter of a party before 
he falls through the skylight on top of Juno. Old Crime pushes up through the stone floor of 
Titus' cell, seeming to offer companionship if not freedom, but in fact threatening to kill and 
eat Titus. W h e n Juno climbs up her stairs to find her beloved Titus, his dream response to 
her call is an image of tumbling from a tower: 
His eyelids moved but the dream fought on for life, the blotched beast plunging and wheeling through 
sky after sky. (TA, 97)8 
The second half of the book becomes more violent and more watery in its images, with the 
wet ground reflecting what looks like another layer of existence. The Under-River, like 
Gormenghast, extends enormously on the horizontal plane. It has only an illusion of depth, 
but is defined in contrast to the layer vertically above, not (as the drier Gormenghast is) in 
contrast to what lies beyond it on its own level. Much of the Under-River's floor is covered 
by a thin layer of fluid, dripped from the river above and added to by characters' urinating. 
W h e n Titus fights Veil, the liquid mirrors and reveals Titus' friend Muzzlehatch creeping 
along a rafter overhead. This scene of pursuit, fight and death is structured in almost as many 
layers as the corresponding Steerpike scene in Gormenghast: the city above, the river as a 
leakily insecure barrier, the Under-River below in two layers (rafters and ground) and a 
fourth pseudo-layer of existence in the mirroring water. A less threatening parody of this 
scene takes place above ground when Juno sees, reflected in water, a man lying in wait for 
her up a tree. Later, Muzzlehatch looks up to the sunset to see cloudy images of his 
slaughtered animals streaming across the sky, and responds by pushing his car down a 
precipice. B y this act he kills his last two animals, his ape and the car personified as a bitch. 
W h e n he stands "looking down, his feet within an inch or two of the swallowing edge," (TA, 
159) the onlookers expect him to commit suicide by jumping down the precipice also. 
Instead, he seeks revenge on the scientist whose rays killed his animals, by way of another 
vertical intrusion: to plant a bomb deep down in the centre of his sinister factory. 
In Peake's fantasy writing prior to Titus Alone, vertical intrusion, whether by gaze or 
by the whole body, generally carries a threat of death. Miss George, for instance, survives 
her perilous descent down the cliff in Mr. Pye, only to die later from a fall down stairs. In 
"Mr. Slaughterboard," the stuck pirate captain contemplates the "tomb-deep water" (MS, 94) 
and its fish through a hole in the ship's bottom. Literally and metaphorically he is in deep 
water. The Lost Uncle looks down at the sea's carnivorous denizens through a threshold 
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layer of ice that keeps him safe, and he looks up at the White Lion. The Uncle is kept safe 
for a second time by a barrier of ice, formed when the Lion freezes to death after its warning 
roar that suggests it may be about to eat, "a kind of warning—like someone makes when 
they want some more cake at tea-time." (LLU, 115) Captain Slaughterboard Drops Anchor 
provides a cheerful version of the carnivore's gaze at its prey, at the end of the book, when 
the Captain and his yellow friend look down at the sea and the wonderful fish that they are 
drawing up from it. Here it is the fish that will die and be eaten, instead of the human 
character being in danger of becoming fish-food. 
Most versions of the vertical motif in Titus Alone, like many of these earlier 
examples, hold back from actual depictions of death. Thus, while the reader expects that Mr. 
Slaughterboard and his crew will die, stranded on a rock in mid-ocean or drowned, Peake 
breaks off his story as the Captain gazes down at the sea. Mr. Pye ends with the main 
character falling down a cliff "suddenly, like a dead-weight," (MP. 278) then soaring away 
in winged flight, abandoning rather than concluding his attempt to redeem the people of 
Sark. It is highly Peakian, then, for Old Crime's intrusion into Titus' cell to end 
inconclusively with the criminal's retreat rather than with a cannibal assault; for 
Muzzlehatch not to kill Veil by jumping onto him; for Juno to walk away from the man in 
the tree after some conversation; and for Titus to cause little bodily harm when he falls 
through the skylight. 
Even so, there is a development in Peake's work from the earlier versions of the 
motif, which portend or enact death, to the last pages of Gormenghast and Mr. Pye, where a 
fall is also a beginning, and then to Titus Alone, where vertical intrusion frequently marks 
beginnings as well as endings. Mr. Pye careers from the Sark cliff to both a crash and a 
flight. Titus finds the resolve to break free from his castle at the end of Gormenghast, to 
begin a new existence after plunging down to kill Steerpike, but he endures more months of 
restlessness before leaving. In Titus Alone, characters fall into newness with much more 
immediacy (though still with a typical period of delay). Muzzlehatch, for instance, feels the 
loss of his animals as pain and anger when he looks up at the slaughterous sunset, and is 
transformed into an avenger. Titus, falling on top of Juno, soon becomes her lover, and so 
too does the m a n in the tree, Anchor, towards the end of the book. 
M a n y of these intrusion episodes in Titus Alone rework adventure story cliches. 
Muzzlehatch, jumping down onto Veil to crush him, enacts a cliche of swashbuckling 
adventure stories and films; Peake departs from convention when Veil is not killed by either 
Muzzlehatch or Titus, but dies by his own hand. W h e n Old Crime lifts the stone slab to enter 
Titus' cell, Peake alludes to the conventional way of escaping from a reputedly impregnable 
prison by tunnelling through the stones. In this instance, though, the seeming helper is a 
killer and Titus was safer before the floor was breached. The sight of a man lurking in Juno's 
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tree m a y suggest momentarily that she is about to be assaulted, raped and killed. He 
promptly denies any intent to harm her, and proceeds to become her lover. W h e n someone 
does tumble down on top of Juno, in the form of Titus falling through the skylight, the fall is 
an almost harmless accident. 
This last example, like Mr. Slaughterboard's gaze into deep water or the frequent 
falls in Mr. Pye, literalises dead metaphor. Falling on top of Juno, for Titus, is equivalent to 
falling in love with her. Later he falls at her feet and they self-consciously discuss the 
symbolic aptness of his position. W h e n Juno spots Anchor in the tree, she notices him by 
means of his reflection in the wet ground: he too is metaphorically at her feet. 
All three of these episodes in Titus Alone, Titus' two falls and Anchor's appearance 
in the tree, allude to the fall of m a n in the Garden of Eden. In Peake's versions, the fall and 
the lurker in the tree initiate characters into joyful sexual relationships, free from any sense 
of sin. What destroys sexual love on the man's part, as is clear from Titus' and 
Muzzlehatch's desertion of Juno, is his fear of coming too close, losing his identity and 
becoming engulfed. Titus and Juno at their most passionate "sank to the floor together and 
began to drown" in love-making. (TA, 94) W h e n Muzzlehatch seeks out Juno in a vertical 
intrusion into this scene, he comes upon the lovers, sees a monster on the floor and hears it 
lure him with a whisper of passionate love. A moment later, he recognises the monster to be 
Titus and Juno entwined in one another's arms, and reinterprets the whisper; but in the 
watery context of Peake's images, Titus has momentarily lost his discrete identity, becoming 
absorbed into the form of a grotesque mermaid or siren that lures male victims sexually to 
their death. Such imagery of deep water, drowning, becoming engulfed by some maternal 
force in the depths, epitomises the figure of the stuck m a n elsewhere in Peake's fiction; here, 
unusually, emphasis is also laid on joy. In Tales of Love, Kristeva makes an apposite 
comment on the mingling of fear and love: 
A body swept away, present in all its limbs through a delightful absence—shaky voice, dry throat, 
starry eyes, flushed or clammy skin, throbbing heart... What if the symptoms of love be the symptoms 
of fear? Both a fear and a need of no longer being limited, held back, but going beyond. Dread of 
transgressing not only proprieties or taboos, but also, and above all, fear of crossing and desire to cross 
the boundaries of the self.. .9 
Muzzlehatch recoils from the prospect of just such a crossing of the boundaries of the self in 
recoiling from what he takes to be a whisper of passionate love addressed to himself. Titus 
surrenders to it, but later in the book, as I discuss in detail in m y next chapter, he perceives 
Juno as an engulfer and rejects her. 
Sexual love and the threat of death are most obviously equated in this episode of 
Muzzlehatch's intrusion on Juno's and Titus' love-making, but love and the threat of death 
are repeatedly connected in this novel by way of the intrusion motif. Topographically, Titus' 
fall onto Juno's breasts when he first meets her is not very different from Muzzlehatch's 
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descent that crushes Veil's body. Anchor, lying in wait for Juno on a tree-branch, repeats 
Muzzlehatch's climb over a rafter to entrap Veil: in both instances the lurker is revealed by 
means of his reflection in the wetness below. In Titus Alone, then, death is threatened in a 
man's vertical intrusion on another man. W h e n a man vertically intrudes upon a woman, 
from above her, sexual intimacy begins, but these intrusions also carry the potential for 
death. Falling onto Juno, Titus could have injured or killed her. Lurking in wait for Juno, 
Anchor could have been an assailant. Vertical intrusion is thus strongly associated with the 
threat of death. The sexual aspect of this motif is readily interpretable as phallic intrusion 
into the recumbent, watery female body, an intrusion that is to some extent tainted with 
potential sadistic intent. 
Power is thus vested in the male figure above, intruding vertically, rather than in the 
receptive female below. Juno expands physically in the course of the book, but her growing 
body does not correspond with growing power. She is no Gertrude, whose massive bulk 
assimilates her to the castle that she comes to rule. Juno grows plumper, from the "dome-
shouldered, snowball-breasted lady" whose feet are "small and very beautiful" (TA, 51) to 
the "monumental and enormous" (TA, 100) object of Titus' dwindling desire, and then to the 
"billowy whore" (TA, 246) w h o m Cheeta hates. This process of enlargement associates her 
with Gormenghast castle, particularly in its flooded state, for Juno is never dusty-dry, always 
"billowy" in her hugeness. Like the castle's traditions, she is perceived by Titus as 
attempting to possess him utterly, and so he rejects her as he has rejected his childhood 
home. Juno is unhappily aware that she is old enough to be his mother, and although Titus 
never comments on any age difference between himself and Juno, perhaps some of the 
forcefulness of his rejection of her is carried over from his rejection of Gertrude. 
Juno's watery body offers particularly maternal pleasures to her young lover. Her 
mythological name suggests an allusion to the Roman mother goddess. She longs to hold 
Titus "at the breast" (TA, 89) as a baby rather than an adult lover. It makes sense, in this 
context, that when he accepts Juno as his guardian, "all that was weak in Titus rose like oil to 
the surface of deep water." (TA, 88) Such weakness is not moral, for no moral judgement is 
passed on their love affair, but a mark of regression to babyhood. Juno becomes huge as 
Titus becomes little, until they are the relative size of mother and child: "how sumptuous, 
how monumental and touching she was as she sat there close to him, her wonderful hat 
almost touching, so it seemed, the ceiling." (TA, 100) 
Peake's stuck man motif is thus re-enacted in Titus Alone when Titus turns from 
Juno, a mother figure whose love now threatens to engulf him. As a "billowy lady," Juno is 
the sea's human incarnation. In retrospect her relationships with Titus and Muzzlehatch are 
understood by both m e n as attempts to engulf them, like a human sea in which they might 
drown. Again Peake literalises dead metaphor (sinking to the floor, drowning in love) while 
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alternating the image of two lovers descending into passion's depths with a more sinister 
version in which the w o m a n is the depths, and the man in danger of losing his identity. 
Muzzlehatch tells Titus, as an example of the less threatening sea imagery, that "she slipped 
away from m e like a ship on the ebb-tide." (TA, 107) Here Juno is represented as gently 
acting out the couple's mutually diminishing passion, slipping away. Contrasted with this is 
the image of Juno's "eloquent and engulfing eyes" (TA, 87) that she uses on the Magistrate 
to seduce him into freeing Titus into her equivocal care as both mother and lover. This is 
Juno as the sea's drowning gulf. 
O f all post-Freudian psychoanalytic theories, Kristevan theory is most appropriate 
with regard to Peake's account in Titus Alone of a maternal-sexual relationship. Kristeva's 
studies of the pre-Oedipal mother and son in Desire and Language describe the same 
mixture of attraction, revulsion, incest and delight as Peake does in Titus' relationship with 
the maternal Juno. In Tales of Love, Kristeva speaks of both men's and women's mingled 
terror and jubilation at finding the psychological mother in their sexual partner: 
The jubilatory vanishing of identity at the heart of a nostalgic love for a maternal embrace is 
nevertheless felt by the adult as a loss, even as a mortal danger.10 
The absence of boundary between the lovers at their most passionate is particularly 
Kristevan: "their bodies sent one shadow through the room. It swarmed across the carpet, 
climbed a wall of books, and shook with joy the solemn ceiling." (TA, 94) Like their bodies, 
the lovers' voices unite into one whisper of joy, so that the listening Muzzlehatch cannot tell 
who spoke. This is the sole example of Kristevan sexual jouissance in Peake's writing, as the 
lover-son regresses to pre-Oedipal delight with his lover-mother. 
Neither Peake nor Kristeva envisages the union of mother and son as simply blissful, 
or else w h y should any son wish to leave? Like Kristeva's Bellini, Titus relives "the archaic 
impact of the maternal body on m a n ... the investigation of a ravishing maternal jouissance, 
but also of its terrorizing aggressivity."11 For Bellini, according to Kristeva, it took a lifetime 
of painting Madonnas to disengage from the maternal seductive; it takes a few months for 
Titus to flee from Juno, but full disengagement from the maternal seems to be beyond his 
powers. Even in the book's last chapter: 
again a sense of impending danger held back his feet, and a moment later he heard his own voice 
saying... 
N o ... no ... not now! It is not possible ... now. (TA, 262) 
These "now" statements might be construed as referring to the present and future together, 
that is, as absolutely denying any possibility of returning to Gormenghast and his mother; but 
they could more plausibly be understood as referring to the present moment only, leaving the 
future undetermined. Return might be possible, if not now, then at some time later in Titus' 
wanderings. 
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If Titus' future is enigmatic, despite the narrator's assurance in the final page that he 
will never return, the same is true for his mother-mistress Juno. The name that Juno gives to 
her new lover, Anchor, is ambiguous. Is he an anchor for Juno as a ship, making constancy 
possible in their sexual relationship,13 or is he an anchor that holds his ship steady in her sea? 
This second reading would be a phallic joke like the title, Captain Slaughterboard Drops 
Anchor. Similarly, the repeated metaphor of Muzzlehatch's nose as rudder suggests that his 
body is a ship at sea; but is Juno another ship on passion's tide or the sea over which he once 
sailed? 
Later in the book, Juno uses more watery metaphor to describe herself to Anchor as 
a cork bobbing in deep water, needing her past to give meaning to her life. 
I want Titus for another reason ... just as I want Muzzlehatch and others I have cared for in the past. 
The past. Yes, that is it. I need m y past again. Without it I a m nothing. (TA, 212) 
Her past can serve as an "anchor" to her sense of who she is, if she accepts it (contrasting 
with Cheeta, w h o cannot accept Titus' ending of his affair with her).14 Anchor's name seems 
apt in this context, as someone w h o can "anchor" her in the present. 
Titus' relationship with her, and her subsequent relationship with Anchor, are 
Peake's most sustained effort to find a way beyond representing the maternal as simply 
threatening to engulf a male character. Titus' love affair is the most fully explored of all the 
sexual relationships in Peake's fiction. It encompasses both the vertical process of falling in 
love and the man's need to escape. The lovers are drawn together by sexual delight as well 
as their weakness and neediness. Juno's relationships with Titus and Muzzlehatch are 
understood by both m e n as attempts to engulf them, like a human sea in which they might 
drown and die, but Peake also does justice to the lovers' mutual delight In the scene where 
Muzzlehatch comes upon Titus and Juno asleep in each other's arms, sexual joy, 
grotesqueness and threat are balanced, but the element of sexual joy seems to be forgotten by 
both men later. 
Gardiner-Scott argues that Juno "needs men as anchors for her life and sense of 
self,"15 and that this is evidence for Peake's phallocentric sexism. While Gardiner-Scott's 
conclusion seems inescapable, at least Juno moves on from her role as archaic, incestuous 
and vast mother-figure to Titus as regressed son, towards a new relationship with a man who 
is not in the least son-like. Every vertical intrusion into Juno's body, garden or home can be 
read as phallic penetration, but the man's danger of being engulfed and so killed by the 
w o m a n decreases in the course of the novel. Titus' dream of falling endlessly, tumbling from 
a tower, can be understood psychoanalytically as (in part) signifying this fear of being 
swallowed up and engulfed by the w o m b into Which he is being invited to return. Oedipal 
implications multiply when Muzzlehatch, Titus' surrogate father and Juno's ex-lover, 
intrudes into Juno's house and finds the couple asleep after having made love. This episode 
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neatly reverses Freud's primal scene (whether or not intended by Peake, who denied any 
knowledge of psychoanalytic theory16). The father-figure retreats, leaving the amorous 
mother and son unconscious, drowned in passion and sleep, pre-Oedipal, pre-symbolic in 
Kristeva's terms,17 with "no more words and no sound save for a long sigh like the sigh of 
the sea." (TA, 96) 
Watery images still prevail in Juno's new and perhaps more lasting relationship with 
Anchor, but the "wide glaze of dew" (TA, 148) in which she first sees him reflected, is all 
surface with no depth. If there is no depth, there is no danger of drowning. Muzzlehatch's 
description of Juno as "slipp[ing] away from m e like a ship on the ebb-tide" (TA, 107) 
liberates her from the role of engulfing sea, as does the dew when she meets Anchor. While 
most of Peake's female characters are stuck in a single role, Juno alone has a chance of 
moving on and away from the fatal mother role that has meant the death of her previous love 
affairs. 
Juno is Peake's most delightful rendering of the archaic mother. Elsewhere in his 
fiction she is demanding, drowning, lethal, and Peake's male characters tend to become 
stuck in fascination when they encounter her, or in compulsive repetition of their escape. 
Peake does not give Juno many pages of development beyond her depiction as the archaic 
mother, nor does Titus manage to disentangle himself convincingly from the seductive 
maternal in all its aspects; but of all Peake's fictional women Juno is the tenderest and most 
sexually fulfilled and fulfilling. Within his phallocentric limits, within the gloomy world of 
the book, Juno functions as Peake's fullest and most optimistic representation of the figure of 
the engulfing mother. 
Notes 
1 As discussed by Gardiner-Scott in her "War Images and Influences in Mervyn Peake's Titus Alone," 
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return to the imaginative realm of Gormenghast in which the mind divorced from the sick body could 
exist." "Mervyn Peake's Black House: A n Allegory of Mind and Body," Ariel 20.1 (January 1989): 68-
69. 
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and population, and the factory as Muzzlehatch describes it, extends down endless corridors and into 
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13 Mark McGuinness understands Anchor to be "almost ... an allegorical representation of the 
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"Titus and the Knuckle of Flint", Mervyn Peake Review 31 (2000). 
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The Coherence of Titus Alone 
My previous chapter has gone some way towards establishing the coherence of Titus Alone 
by way of analysing the novel's theme of the maternal seductive and its topographies of 
stuckness. In this chapter, I mount a further case for the novel's coherence in terms of its 
imagery and the psychological processes undergone by its characters, with particular 
reference to the theme of stuckness. 
The question of Titus Alone's inner coherence has been much debated. Titus Alone 
has repeatedly been dismissed by Manlove, for example, as an incoherent work that reveals 
"almost total fragmentation."1 The fullest counter-argument to Manlove's position has been 
mounted by Gardiner-Scott. In her book-length study of the Titus series of novels, she 
discusses "examples of Peake's variations on the characters and themes central to his art,"2 
but does not extend her argument to claim overall coherence for Titus Alone in terms of 
themes and variations. Her examples are a small proportion only of the doublings and 
repetitions with variation that characterise Peake's novel. In this chapter I argue that Titus 
Alone is remarkably coherent both at the level of imagery and in the depiction of 
psychological processes (a necessary condition for the kind of psychoanalytic reading that I 
put forward). I make use of a group of images relating to surfaces and body boundaries 
(mirrors, water and smells) to demonstrate the work's patternings. Mirrors, symbolic and 
literal, for example, are always used at the boundary between the social world and the world 
of passionate intensity. A study of Peake's use of images of mirrors, water and smells in 
Titus Alone leaves in no doubt the consistent patterning and overall coherence of the novel. 
O f all Peake's female characters who threaten male characters with stuckness, Titus 
Alone's Juno and Cheeta have the most extended life histories of their own. There is a steady 
development in Peake's fiction towards more complex psychological development in his 
female characters, from Mr. Slaughterboard's mother of w h o m little is said except that she 
died when he was three, to Juno who develops beyond her embodiment of the stuck man's 
drowning depths. Juno and Cheeta are much more ordinary w o m e n than Gormenghast's 
Gertrude or Irma in that they are functioning members of their society (until Cheeta's 
psychological disintegration) who are described without parody. While they are associated 
with the usual Peakian imagery of deep waters that threaten to drown the stuck man, they are 
also associated with smaller scale, more domestic images of mirrors. 
The most fully developed example of Peake's use of mirrors is in the love affair 
between Titus and Juno, that begins and ends with images of mirrors. Shortly before their 
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first meeting, just before Titus crashes down through the skylight to land on top of her, 
someone at the party notices the reflection of Titus' face in another character's "polished 
pate." (TA, 49) W h e n Juno follows Titus away from the party, she tracks him by way of the 
reflection of light in his wet footprints: 
"They left a glister of light down the corridors." 
"A glister, what's a glister?" said Muzzlehatch. 
"It's what his wet feet left behind them—the merest film." (TA, 59) 
W h e n Juno and Titus fall in love, the imagery changes to metaphors of sea and ships;3 then, 
when Titus tires of her and leaves, the metaphorical seas become shallow and the mirror no 
longer reflects the beloved's presence. Muzzlehatch, Juno's other ex-lover, tells Titus that 
"you must go on. Juno is part of your journey. So a m I. W a d e on, child. Before you lie the 
hills, and their reflections." (TA, 107) According to Muzzlehatch, in the same conversation, 
Juno "slipped away from m e like a ship on the ebb tide." The depiction of stuckness in terms 
of deep water, pirate ship and impalement, as established in "Mr. Slaughterboard" and 
presented with variations in the earlier Titus books, is here presented as diminishing depths; 
the earlier stuck men's helplessness in the face of death by water dwindles to the minor 
inconvenience of wading, and their fascination is reduced to irritation. Finally this ebbing sea 
of passion, shallow enough to wade in, is reduced to the confines of a small mirror, all 
surface with no depth. W h e n Titus tells Juno that he is leaving, she responds by taking a 
mirror out from her handbag, presumably to look at her own image, as he leaves the room. 
The mirroring surfaces that once revealed the beloved are now replaced by a mirror 
reflecting the self only. From Peake's narrative it is not clear why she takes out the mirror: 
perhaps to check on her appearance, perhaps to redo her makeup after crying, or to console 
herself, or to reassure herself that she still exists despite her lover's departure. Perhaps, also, 
the mirror hints at a return to the start of the sexual cycle for Juno, where a reflection will 
once again reveal a new lover entering her life. 
W h e n she next plays an active part in the story, Juno is looking at another film of 
moisture on the ground that reflects the image of the man shortly to become her lover. The 
mirror, in classical iconography, is the implement of Venus, the goddess of sexual desire and 
fulfilment, rather than of Juno the mother-goddess. In Titus Alone the human character, Juno, 
displays characteristics of both goddesses, Juno and Venus, in her sexual relationship with 
Titus. W h e n the affair ends she is both a deserted lover and a rejected mother-figure, and the 
unresolved tensions between her Juno self and her Venus self make her the most complex of 
Peake's fictional women. 
To read her mirror solely as alluding to Venus' attribute is to base an interpretation 
on classical iconography4 without considering the mirror's functions in the particular scene. 
In its immediate context the mirror in Juno's hand as Titus runs out of the room suggests that 
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she is turning to her self-image for comfort in her pain. The mythological allusion would 
then lend a further pathos to her forlom condition. 
There is a similar but more expanded mirror scene in the previous chapter, where 
Titus is tiring of his mistress and Juno experiences a separation not only from him but also 
from her self-image in the mirror. She: 
took a mirror from her bag and bared her teeth for a moment as she scrutinized the line of her top lip, as 
though it were not hers but something which she might or might not purchase. (TA, 99) 
Here Juno is fleetingly envisaged as an animal baring its teeth, the phrase referring back to 
her tigerish appearance on the previous page; but the hinted aggression and violence remain 
unrealised in what she does (though taken up later in the figure of a w o m a n named after a 
wild cat, Cheeta). In their place, Juno experiences alienation from her own face in the mirror, 
as though it were a parcel of commodities of which she might or might not take possession. 
The face that she sees is "made up," not experienced by her as herself or as a whole in itself. 
Her sense of self, then, is related to an image that is not unquestionably recognised as her 
own. Titus' withdrawal from her leads to this disconnection from her own self-image in the 
glass. In the next chapter, when he does in fact leave, and she again takes out the mirror, the 
repeated pattern of behaviour suggests that she will again find little comfort in her reflection. 
A similar sequence of images, from shallow water to submerging depths to the 
mirror that reflects only the sole self occurs in the rapid reprise of Juno's love affair with 
Muzzlehatch. After the party that Titus crashes into, Muzzlehatch drives Juno home; on a 
whim, he steers his car into the shallows of a stream, then deeper, until car and passengers 
are in danger of being submerged. H e drives the car out onto dry land again, but his heart is 
flooded with memories (and so the "whim" may not be so casually motivated after all). 
It was as if those faraway days when they were lovers came flooding back, image upon image, shade 
upon shade, unsolicited, unbidden, each one challenging the strength of the dykes which they had built 
against one another. For they knew that beyond the dykes heaved the great seas of sentiment on whose 
bosom they had lost their way. (TA, 66) 
Looking at Juno, he "seemed to see, in some strange way, himself." Here, as in the lengthier 
narrative of Juno's relationship with Titus, after the floods and depths of passion the waters 
retreat to the sad confines of a mirror in which the lover sees himself, and an illusory self at 
that. In this case the dykes that they have built against each other contain, but do not 
annihilate, the seas of love; and later Muzzlehatch admits that he still desires Juno despite 
their separation. For Muzzlehatch the experience of seeing himself in Juno is strange because 
they are simultaneously separate and one; for Juno the experience of seeing herself in the 
mirror is alienating, because she sees part of her o w n reflected face as a commodity. 
The alienating identity perceived by Juno in the mirror is suggestive of the Lacanian 
mirror stage: 
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The mirror stage is a drama whose internal thrust is precipitated from insufficiency to anticipation— 
and which manufactures for the subject, caught up in the lure of spatial identification, the succession of 
phantasies that extends from a fragmented body-image to a form of its totality that I shall call 
orthopaedic—and, lastly, to the assumption of the armour of an alienating identity, which will mark 
with its rigid structure the subject's entire mental development.5 
Lacan speaks of the mirror stage as experienced by the infant, who responds with "jubilant 
activity" to the recognition of "his own image in a mirror."6 According to Lacan, the 
mismatch between the infant's actual and perceived body: 
prefigures its alienating destination; it is still pregnant with the correspondences that unite the /with the 
statue in which m a n projects himself, with the phantoms that dominate him, or with the automaton in 
which, in an ambiguous relation, the world of his o w n making tends to find completion.7 
Juno's use of lipstick and mirror helps "make up" her new, unhappily self-conscious and 
separate self. This is very like the new, gaze-dependent and illusory sense of self that Lacan 
would predict for the child emerging from pre-Oedipal union with his mother into the 
imaginary, and her alienating perception of parts of her own face as a commodity is also 
consonant with Lacanian theory of the mirror phase: 
In the process of objectification, the ego becomes identified with the imagistic other, which takes on the 
properties of an object as value is ascribed to it as one of many objects... A s mediating desire codes 
the object found in the mirror, it saturates images with an ideological quotient of desirability.8 
What is unusual in Peake's novel, from a Lacanian point of view, is that it is not the son-
lover but the mother-figure Juno who is shown as going through the mirror stage. 
After the two mirror episodes already discussed comes a scene where Juno first 
notices the reflection of a strange m a n in the "glaze of dew" underfoot. It might seem that 
the familiar pattern of descent into the passionate depths of love, followed by ascent by way 
of a painful separation and a look in the mirror, is to be repeated for a third time. The new 
lover's eyes are later described as "pools," (TA, 247) however, very much less wide and deep 
than the sea, and his feet break the "mirror of green dew" (TA, 149) as if to guarantee that 
this time the love affair will be different. The name that Juno gives him, Anchor, connects 
him with the sea, but promises that this love affair will be different from her earlier 
immersions in a sea of passion, that this time her relationship will be more anchored and 
perhaps more permanent. Despite his nautical name, Anchor is generally associated with the 
upper world in his behaviour, from his first appearance up a tree to his piloting the aeroplane 
in the book's last pages. There is, however, little development of his relationship with Juno, 
for their attention is taken up with Muzzlehatch and Titus, and the possibilities of a more 
conscious, complex and lasting sexual relationship between them are thus unrealised in the 
remainder of the book. 
Juno feels a need to use words differently after the mirror episodes, after Titus has 
left her. In particular she seeks to justify herself to Anchor, another indication that this love 
affair breaks the pattern of her previous relationships: 
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"It isn't love any more," she said, "as it used to be. I have lost m y jealousy and m y bitterness. Nothing 
of this is any longer a part of me. I want Titus for another reason ... just as I want Muzzlehatch and 
others I have cared for in the past. The past. Yes, that is it. I need m y past again." (TA, 212) 
After experiencing Juno as his mirror, Muzzlehatch also changes linguistically. H e now 
craves "talking for its own mad, golden sake" (TA, 95) with Juno as his preferred listener. 
These characters w h o need to be heard are, in a Lacanian reading, behaving as might be 
expected in the symbolic order of language and control. They do not, however, move into the 
symbolic at the same time. W h e n Muzzlehatch wants to talk to Juno, she is back via the 
mirror in pre-Oedipal union with her son-lover Titus. In lieu of the "burning words" that 
Muzzlehatch longs to utter, he hears mysterious noises in Juno's library: 
What he had heard exactly he did not know, but it might have been a sigh. Or it might have been the 
leaves of the tree at the window except that the sound seemed to have come from near the fireplace. 
... there were no more words and no sound save for a long sigh like the sigh of the sea. (TA, 96) 
The books in the library, where Juno and Titus are lying in each other's embrace, serve no 
function as books, as collections of words; Muzzlehatch's desire for conversation cannot be 
realised here. 
Kristeva challenges Lacan's ideas about the symbolic order in ways that correspond 
more fully with Peake's fiction. In Kristevan and Lacanian theory alike, psychosis is 
theorised as that which is outside the symbolic;9 but Kristevan theory also postulates a 
permeable boundary to the symbolic. Kristeva insists that the symbolic order is always 
interpenetrated by the state of being which precedes and surrounds it, a state which in 
Revolution in Poetic Language she names the semiotic chora: "although originally a 
precondition of the symbolic, the semiotic functions within signifying practices as a result of 
a transgression of the symbolic."10 According to Kristevan theory, poetic revolution, mother-
child bliss and sexual joy are associated with traces of the semiotic irrupting into the 
symbolic. In such irruptions, it is the rhythmic, bodily aspects of language that predominate, 
and the brief scene in Titus Alone where the lovers murmur their joy corresponds much 
better with Kristeva's irruptions of the semiotic chora than with Lacan's descent into 
psychosis. 
In the following chapter, Titus' sleeping head is described in an ominous simile as 
lying "as a boulder might lie, or a heavy book might lie; motionless; undecipherable—a 
foreign language." (TA, 97) At this stage in the love affair he has begun to tire of Juno and 
she is being forced into recognising him as separate and alien, "undecipherable," as the 
boundaries of the symbolic become re-established for her. For the boundaries to become re-
established for this mother figure through loss and pain is Peake's most sustained exploration 
of a woman's psychological development. His version of the abandoned lover-mother 
complements Kristeva's post-Freudian figure of the son w h o abandons his mother." 
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W h e n Juno looks at Titus' face shortly after he wakes, the imagery can be read as 
signifying either his immersion in or his separation from the semiotic sea: "the features of his 
head had, like the blurred irregularities of a boulder, been blunted by the wash of many 
tides." (TA, 99) Juno has already indicated how she understands such imagery, for 
immediately before this moment she reflects, sadly and certainly, that if Titus is a rock, he is 
separated, not merging or even connecting with her: "He was an island surrounded by deep 
water. There was no isthmus leading to her bounty; no causeway to her continent of love."12 
A s with the previous image of Titus' head as unreadable book, Juno's linguistic act of 
naming Titus as a separate entity, with boundaries and borders, implies that she too is 
conscious of being limited—a continent of love as much contained and surrounded by deep 
water as the island she longs to join. 
Titus has not quite deserted Juno in this chapter. In his sleep he struggles not to 
disappear again into the boundless maternal semiotic chora, with its inarticulate wordless 
sounds. Juno calls out and disturbs his sleep; her words blend in his waking dream: 
with that rush of image and sounds which swarmed and expanded as the creature of his nightmare, 
falling at length into a lake of pale rainwater, vanished in a spurt of steam. (TA, 98) 
A Kristevan reading of this dream might interpret the images as also revealing Titus' 
castration anxiety.13 The blotched beast that he dreams of, that falls headlong from a tower, 
vanishing with a spurt into the water, suggests (as well as Steerpike the piebald beast) a 
frightening reworking of sexual intercourse, ejaculation and detumescence, into a nightmare 
version where the penis itself disappears. 
It is not surprising that when Titus fully wakes he longs to escape from "this 
frightful zoneless nullity," the union with his lover-mother Juno that now feels so impossible 
to him. Even to term it "zoneless" marks the comment as emanating from the symbolic 
order, for it is only after the mirror phase of separation and establishing boundaries that the 
semiotic can be understood as lacking limits. At this point, in a Kristevan reading, Juno has 
already in effect lost Titus. 
M u c h later, the scientist's daughter looks at Titus' face as he lies unconscious, and, 
like Juno, sees it as a document written in a language that she cannot understand, "minute 
hieroglyphics." (TA, 161) In his fever he cries out "in a language made almost foreign by the 
number of places and of people; words she had never heard of." (TA, 162) To the reader of 
the Titus series, the references are not obscure, but they are completely opaque to the people 
Titus meets throughout this volume. Cheeta, though, is presented as an inhabitant of the 
symbolic order, accustomed to dealing with boundaries, fluent in words. Unlike Juno she 
leams Titus' unknown language, until she is so adept at it that she can turn it against him. 
Thus, even though the room in which Titus lies unconscious has "a sense of an underwater 
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world," (TA, 159) both Cheeta and Titus are depicted from the start of their relationship as 
creatures of language, not of inarticulate murmur. 
Titus learns from his experience with Juno, and when Cheeta tries the "drowning in 
love" tactic on him a little later, he does not fall for it: "Her eyes were huge; as though they 
were sunk for one purpose only ... to drown the unwary...[...] H e was unattainable." 
(TA, 192) Where Juno offers mutual sexual pleasure, Cheeta demands to be desired, but 
seems unable, herself, to desire sexually. She embodies all the rage, anger and revenge 
against Titus that Juno does not display (apart from briefly baring her teeth). The nasty 
smells and vengeful plans of Cheeta are the opposite of Juno's perfume and passivity. In 
these respects, Cheeta and Juno's relationships with Titus are opposites, as are their fates 
after he has rejected them. The opposition between Cheeta and Juno is most obvious in terms 
of mirror imagery when Cheeta, furious that Titus has rejected her: 
sat motionlessly at her peerless mirror, gazing not at, but through herself, for her meditation was deep 
and bitter, and her eyes had lost their sense of sight... with her eyes out of focus, while the blank 
reflection of her orbs stared back. (TA, 180) 
In Kristevan terms, while Juno has travelled through the mirror phase until the boundaries of 
the symbolic order become re-established, Cheeta is reverting from the symbolic order back 
through the mirror phase, no longer able to see her own image in the glass. This is very 
different emotionally from Juno's and Titus' falling in love, but would be regarded as its 
amatory sequel in Kristevan thinking: the lovers all attraction and sexual desire, and she all 
desire for vengeance.14 
Before her final collapse into scream and spit, Cheeta is highly self-conscious and 
uses language to manipulate and command. In the symbolic order's patriarchal mode, she is 
introduced to the reader not by name but as a man's daughter. Also in the style of the 
symbolic order, she occupies herself in erecting boundaries, firstly against Titus, then against 
all her allies: 
to put her plan into action necessitated the co-operation of a hundred or more of their guests, besides 
scores of workmen. The activity was prodigious, yet secret. There was co-operation, yet no one knew 
they were co-operating; or if they did, who, where, why, or in what way. (TA, 200) 
Cheeta's command over herself and others proves precarious, and her part in the story can be 
read psychoanalytically as a study of a woman's regression through the mirror phase into 
howling despair. Her extreme self-consciousness is always described in terms of an outside 
observer, actual or imagined. Thus, when Titus wakes and sees her for the first time, as soon 
as she notices his gaze all her attention is directed towards h o w he will perceive her. It is not 
surprising, then, that when he is no longer willing to observe her with a desirous gaze, she 
can no longer see herself in the mirror: she exists only in the mirror of men's eyes. Along 
with her self-image she loses her command of language until she can only spit and scream. 
Her illusory self disappears as readily as her "make up" is swept from her mirror-table. 
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Cheeta's place in the symbolic order depends on her words and on her refusal to merge and 
lose her identity in union with a man. The scream marks her words' failure, and her 
humiliation is complete when she resorts to spitting: "This was the once exquisite Cheeta, 
the queen of ice; the orchid, brilliant of brain and limb. N o w with her dignity departed 
forever, she bared her teeth. "(TA, 251) 
As a fluid, spit aligns her metaphorically with the watery world of Juno, in contrast 
to her earlier appearances as "queen of ice." Spit is, however, repellent in a way that clearly 
distinguishes Cheeta from her rival.15 In a Kristevan reading, Juno's love affair with Titus 
can be understood to have elements of regression to the semiotic chora, for prior to their pre-
Oedipal merger she has a dignified place in the social order of the city's aristocracy, as 
demonstrated in Lady Cusp-Canine's party, and displays enough self-assurance to thwart and 
deflect the inspector in his efforts to arrest Titus. Her new lover's separation from her forces 
her through the mirror phase, to the boundaries that characterise the symbolic: it is 
remarkable, in terms of Kristevan theory, that this movement is accomplished without 
disgust. The abject is to be found plentifully, however, in the sections of Titus Alone that 
deal with Cheeta. Where Juno is all perfumed Paradise, a nurturer and lover, Cheeta is all 
threat and stench and rejection. Spit in Kristevan analysis is a manifestation of the abject, a 
leaky bodily fluid that pollutes (as judged from the symbolic order) when outside the mouth. 
Cheeta's revenge begins with words, cajolement of Titus and commands to a hierarchy of 
obedient friends and servants, but disintegrates into meaningless sounds as she moves 
through the mirror phase into psychosis. Titus wrecks her plans by his laughter, Muzzlehatch 
by his explosion. These sounds, like Cheeta's scream, lie beyond the control of the symbolic 
order. While Titus, like Juno, seems able to move fairly freely between the symbolic and the 
semiotic without engendering disgust, Cheeta and Muzzlehatch make a final descent at the 
end of the novel from which they cannot recover. 
M y pairing of Cheeta and Muzzlehatch may seem unlikely. After all, Muzzlehatch is 
Titus' helper, his surrogate father, his predecessor in Juno's bed, while Cheeta is Titus' 
enemy, refuses to be his sexual partner and is not at all interested in being his surrogate 
mother. It is in their obsession with revenge that Cheeta and Muzzlehatch are disconcertingly 
similar. Cheeta feels the stirrings of revenge and hatred as "something that might be likened 
to a sea monster rising from the depths of the ocean; scaled and repulsive" (TA, 184) and 
though she is still "icy-headed" at this early stage in her dealings with Titus, she loses all her 
poise and stability as her revenge is played out. Muzzlehatch, feeling the pain of his 
slaughtered animals as he looks up at the sunset, realises "the ghastly growth in his brain ... 
an inner predicament from which he had no right, no wish to escape the disgusting world 
itself across whose body he must n o w retrace his way into the camp of his enemy." (TA, 157) 
Even Peake's syntax disintegrates in this sentence. Both Cheeta and Muzzlehatch at first 
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experience the inner monster as a new and alien part of their psyches, distinct from their 
sense of self and independently powerful. A s they experience (in Kristevan terms) the loss of 
boundary, the ghastly growth and the sea monster assimilate the rest of their beings, and they 
lose command over language. Whereas Titus' ramblings mark him as a denizen of the 
symbolic order (for his words make sense, if not to his immediate listeners in the book), 
Muzzlehatch's "long period of confused muttering" (TA, 221) and Cheeta's final scream are 
their substitutes for comprehensible language. 
Nevertheless, neither of these characters is exactly representative of stuckness, as I 
have defined the term. Cheeta is the only one of Peake's female characters who, having 
attempted to bring about a male character's stuckness (in her case, by trying to drown him in 
sexual desire), finds herself threatened by something from the depths of an inner sea. She is 
psychologically stuck in that she is fixated upon revenge,16 but she finds physical and 
intellectual relief in activity. Before her final degradation, her plan to torment Titus and the 
secrecy in which she chooses to work out this plan, align her with her father, who is both 
secretive and responsible for acts of torture in his mysterious factory. Cheeta's response to a 
difficult situation imitates her father's way of operating in the world, and is far from the 
mother-haunted stuckness endured by Peake's stuck men. Muzzlehatch finds himself in the 
impossible situation of reliving his slaughtered animals' pain, an "inner predicament," but 
like Cheeta and unlike Peake's stuck men, he finds a course of action to take. What 
distresses him is not a maternal threat but a patriarchal system's retaliation for Titus' 
destruction of the spy-globe. Like Cheeta's revenge, his course of action aligns him with her 
father's way of operating, and he dies while intervening in Cheeta's plans, not as a passively 
stuck man. 
W h e n Muzzlehatch collapses into incoherence and obsession, he increasingly comes 
to resemble Cheeta's nasty father as well as Cheeta herself. H e begins his revenge by 
murdering his car, which has been described throughout as a female animal with life and 
emotions.17 A s he destroys her, the car is personified as a helpless child: 
H e released the brake, and brought her to life, so that she sobbed, like a child pleading. He turned her to 
the precipice and with a great heave sent her running upon her way. (TA, 158) 
After this symbolic act of child-killing, Muzzlehatch turns to mass murder. To penetrate the 
sinister factory, he kills a worker. As he moves deeper into the factory to plant his bomb, 
"white hordes of faces flowed by like a tide. Then silence and emptiness." (TA, 221) In the 
most generous of readings, the phrase "silence and emptiness" might be understood to imply 
everyone's escape from the dreadful factory, but Muzzlehatch admits later that the bomb 
"would be the death of many men." Presumably, though he goes into no details, the dead 
include both torturers and their victims from the factory. Thus he is as much implicated as 
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the scientist and his workers in mass murder. Just as the factory in normal operation emits a 
sweetly corrupt smoke, the sky is described immediately after the explosion as being: 
unhealthy as a neglected sore[. S]keins of transparent fabric wavered across the night sky, peeling off, 
one after another to reveal yet fouler tissues in a fouler empyrean. (TA, 247) 
To kill the victims is a curiously repellent way of dealing with the factory's evil.18 
Muzzlehatch's final apotheosis, at his death, is thus problematic. "What is there now 
but a vast shambles of the heart?" he asks rhetorically just before he is assassinated, (TA, 
250) and the shambles is Muzzlehatch's doing as much as Cheeta's or her father's. Titus 
Alone's metaphors and Muzzlehatch's o w n acts have aligned him with Cheeta and her father, 
and there is a moral hollowness in Peake's presenting of him as a tragic hero and a god. 
There is no such attempt to turn the reader's sympathy towards Cheeta. Even at the 
height of her social success, she is persistently associated with the faint, pervasive stench 
from her father's factory. The factory is a place where sadistic and lethal experiments are 
performed on human victims, reminiscent of the scientific atrocities of Nazi Germany, and of 
the gas chambers of the concentration camps.19 It is all the more terrible because of the 
suggestive vagueness of Peake's descriptions: 
From the motionless building there came a kind of rumour; an endless impalpable sound that, had it 
been translated into a world of odours, might have been likened to the smell of death; a kind of sweet 
decay. (TA, 167) 
A s inescapable as air, the sound and the stench are abject, emanating from a body that is at 
once architectural and human, to disgust and appal. Cheeta herself is thus situated most 
precariously in the symbolic order, for this stench permeates and annuls all boundaries. 
At first sight the factory, like Cheeta herself, might be judged exquisite: 
Out of the slender, tapering chimneys arose, like incense, thin columns of green smoke. Beyond these 
chimneys the dawn sky lay like an expanse of crumpled linen. (TA, 167) 
Idyllic details, perhaps, were it not that the incense soon rums to the "musty smell of death." 
(TA, 168) The "crumpled linen" simile is not innocent either. Twentyfour pages earlier, in 
the Penguin pagination, the Black Rose, tortured and dying, longs to end her life in a bed of 
white linen. The factory, soon to be revealed as a site for torture, conceals its lethal functions 
under an appearance of linen-like purity—or tries to. Its appearance, like Cheeta's beauty, is 
a visual "cheater." 
The factory's vile workings are partly revealed in a mirror scene. The lake on which 
the factory is built, reflects the building in its mirroring surface; when Titus disturbs the 
water, he hears, smells and is sickened by the disgusting emanations of decay. (TA, 167) This 
scene, moving from mirroring surface to sickening depths, anticipates the episode where 
Cheeta at her mirror-table reveals her lust for revenge beneath her exquisitely beautiful 
facade. It is apt, then, that Titus' first recoil of horror from the factory is also a recoil from 
Cheeta, the scientist's daughter. 
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Whether it was because her image followed so hard upon that of the factory so that it became tainted in 
his mind, or whether for some more obscure cause, one cannot tell, but for one reason or another, he 
was instantaneously sickened at the sight of her. (TA, 168) 
Cheeta and the factory are, by implication, one. 
There is one brief episode that spells out the factory's operations as a torture-house, 
when Cheeta switches a lever and: 
at once there was a scream. 
"No, no, no!" came the voice. I want to live." 
"But you are very poor and very ill," said another voice, with the consistency of porridge.20 "You're 
unhappy. You told me." 
"No, no, no! I want to livel I want to livel Give m e a little longer." (TA, 204) 
It is unclear whether the lever merely operates a sound system, so that Cheeta hears what is 
going on elsewhere in the building, or whether she knowingly or innocently causes pain by 
pushing the switch. Especially in this second reading, Cheeta functions again as the factory's 
human embodiment. It remains unclear just how much she actually knows of the factory's 
vile functions. She shows no surprise when she overhears the sounds of torture, and yet her 
father is afraid of what she might have seen, as though she were innocent and ignorant. 
Cheeta's mother, in contrast, clearly knows what is going on, for she spends her days in the 
factory watching with pleasure. The reader mindful of the Nuremberg trials might wonder at 
what point watching becomes collusion and ignorance a deliberate evasion of knowledge. 
There is no such delicacy of inference about Titus' perceptions of the factory. As 
soon as he shatters the mirroring calm of the lake, the factory's stench is linked with a "soft, 
sick sound" in his ears. The word "sick" introduces a visceral queasiness to intensify the 
abject assault on body boundaries, from within as well as from outside. H e sees the building 
"as though it were the flank of a colossal liner, alive with countless portholes." (TA, 168) In 
this comparison, the ship with portholes that mark openings into human space is nastily re-
imagined as a living creature whose flank is riddled with holes made by human parasites. 
Thus Peake assails all the senses, touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing. 
Textual coherence is to be found in Titus Alone in such transgressions of boundaries, 
whether of the human body or of the building, breakings of mirrors and breakdowns of the 
characters' sense of self. Coherence lies exactly where Manlove finds incoherence: the 
fragments are the world's patternings in Peake's last novel. It is not so much through 
character analysis nor through plot development that Titus Alone's human figures are 
revealed to the reader, as through moments of collapse and recovery, where a sense of self is 
rendered ever more questionable and what happens becomes ever more grotesque and 
illusory. I develop this point further in m y analysis of Titus Alone in chapter 12. While 
textual coherence is established in Titus Alone through transgressions of boundary, 
characters in this book who transgress a boundary are usually either threatened with death or 
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die, literally or symbolically. The unknown beyond the threshold is a state of incoherence 
and loss of identity that is represented, when associated with the motherly Juno, as both 
alluring and horrifying.21 It is the mingling of allurement and horror in both Muzzlehatch's 
and Titus' sexual response to Juno that creates a temporarily impossible situation for them in 
which they behave as characteristic Peakian stuck men. 
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Stuck Boy in Darkness 
Boy in Darkness was published as an independent novella, but the details of the Boy's life as 
lord of a castle, tormented by meaningless rituals, and his name Titus (revealed once in the 
story), place this work within the account of Titus Groan's adolescence in Gormenghast. As 
an episode in the life of Gormenghast's Titus, the first section of Boy in Darkness, set in the 
castle, offers no surprises. The Boy is stuck in a life of ritual with "no option but to be at the 
beck and call of those officials whose duty it was to advise and guide him." (BD, 129). 
"Advise" and "guide" are euphemisms for "control" here. As in Gormenghast, this Titus 
seeks relief and escape from his over-regulated castle life by flight into the countryside, and 
like all of Titus' escapes in Gormenghast until the very last one, whatever freedom the Boy 
finds is quickly lost as he is re-assimilated into the castle's ritual world. Unlike these 
temporary Gormenghast escapes, however, the Boy escapes only to lose his freedom outside 
the castle in another place of stuckness, the ritual-bound world of the Lamb. 
What the Boy finds beyond his realm is not mentioned again in any of the Titus 
novels. Lamb, Hyena and Goat, the strange beings that the Boy meets in his brief adventure, 
do not recur as characters in the novels. N o other Peake character is a supernatural being in 
animal form like the Lamb, capable of partly transforming human into beast. N o other 
characters in the Titus series of novels closely resemble Goat and Hyena, humans 
supernaturally transformed into part-beasts and capable of re-transformation into fully 
human shape. The Thing in Gormenghast is Peake's closest parallel in the Titus books, but 
her avian qualities are both supernatural and the result of adaptation to life in the forest, 
preying on the Bright Carvers who have cast her out. The Thing appears to have no prospect 
of ever relinquishing her bird characteristics in favour of human movements or human 
speech, nor is any malign deity named as her shaper. Boy in Darkness' Hyena and Goat are 
closer to Mr. Pye, who suffers alternating transformations into part-bird, angelic form, then 
part-goat, demonic form, and back again. In Mr. Pye's case, however, as with the Thing, 
there is no mention of a malign animal deity as being responsible for his bird transformation, 
though his goat homs suggest the supernatural agency of a goat-homed Satan. The precise 
supernatural cause of Mr. Pye's transformations remains unexplained, as does the Thing's 
peculiar psychic connection with her foster-brother Titus. Only in Boy in Darkness does 
Peake provide an explicit, coherent account of a supernatural power (though one whose 
domain is severely diminished and localised). 
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Mr. Pye wants to believe in a benevolent deity rather like himself, a Great Pal, but 
his transformations force him towards a more Gnostic idea of deity, in which two equal 
supernatural powers reward their follower for good and evil deeds respectively. If Mr. Pye 
goatish excrescences are induced by a goat-homed Satan, the equivalent form of a good deity 
shaping its good followers in its own image would be the dove-winged Holy Spirit of 
Christian art. Peake does not explore this idea in Mr. Pye, though it is latent in the imagery 
of Mr. Pye's wings; he only goes so far as to have his characters voice their doubts and 
dissatisfactions with the 'Great Pal' concept of a god. Boy in Darkness, however, makes 
explicit the idea of an animal-shaped supernatural power shaping its subjects into part-
animal form. The L a m b combines the traditional iconography of Christ as the Lamb of God 
with behaviour that Peake labels as evil: torturing his followers, sucking out souls, 
transforming men to part-animal and killing almost all in the course of his experiments. Read 
in the context of Boy in Darkness, Mr. Pye's Great Pal can be understood as another version 
of the Lamb, that is, a supernatural power for evil, caring nothing for mercy or for the 
suffering and likely death of the bestialised subject. 
It is m y argument in this chapter that Boy and Lamb in Boy in Darkness are not 
simply and straightforwardly opposed. Like the bestowers of wings and homs on Mr. Pye, 
the L a m b is an enigmatic being, and its destruction, like Mr. Pye's final flight, resolves none 
of the book's mysteries. Previous critics of Boy in Darkness have often argued, however, for 
an opposition between Boy and Lamb that is decisively resolved with a successful fight or 
the development of the Boy's character towards strength and insight, or the defeat of evil, or 
all three. In such readings, the Boy achieves some kind of closure to his adventure outside 
the castle, however fully he returns to his stuck castle life afterwards. Read thus, his killing 
of the L a m b would be an example of triumph over stuckness, by a Boy who looks on death 
but lives to walk away in freedom. 
One such critic is Joseph Sanders. Peake's allusions to the Lamb as Christ the Lamb, 
as Holy Spirit with dove-like hands (BD, 176) and as angel with "angelically white" (BD, 
156) face, are read by Sanders as an attack on "Christian religion as a debasing influence."1 
As well as the Biblical references noted by Sanders, Peake alludes to Christ at the second 
coming according to Revelation, "his head and his hairs ... white like wool" (Revelation 
1:14): a god of judgement rather than forgiveness. Like the Christian god of judgement, 
Peake's white and woolly Lamb is a connoisseur of the state of the human soul and until he 
encounters the Boy, he is arguably not a debaser of what he finds. Prior to the Boy's visit, 
the L a m b has found no one without some taint of the beast. H e exposes his victims' true 
nature in reshaping their bodies: the Lamb is an accurate judge of souls. H e behaves like a 
goatish Satan, consorting with Goat and Hyena, sadistic and hungry for new souls, but 
equally he acts like a judging Christ who can find no saving virtue in any soul that he tastes. 
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Sanders' reading of this novella as (in part) an attack on Christian religion conflates the 
figure of Christ with the Christian faith, and as such is debatable. Peake's Biblical allusions 
are parodic rather than the direct attack on faith that Sanders postulates here. Elsewhere in 
his paper, however, Sanders acknowledges the equivocal nature of Peake's Lamb who in 
some respects actually fulfils (a popularised version of) Old Testament prophecy: "thus the 
L a m b has ironically fulfilled an image from popular religion, by making the lion lie down 
with the lamb."2. 
As shaper of his subjects, the Lamb functions as a pseudo-father, a secondary (and 
fairly inept) creator. As Lamb, he is a child god, Christ the son. Peake mentions in passing 
his dove-like hands, alluding to the Holy Spirit. The L a m b thus combines attributes of the 
Christian Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The analogy between Lamb and the 
omnipotent, omniscient Christian God the Father is ironic. The L a m b is far from omnipotent, 
for the Boy destroys him. Nor is he omniscient, for his acute hearing and sense of smell have 
a limited range, and his eyes are blind. Ronald Binns points out that the Boy is also "an 
ironic Christ figure" and that "the action moves towards a parody Last Supper."3 In such a 
parody, the L a m b would enact the role of a disciple or priest, preparing to consume not the 
body and blood but the soul of his victim. Peake's Biblical allusions combine to confront the 
Christian reader with searching questions about the nature of god. Is god really a benevolent 
saviour and friend, or a sadistic experimenter (Mr. Pye raises a similar question)? Is Satan 
Christ's adversary, Christ's goatish helper or Christ's true self? Is every human soul tainted, 
and doomed to be classed among the goats? 
There are considerable problems with this kind of Christian reading of the story. In 
particular, the Boy is a most inadequate embodiment of the Biblical Christ. Peake's allusion 
to the Last Supper has minimal force, especially as the feast does not actually take place. The 
power of such Biblical allusion has to be earned by the quality of the writing in which it is 
embedded, and the Boy's characterisation is too shallow to carry the weight of Christian 
significance needed for Peake's anti-theodicy. The L a m b both symbolically and literally 
lacks substance as either a Christ figure or a Satanic devourer of souls. It is debatable 
whether he has any body at all. H e certainly has hands and eyes and a mouth when he is 
alive, but when the Boy attacks him with a knife, he disintegrates into a mass of woolly curls 
with no flesh or bones beneath. Clearly, at this point, he is an insubstantial nullity. As Binns 
argues, it is hard to extend a Christian reading to include the Boy's victory over the Lamb,4 
partly because he conquers so easily, partly because he almost instantly forgets, but most of 
all because the L a m b proves to be such an inadequate deity. 
Binns argues further that the story's climax fails to satisfy because Peake begins his 
account of the Boy's encounter with Goat, Hyena and L a m b by evoking issues of moral 
power and ethical behaviour as well as brute strength, but resolves these issues by shifting 
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ground from problems of good and evil to tests of quick-wittedness and the ability to use a 
knife. Thus the problem of evil is dealt with intellectually and physically only.5 The Boy's 
physical heroics are further undermined by Peake's choice of a L a m b as adversary, rather 
than the conventional Christian figure of a goat. Ironically, Peake's Goat is the more 
obsequious of the Lamb's two surviving followers. It might have taken real physical courage 
for the Boy to confront a goat or hyena god, but (whatever his psychological powers) in 
bodily terms the L a m b is defenceless against the knife. A blind lamb is an even more 
pathetically defenceless target, and a lamb that is nothing but fleece is totally vulnerable to a 
knife. 
Richard West finds remarkable the ease with which the Boy prevails over the Lamb, 
and proposes a theological rationale: Peake "is using the Occidental concept that at bottom 
Evil does not exist in its own right, but only as a corruption of Good."6 Such a reading would 
be more convincing if there were a potent presence of good anywhere in the story. There is 
no evidence that good prevails, once the L a m b has been destroyed. All the evidence points to 
a different conclusion, that nothing significant has occurred, for the Boy forgets (and 
therefore life in the castle will be unaffected by his exploit) and Hyena's and Goat's Lamb-
free futures are unexplored. 
Peake's insistence that the L a m b is evil is also not altogether convincing. The 
creature's motives are evil enough. H e displays cruelty and callous disregard for suffering, 
and what he plans to do to the Boy is inexcusable, but what he has actually done to others 
can be construed as a warped form of truth-telling. The shapes into which the L a m b has 
transformed his subjects are part of their true nature, discerned and encouraged to manifest 
by his supernatural powers rather than imposed on non-bestial beings. The Goat was always 
hypocritical and a coward, the Hyena always a bully. In these respects the L a m b could be 
considered a power for truth, even though this truth is intolerable to most of his subjects, 
who die as a result of having it manifest in their bodies. Like the mythic Greek prophet 
Teiresias, the L a m b has supernatural insight into the human psyche though he is physically 
blind. H e reveals what is, and though Goat and Hyena regain fully human bodies at his 
destruction, there is no evidence that their goat and hyena natures are similarly transformed. 
Thus the Boy's feat of heroism in cutting the L a m b apart may reveal the creature's physical 
vulnerability, but proves nothing about the evil nature of his powers. 
Peake himself, as writer and illustrator, frequently depicts the characters of his 
novels and picture story books in terms of bird and beast. The Lamb, in exposing his 
subjects' bestiality, does little more than the novelist does with regard to his characters. 
Peake could not denounce the Lamb's art as evil without implicating his own art. This is 
perhaps another reason why the ending of Boy in Darkness seems so skimped and 
unsatisfactory, and w h y the Lamb is, as Binns phrases it, "a disappointingly vague figure of 
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evil." For Peake to explore the L a m b more deeply, or to imagine his overthrow more subtly, 
would have meant confronting and calling into question his own creative process. 
In addition to analyzing Boy in Darkness in religious terms as a parody, if not a 
thoroughgoing satire, of Christianity, Binns puts forward a detailed sexual reading of the 
text's unpleasant details. According to Binns, all three creatures are homosexual 
paedophiles: Peake describes the Goat in the act of masturbation, and the Lamb ejaculates in 
his excitement at the Boy's approach. The goat is a traditional classical and Christian symbol 
of lust, and Binns regards the cleft foot that he rubs to and fro as both phallic and vaginal: 
a hoof-like shoe that... revealed a central crack along the welt. The Boy retreated involuntarily but 
could not help staring at the beastly terminal as he did so. This cracked foot was not of a kind of thing 
that any right-minded man would care to exhibit to a stranger. (BD, 141) 
Binns' reading locates the novella in a sexual wasteland of thwarted paedophilic desire, 
masturbation and publicly displayed orgasm: 
W h e n Titus is led as a prisoner before the Lamb the animal appears in a new light as a homosexual 
predator; it simperingly refers to Goat and Hyena as 'my pretty wranglers' (p.210) and 'my dears' 
(p.212). Self-abuse and sexual deviancy are shown to have resulted in ravages dear to the heart of the 
morality of Peake's public-schooldays: Lamb is blind and Goat has eyes 'horribly paled and glassy, 
with such small pupils as to be virtually invisible' (p.171). The very sight of Titus causes the Lamb's 
'milk-white body' to burst into a cry of orgasmic exultation—a 'jet of sound' which resembles 'a spear-
head, a lance' (p.211). Soon afterwards Goat and Hyena chance on the Lamb in a sexual frenzy, his 
'little white fingers, rising intuitively to the occasion' (p.215) expressing an onanistic delirium.8 
A s with a religious reading, the novel's climax offers a highly unsatisfactory 
resolution to the issues raised in this sexual reading. There is no resolution to the threat of 
unwanted homosexual paedophilic intercourse other than the disappearance of all three adult 
males at the end of the story. The L a m b disappears in his own fleece. Hyena and Goat walk 
away in silence. The Boy has learned no lesson of caution from his ordeal, for he promptly 
forgets everything. Diana W y n n e Jones claims that Boy in Darkness has a didactic value, if 
not for the Boy, then for Peake's child and adolescent readers who are being warned to take 
heed of strange men's body language, not only their pleasant words: "I myself would prefer 
every child to gain these insights from being frightened by this book, rather than the hard 
way, in a deserted field a hundred yards from home."9 There is a problem even with this 
muted claim for didactic value to be derived by the child reader if not by the frightened child 
in the book. It is hardly ethical to reassure a child reader that quick wits and a knife can 
overcome a gang of three determined adult paedophiles. 
The Boy's soon forgotten victory is as pointless as the Lamb's decades-long vain 
hunger for human souls, his followers' fruitless searches for new victims or the Lamb's 
orgasm at the thought of sucking up the Boy's soul. None of these connects or affords joy. 
All target an insubstantial other, in frustrated desire that (in the case of the L a m b and his 
followers) has lasted centuries and only temporarily seems to be alleviated with an actual 
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body and soul to plunder. The Goat rejoices when he finally discovers a new potential victim 
for the Lamb, but his pleasure quickly rums to humiliation and pain, administered first by 
Hyena, then by Lamb. Pleasurable sexualised contact between bodies does occur (if the 
Lamb can be said to have a body) when the Lamb sucks at the Boy, and he hints at some act 
of sexual-sadistic humiliation when he threatens to order Hyena and Goat to lie down on 
their backs and suffer. Any such pleasures are thwarted when the Boy destroys the Lamb. 
Previously, the Lamb has attempted in vain to control and thwart his own sexualised release. 
First, he orders his servants to bring the Boy close: 
For m y finger itches—" 
And then suddenly there came from the throat of the Lamb a cry ... It was as though, in spite 
of his grasp upon himself, the Lamb was yet unable to control the emotional pressure that filled his 
milk-white body—and so this jet of sound sprang through the darkness. (BD, 173-4) 
Presumably he wants to delay so as not to display to Hyena and Goat his vulnerability to 
orgasmic excitement, and so his release is presented as a kind of premature ejaculation. 
Binns argues the case that Boy in Darkness' wasteland, sexual, religious and 
industrial, alludes to Conrad's Heart of Darkness. The story's title is more apt as an allusion 
to Conrad's tale than as a literal description of Peake's Boy, who succumbs to the darkness 
of unconsciousness and sleep but, when awake, has enough light by which to see Goat, 
Hyena and Lamb. The Lamb is an ivory lord (BD, p. 173) like Conrad's Kurtz, though in his 
case ivory is his colour, not his trade. Like Kurtz, he is said to mingle sadism and words of 
high principle. There are, however, manifold differences. Kurtz appears to have had no 
problems in gratifying his heterosexual urges in darkest Africa with a magnificent black 
woman, or in evoking a kind of love (however much based on illusion) from his fiancee. 
Peake's story, in contrast, concerns thwarted paedophilic desire, premature ejaculation and 
masturbation. While the crew of Marlow's boat in Conrad's novella is made up of literal 
cannibals, the Lamb's worst threat to his followers, "I will make you eat each other," (BD, 
175) unpleasantly insinuates a sexual act in the cannibalistic style of Gormenghast's Swelter. 
Even this wretched prospect of bodily contact is unrealised. Not only does Boy in Darkness 
lack physical fulfilment, but as Binns comments, Peake's version ofHeart of Darkness lacks 
any moral depth to its ending. The Boy's destruction of the Lamb is speedily achieved by a 
purely physical act and forgotten almost as quickly, given none of the moral scrutiny that 
Conrad's Marlow provides for Kurtz and himself. 
Mythological analysis of Boy in Darkness as a hero joumey reaches the same kind of 
inconclusive ending. Like the multitude of mythic heroes from whose quests Joseph 
Campbell's monomyth is derived, the Boy experiences a call to adventure and crosses 
several thresholds, as he leaves the ordinary everyday world of the castle and moves towards 
the heroic act of slaying a monster. H e crosses the river in a boat, guided by a group of 
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mysterious dogs w h o act as a group ferryman for his return trip. In terms of the monomyth, 
the Boy's joumey includes his crossing the waters of death as he leaves ordinary existence, 
followed by a descent to the underworld—a literal descent in his case, carried by Hyena 
down into a pit. There may well be an allusion to Dante's Inferno here.10 The problem with a 
reading of the boy's adventures in terms of the monomyth, as with those previously 
discussed, is that the story's ending is so inadequate. The Boy shows no signs of having been 
initiated into a n e w stage of his life, or of deeper understanding. If his experience alludes to 
Dante's descent into Hell, he learns nothing from it (much as the Lost Uncle seems unaware 
of the Dantean sky in the final page of Letters^). The Boy retrieves no treasure from the 
underworld, rescues no maiden (apart from his own presumable virginity), saves no 
kingdom. Instead he forgets and returns to his castle, unchanged. It seems probable that his 
torment will recur there, with the castle's inexorable ritual demands serving as a less easily 
defeated version of the Lamb's tyranny. John Watney claims that Boy in Darkness expresses 
Peake's "faith in the eventual triumph of the human mind over adversity and oppression."1 
In terms of the monomyth, the reverse seems true. Triumph is momentary: abuse of power 
persists. 
All four readings so far discussed, religious, sexual, literary-allusive and 
monomythic, falter in the pointlessness of the story's ending, the literal emptiness of the 
Lamb and the inconsequence of the Boy's triumph. Such a finding indicates that stuckness is 
Peake's psychological theme here, as so often in his fiction. A psychoanalytic interpretation 
can accommodate the story's emptiness by taking stuckness as a starting point rather than an 
unfortunate weakness in Peake's writing. B y drawing on archetypal, Kristevan and Freudian 
perspectives, spiritual, sexual, environmental and psychological aspects of stuckness can be 
accommodated, and in each of these readings the Boy's seeming triumph can be 
demonstrated to be as illusory as the Lamb's seeming body. 
In a post-Jungian, archetypal reading, the Lamb's, Hyena's and Goat's sickeningly 
familiar patterns of behaviour and the Boy's rebelliousness point to a clash between the 
senex and the puer. M y analysis of Boy in Darkness in terms of the archetypal puer and 
senex is informed throughout by James Hillman's essay, "Senex and Puer."13 Hillman 
qualifies Jungian theory by arguing for a polarised archetype, puer I senex, rather than a single 
child archetype. Meaningless ritual, habit and an unchanging world of tyrannical law are all 
indicative of the senex archetype in its negative aspect, cold, ancient and deadly. The senex's 
opposite and necessary other is the puer, and at first glance Peake may seem simply to 
oppose the positive puer to the negative senex in this story. In its positive aspect, the puer is 
the youthful force that manifests in birth, beginnings, exploration, spontaneity, 
unpredictability and invention, in balance with the positive senex power of completion, 
death, knowledge, consolidation and order. At the start of the story the Boy rebels against the 
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paralysing repetitiveness of the negative senex rituals that he is forced to endure in the castle. 
During his adventures he refuses to succumb to the Lamb's senex regime. The Boy is a rebel 
with some cause. The reader is invited to sympathise with him when he throws off a 
necklace of rotting turkey feathers and resents the thought of birthday presents that are never 
truly given, but taken back and saved for his next birthday. The Boy becomes a puer 
discoverer of unfamiliar territory beyond the castle, and he brings change to Lamb, Hyena 
and Goat, new ideas as well as new food to feast upon. Enacting an archetypal contest 
between the positive puer and the negative senex, the Boy conquers because he has a new 
idea (when he throws coins to distract the lamb). The monomyth hero's journey is a puer 
journey into (among other things) negative senex territory that typically ends with a positive 
senex integration of the returning hero's achievements into society by way of the restoration 
of law and order. Until his final confrontation with the Lamb, the Boy can be understood as a 
puer hero on such a joumey. 
Peake's story is not so simple as the monomyth's puer joumey, however. In 
destroying the Lamb, the Boy by no means overthrows the negative senex, for he returns to a 
castle as much dominated by senex ritual as when he left. His victory is illusory in that it 
changes nothing in his everyday life. Nothing is integrated, for his achievements are 
unrecognised. Nor is the L a m b a completely senex figure. As a lamb he has the puer attribute 
of new life, and the Boy vanquishes him so easily because he has the form of a physically 
defenceless immature animal. Considered archetypally, the brief fight between Lamb and 
Boy has elements of both a puer-senex conflict and a puer-puer contest. W h e n fought 
between puer and senex, the conflict is between representatives of tyranny and rebellion. As 
fought between puer and puer, it is reduced to a physical battle in which neither has the 
advantage of experience and practice, and in which the human child's body is far better 
equipped to win than the lamb's body. The shift from a moral to a physical arena in this fight 
is a necessary one, if the narrative is understood as shifting from a puer-senex to a puer-puer 
struggle, for morality is a senex field of expertise, concerned less with spontaneity than with 
control. If it were only a matter of puer against puer, the Boy's victory could be considered 
complete. It is illusory in puer-senex terms, for the Lamb as puer turns out to be pure 
illusion, the very old masquerading as the very young.14 The real battle that the Boy wanted 
to win against senex tyranny in the castle has been diverted to a knife thrust into unresisting 
wool. 
Such failure to achieve one's goals is a characteristic weakness of the puer (though 
the Boy's victory is not altogether illusory, as it forestalls the Lamb's operation on his body). 
The puer is impetuous, quick, good at beginnings, but positive senex energy is required to 
balance and complete puer innovation and ensure that an act is carried through, a project 
completed or the hero's joumey fully achieved. The Boy abounds with ideas about taking 
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new action, leaving the castle, outwitting his captors, but he rarely carries through his plans. 
H e reasons out the best time to slip away from the castle, only to abandon his plan and act on 
impulse. H e interrupts Goat's and Hyena's conversation, beginning to tempt them with 
promises of thrones, promises that he has neither the intention nor the means to fulfil, and 
that the next event in the story interrupts in rum. Interruption characterises the whole story, 
from the Boy's longing to interrupt the ritually prescribed sequence of his life in the castle, 
to his interruption of the Lamb's concentration that gives him the chance to strike and 
destroy. In terms of effecting change, interruption is not enough. Goat and Hyena, their 
conversation having being interrupted by the Boy, are again interrupted by the Lamb's bleat 
and revert to their customary senex roles as his servants. At the end of the story, the castle's 
interrupted rituals are likely to resume their sway over the Boy's life. Such defeats are 
symptomatic of the negative puer. Even the Boy's achievement in destroying the Lamb 
mingles the positive puer (grabbing the opportunity rather than planning a campaign) and the 
negative puer (the inability to integrate change).15 
In Gormenghast, Peake gives a rare example of the positive puer and the positive 
senex manifesting together in balance, in Titus' tenth birthday celebrations. There are 
parallels between Titus' Gormenghast joumey, when he is carried blindfold through the 
countryside to see an actor-Lamb and three other actor-animals perform his birthday masque, 
and the Boy's journey on the night of his fourteenth birthday, when he encounters the Lamb 
and his two animal-men followers. Gormenghast's Titus is as much a boy in darkness as the 
Boy in the novella, for he chafes at the long time he must endure the darkness of his 
blindfold. The performance that he witnesses has characteristics of the senex in that it is 
repeated each time a Groan child reaches his or her tenth birthday, with the same costumes 
and the same ritually prescribed movements. Equally, it has characteristics of the puer in that 
it is delightfully original in the eyes of the birthday child who sees it for the first time. 
A m o n g the masque's characters is a Lamb. Like Boy in Darkness' Lamb, this 
creature pretends to sanctity, but in its case sanctity is a playful pretence, understood and 
enjoyed as such by its Gormenghast audience. In contrast, the Boy in Darkness Lamb 
performs for his o w n benefit and pleasure, holding his audience mesmerised "so that the 
blood within the creature yearned for annihilation at the hands of the torturer, the heart 
pounding against its will." (BD, 168) The masque is made up of repeated movements by its 
players, w h o interrupt, distract and thwart one another so that the Wolf never quite succeeds 
in poisoning the Lamb. These manoeuvres and their interruptions within the masque are very 
like the behaviours of Lamb, Hyena, Goat and Boy in the pit. The Lamb's sinister bleating in 
Boy in Darkness is a grotesque equivalent to the masque Lion's terrible shakings of his 
mane, and the Boy's interruptions to Hyena's, Goat's and Lamb's plans to bestialise him are 
equivalent to the thwarting of the masque Wolfs efforts to poison the masque Lamb. In an 
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odd turn of phrase, Peake says of the masque's effect on its audience, "there were few 
present w h o were not affected as by some painful memory of childhood." (G, 331) Readers 
of Gormenghast w h o are familiar with Boy in Darkness could take this to mean that many 
others in Gormenghast have secretly encountered the Lamb and his followers in the pit, and 
that their relief at the masque's ending is based on their relief in escaping the monstrous 
Lamb. Whether or not it was Peake's intent at some point in writing Gormenghast to include 
a Lamb, Hyena and Goat episode, the effect of his comment is to tilt the masque in both 
content and audience response towards pain and secrecy, as opposed to the shared wonder 
and delight with which the audience first respond to the performance. Such a delightful 
balance between the puer and the senex cannot be sustained in Titus' world. The masque 
ends and Titus reverts to sulky puer rebelliousness, while Gormenghast resumes its ritual 
demands on its child ruler as chief performer. 
The Gormenghast masque is securely placed within the senex world of ritual, for the 
ceremony allows only temporary license to be given to the imagination within a prescribed 
dance. Nothing is likely to change in, or as a result of, this performance. In contrast, while 
the murderous manoeuvres of Lamb, Hyena and Goat also have a ritual quality, the essence 
of their attempted ritual is change, the part-metamorphosis of child to beast, and its outcome 
proves to be a different kind of change, the death of the Lamb; but, as Hillman notes, the 
negative puer and the negative senex are the same archetype under two aspects of time.16 The 
L a m b is simultaneously juvenile and ancient and his ritual of changing to a new fixity of 
form can be understood as combining the negative puer and negative senex as Hillman 
theorises them. 
Once, the Lamb was an experimenter in mutation, an innovator in the tradition of 
Wells' Dr. Moreau, with puer skills as an inaugurator of change, but lacking the senex 
capacity to achieve long life for most of his unfortunate subjects. If the Lamb was once very 
much a puer figure, he has long since become an all but entirely senex figure, stuck in 
memories and hate. The shipwreck imagery that so often indicates the onset of stuckness for 
Peake's characters in his other books, has occurred centuries ago for the Lamb: "All that was 
left was a kind of shipwreck. A shipwreck of metal... vistas of forgotten metal, moribund, 
stiff in a thousand attitudes of mortality." (BD, 157) Instead of a flood, the Lamb is now 
associated with stuck water in the solid form of ice (though his shadows can still engulf). He 
is icy cold, his breast a "little sea of curls—of clustered curls or like the soft white crests of 
moonlight verdure; verdure white as death, frozen to the eye." (BD, 166) Though he is 
freezing cold, he does not himself freeze solid, for he has no body beneath his fleece to 
freeze.17 His follower, Goat, has forgotten how the body produces flowing water in the form 
of tears. W h e n the Boy weeps, Goat mistakes his tears for frozen glass in the eye. Goat's icy 
stuckness, the frozen state of his feelings, begins to melt a little when he notices the Boy's 
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tears and begins to recall his own former human form; but this flow of memory does not 
translate into puer renewal and rebirth when the Lamb's power over him ceases. If his and 
Hyena's recovery of fully human form is a rebirth, it is the most ancient and decrepit of 
rebirths. 
Rather than Peake's characteristic imagery of deep water and shipwreck heralding 
the onset of psychological stuckness (a conjunction central to m y Freudian and Kristevan 
interpretations of Peake's novels and picture story books), what flows in Boy in Darkness is 
effluvia, oiliness, body fluids and disgusting smells. Peake has it both ways, in effect, with 
his imagery: the Lamb's kingdom is one of ice and dryness, but it is also one of noxious 
fluids. The L a m b rules over a dry kingdom of death, rust and dust, from which life's deep 
waters have long receded: "as though a great tide had withdrawn for ever from shores that 
had once been loud with voices." (BD, 157) At the start of the story, the Boy contemplates a 
"familiar patch of mildew" on his bedroom ceiling that he has often imagined to be an 
island: 
He knew the lakes and the rivers and he had many a time brought imaginary ships to anchor in 
hazardous harbours, or stood them off when the seas ran high where they rocked in his mind. (BD, 130) 
The shores of imaginary adventure are reduced to a damp ceiling's mildew stain when the 
Boy is "too irritable to make-believe." The river across which lies the Lamb's territory is 
also in decay, a "sluggish waterway" under the "bilious moonlight." (BD, 137) In sunlight, it 
looks worse. "The water under the sun's rays was like grey oil that heaved as though with a 
voluptuous sickness." (BD, 140) The wasteland beyond is tainted, leprous and barren. 
Though the Lamb's domain lacks free-flowing water, it has plenty of other fluids, especially 
in connection with the human or part-human body. Hyena's stench is unbearable to the 
Boy's unaccustomed nostrils, and Goat's decaying garments reek more faintly of ammonia. 
Close to the Lamb, the Boy experiences an "overpowering nausea of the soul." (BD, 175) 
The Lamb, equally overpowered by the Boy's closeness, emits a "jet of sound." The Lamb's 
domain is described as simultaneously repellent, pushing its visitor away in disgust, and 
painfully intrusive, sickening and nauseating. This is Kristevan territory of the abject, where 
the body cannot maintain its boundaries, assailed from within with sickness and nausea, and 
from outside with foul smells and slimy, slippery textures. This is a case of stuckness as the 
result of over-close and clinging stickiness. 
Where archetypal and Kristevan theories find a meeting place in an analysis of 
Peake's novella, is in terms of the mother. In Kristevan theory, abjection is experienced as a 
sense of revulsion, originating in the young child's process of differentiating himself from 
the mother, establishing a sense of his own body boundaries and rejecting the baby's state of 
oneness with the mother. Abjection is experienced again whenever the child or adult feels in 
psychological danger of regressing into infantile oneness with the mother: 
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I 'abjection is something that disgusts you, for example, you see something rotting and you want to 
vomit—it is an extremely strong feeling that is at once somatic and symbolic, which is above all a 
revolt against an external menace from which one wants to distance oneself, but of which one has the 
impression that it may menace us from the inside. The relation to abjection is finally rooted in the 
combat that every human being carries on with the mother. For in order to become autonomous, it is 
necessary that one cut the instinctual dyad of the mother and the child and that one becomes something 
other.18 
In archetypal theory, the young man in his quest for individuation is likely to meet a monster 
in a cave as part of his testing.19 Both cave and monster embody the mother as w o m b and 
tomb, threatening to reabsorb her son into a state of undifferentiated oneness. What was life 
to the baby n o w means death to the individuating man: 
in the developing consciousness of the individual the hero figure is the symbolic means by which the 
emerging ego overcomes the inertia of the unconscious mind, and liberates the mature man from a 
regressive longing to return to the blissful state of infancy in a world dominated by his mother.20 
So far I have been arguing that the Lamb is an example of Peake's stuck man 
though, unlike the rest, his stuckness occurred centuries ago, not because he was threatened 
psychologically by a maternal flood but because he was stranded when the waters of life 
receded. In a Kristevan reading, this kind of stranding would indicate his place in the non-
fluid symbolic order, which corresponds to the negative senex in so far as he rules a 
patriarchal and hierarchical realm dominated by the past, incapable of creative change. 
Peake's imagery of disgusting fluids, however, suggests the semiotic chora, experienced as 
cloying, over-close and restrictive by those wishing to establish boundaries against it. In Boy 
in Darkness, Peake focuses not so much on the Lamb's psychological progress as on the 
Boy's perception of Lamb, Hyena and Goat. The Lamb's move from stuck male on dry land 
to abject male in a fluid land is mentioned in retrospect, while the Boy's story begins with 
his psychological helplessness against the ritual demands of his life in the castle. W h e n the 
Boy rebels, it is only to become physically stuck, powerless, taken captive first by Goat, then 
by Hyena, and carried helplessly to and fro. In relation to the Boy as helpless child, the 
Lamb and his followers act as monstrous mothers who threaten to kill the Boy in their 
version of a cave, thus ending his heroic joumey (in an archetypal reading), or who threaten 
to reabsorb the Boy by sucking up his soul (in a Kristevan reading). 
While Lamb, Hyena and Goat are indubitably male, they do have maternal 
characteristics. The Lamb awaits the Boy with his hands raised "in a gesture almost of a 
supplicant or of a mother holding an invisible child." (BD, 174) Excited by the Boy's 
imminent arrival, the milk-white Lamb emits a "jet," an abject flow of sound that 
simultaneously suggests sexual ejaculate and mother's milk.21 Hunger, thirst and weariness 
reduce the Boy to the helpless state of an infant. His survival needs of food, water and rest 
are satisfied by Hyena and Goat, his "two strange nurses." (BD, 111) 
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At the same time, Hyena, Goat and Lamb are infantilised. Goat and Hyena gaze at 
the sleeping Boy with child-like concentration, and the L a m b longs to suck at him. Like the 
jet of excitement, the Lamb's desire to suck combines sexual implications with those of the 
mother-child relationship, this time with the Lamb as baby and the Boy as nourisher. This 
kind of slippage between mother and child position suggests the pre-abject, undifferentiated 
state of being that Kristeva terms the semiotic chora, in which no boundaries are experienced 
between bodies and there is no consciousness of self or other. A similar confusion of roles 
occurs when the L a m b calls for a feast to be prepared. It is not entirely clear who will eat 
whom. Is the L a m b going to feast upon his followers' pain, first inflicting it upon them with 
a kiss? Will Goat and Hyena be forced to eat one another? Will the Lamb suck out the Boy's 
soul or will the Boy succeed in butchering the Lamb, reducing him to chunks of flesh such as 
Hyena would relish? In the end, none of these oral possibilities is realised. The only 
character whose oral needs are met by others is the Boy, given bread and water. Thus, 
despite his desire to suck, the Lamb actually functions, along with Goat and Hyena, as a 
maternal provider of nourishment. 
The L a m b moves from stuckness and shipwreck to become a sexual and oral 
predator, functioning as both mother and needy child, as paedophile and homosexual, sadist 
and sucking vampire. This process is quite closely parallelled by Swelter's career in Titus 
Groan, from his first collapse in the kitchen, foundering in his own blubber, to his 
presentation as gross feeder on boys' bodies, maternal nourisher and sadist. The Lamb 
similarly parallels both the stuck Mr. Slaughterboard, a cruel experimenter and killer of his 
followers, and Captain Slaughterboard, the polymorphously perverse captor of a much-
desired childlike Creature.22 The Lost Uncle is a stuck man in terms of his wife, and becomes 
the sadistic captor of the small and vulnerable Jackson. Similarly, the Lamb, stuck ruler of a 
dry kingdom, is experienced by the Boy as an abject threat, would-be reshaper of the Boy's 
body and absorber of his soul. 
M y third psychoanalytic reading of Boy in Darkness is Freudian, to take account of 
those aspects of stuckness in the novella that exemplify the Freudian uncanny. According to 
Freud, what is experienced as uncanny is something familiar that has been repressed. In his 
essay on the uncanny, he names two main sources for this disquieting experience: remnant 
animistic belief about such things as the return of the dead and the coming to life of dolls; 
and repressed infantile complexes such as the castration complex and womb-phantasies. 
With the mention of womb-phantasies, common ground can be found among Freudian, 
archetypal and Kristevan readings of Peake's novella. Like Medusa in her cave, the Freudian 
monstrous mother has the power to petrify her child with dread at the prospect of being 
reabsorbed into that terrifying, welcoming womb. 
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Comparison with an episode in Titus Alone helps illustrate the uncanny quality of the 
fears that the Boy contends with. Towards the end of Titus Alone, Cheeta plans to drive Titus 
mad under the guise of celebrating his departure, as the Lamb plans to suck out the Boy's 
soul at a ritual feast in Boy in Darkness. Titus Alone's Titus is blindfolded like the ten-year-
old Titus of Gormenghast, and "his hands were carefully tied behind him ... to prevent his 
escape." (TA, 213) H e is thus another example of the captive boy in darkness. H e is brought 
to a Black House as redolent of the "forlorn decay of centuries" (TA, 213) as the Lamb's pit. 
Here Cheeta shapes a pageant designed to destroy Titus' mind, parodying his birthday 
masque in Gormenghast. In that earlier celebration, a Wolf tried to poison a Lamb, both 
characters played by actors on stilts. In Titus Alone, Cheeta, a w o m a n who has consistently 
acted falsely, attempts to poison Titus' mind by showing him a parade of actors playing 
grotesque travesties of the important people from his Gormenghast life. 
Read in conjunction, Gormenghast's masque, Boy in Darkness' adventure and Titus 
Alone's pageant rework the same material, each time addressing the young child's animistic 
fear that the stage character or the puppet toy with an empty centre might really be alive, 
malign and murderous. Even the delightful performance for Titus' tenth birthday evokes 
relief in its audience, once it ends, for "there were few present who were not affected as by 
some painful memory of childhood." (G, 331) The uncanny is only momentarily suggested 
by this comment on Gormenghast's masque, which is introduced by Fuchsia as the opposite 
of uncanny, something familiar, whose return is welcome. The pageant stage-managed by 
Cheeta, in contrast, aims at an uncanny effect, so that Titus may begin to doubt whether 
these grotesque figures might really be the Gormenghast characters that they travesty, and 
whether the dead have really come back to life. As he views these familiar, yet exaggerated 
shapes, Titus' mental balance is most badly shaken when the representation of his drowned 
sister, Fuchsia, addresses him as though they were both dead, and when the representation of 
his mother calls him to her. Cheeta does her best to infantilise Titus, first by rendering him 
helpless, bound and blindfolded, then by telling him, "I have brought your toys." (TA, 227) 
She insists that Titus is both an infant needing his mother and a dead man. The performance 
begins "under a light to strangle infants by," (TA, 225) and Cheeta's game-plan is to reduce 
Titus to the psychological state not just of an infant, but a dead infant, bewildered and 
maddened past recovery. 
She attacks Titus by shaking his confidence in where and w h o he is. The travesty 
figures in her pageant embody more truths about Gormenghast than any outsider should 
know. The speakers of Cheeta's script cast doubt as to whether the Black House might not be 
Titus' home, Gormenghast. Similarly, Goat challenges the Boy's understanding of home in 
Boy in Darkness: 
"I think I would like to go home." 
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"That is just where you are going, child," said the Goat... 
"To the Castle?" said the Boy. "To m y room? Where I can rest?" 
"Oh, no, not there," said the Goat "Nothing to do with any castle." (BD, 142) 
The uncanny in Boy in Darkness, however, has less to do with doubt as to the Boy's identity 
and whereabouts and more with animist horror at the uncanny life of the bodiless Lamb. This 
uncanny effect is at its strongest when the Boy splits his head apart, exposing his emptiness. 
Its equivalent in Cheeta's pageant is the disintegration of the puppet shape that represents 
Titus' mother, "the Countess breaking in half." (TA, 249) In both cases, the uncanny effect is 
caused by a void where a body should be, yet a void with life and purpose to harm. "Come 
here m y love and be punished," says Cheeta's version of Titus' mother, (TA, 233) while the 
Lamb threatens to suck Titus' soul into his own nothingness. In Freudian terms, both could 
be considered terrifying womb-phantasies of becoming annihilated through re-entry into the 
mother's power. 
What is highly uncanny to Titus in Titus Alone is not at all uncanny to Cheeta, who 
has consciously planned it all, and hence not altogether uncanny to the reader. Even when 
the travesty figure of Titus' mother crumbles and splits apart, as Cheeta's plan collapses, it is 
still not as uncanny to the reader as the Lamb's collapse into nothingness, for the puppet 
shape and mask have been fully explained in realist terms. In the same way, Cheeta's descent 
into the bestial is not uncanny, for it is fully accounted for, while the Lamb's existential 
status as animal, god or nothingness remains doubtful throughout. 
In none of these episodes does Titus achieve heroic resolution to his encounter with 
the mother. After his tenth birthday celebrations, he longs to rebel but obediently joins his 
mother for supper. The Boy forgets all that has happened in his Boy in Darkness adventure. 
Its contents recede into his unconscious, only to be evoked by Cheeta's masque (if Boy in 
Darkness is read as an addendum to the Titus novels). Leaving the Lamb's domain, the Boy 
is discovered, lost and weary, and carried back to the castle like a helpless infant. Titus as a 
young m a n cannot save himself from Cheeta. Even when his friends have rescued him, his 
inner voice calls out for his mother. Cheeta's reduction of Titus to needy child seems to have 
succeeded. 
After being rescued, Titus chooses to parachute down from the plane and wander the 
world. H e lands safely, and lies "unharmed, like a child in a cradle." (TA, 261) After this, he 
wanders the world at whim, until he finds himself in familiar territory. One of the most 
discussed episodes in the Titus novels is Titus' return to the neighbourhood of Gormenghast, 
where he recognises his surroundings, hears sounds that reassure him of the castle's reality, 
and turns away. The clear evidence of his identity and whereabouts is the opposite of the 
uncanny. H e can now make a distinction between the known and unknown, with no middle 
ground for doubt. 
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His heart beat out more rapidly, for something was growing.. .some kind of knowledge [.. . ] a new 
phase of which he was only half aware, had been reached. It was a sense of maturity, almost of 
fulfilment. He had no longer any need for home [... ] He had grown up. (TA, 262-263) 
If this is believable, Titus at the end of Titus Alone would join Flay as a rare example in 
Peake's fiction of a male character who has resolved his problems with the mother, and 
moved on. 
These two characters have moved on, but to what? Flay's life in exile is spent in 
service to Gormenghast. Peake's notes for a fourth volume indicate a series of adventures 
and encounters with new characters for Titus rather than a focus on character development. 
The world that Titus parachutes down into, at the end of the third volume, is "alive with 
endless threads of circumstance ... action and event. All futility: disordered; with no end 
and no beginning." (TA, 258) Such terminology suggests the shallowly characterised 
adventures of a picaresque hero rather than a world in which maturity and fulfilment are 
convincingly represented. 
The evidence of what actually happens at the very end of Titus Alone and of Peake's 
imagery at this point also tells against the narratorial reading of this incident. Titus halts as 
"a sense of impending danger held back his feet" and says, "It is not possible ... now." (TA, 
262) Once again, in the last pages of his last book, Peake is depicting a stuck man, unable to 
move forwards, stopped by a "flood of memories." (TA, 261) The rock by which he stops is 
like a fragment of a stuck ship, "its northern side somewhat swollen like the sail of a ship." 
(TA, 261) Once again, Peake combines a stuck man, a halted ship, flood and the threat of 
coming too close to the mother. Turning away resolves the threat of physical closeness for 
Titus, but something more than an assertion of his maturity is needed to demonstrate that he 
has finally resolved the threats posed by Gormenghast life to his psychological development, 
and that in turning away physically, he does not psychologically keep carrying these 
problems in internalised form. For the Boy of Boy in Darkness, escape from the castle only 
results in exposure to a different tyranny. For Titus at the end of Titus Alone, the threats 
posed by Gormenghast are perhaps even less escapable, internalised as "his Gormenghast 
within himself." (G, 263) 
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Titus Alone and the Production of Moral Sludge 
In this chapter, I focus on moral issues in Titus Alone, building upon my discussion of moral 
and theological issues in Mr. Pye and Boy in Darkness. The simple opposition favoured by 
Mr. Pye, between a good god and a wicked Satanic power, becomes unsustainable as the 
benevolence of Mr. Pye's "Pal" is put in question. Any simple opposition between Boy and 
L a m b in Boy in Darkness, as victim and abuser or hero and villain, is similarly 
unsustainable. A pattern of doubt is established in both these books, and a similar pattern of 
doubt functions as an organising principle of Titus Alone. M y argument in this chapter thus 
extends m y discussion of the coherence of Titus Alone to the moral dimension. 
M y theme in this chapter is moral rather than physical or psychological stuckness. 
Where Peakian stuck m e n find difficulties in resolving their impossible situations (as when 
Mr. Slaughterboard cannot free his ship and Flay can only dread Swelter's gradual approach 
to his sleeping place), Peakian moral stuckness is to be found in the implications of action, 
from Mr. Slaughterboard's aesthetic justification for murder to Titus Alone's narratorial 
reflections on the reasons for Veil's atrocities. While physical and psychological stuckness 
involve the cessation of action (including the final cessation of action that is death) and the 
inability to take action to free oneself from an impossible situation, as I have demonstrated in 
earlier chapters, moral stuckness manifests in Titus Alone as characters take decisive action. 
M y analysis of the implications of action in this chapter complements m y analyses of the 
implications of inaction elsewhere in m y thesis. Moral stuckness is a philosophical rather 
than psychological issue, though one of the central moral questions raised in Titus Alone, 
that of moral responsibility, can only be assessed with regard to characters' degree of 
consciousness. 
Each of Peake's stuck men, as I have defined the term, faces an individual 
impossible situation carrying the threat of death, associated with a particular cluster of 
images and symbolically associated with the mother. As I argue in chapter 6, no comparable 
pattern can be established for Peake's female characters. In contrast, Peakian moral 
stuckness is a collective phenomenon. Though evidence for moral stuckness in the novel is 
largely made up of individual cases, it amounts to the depiction of a whole society's moral 
plight. The moral plight of a human society can be given a psychoanalytic interpretation, as 
A n n Y e o m a n demonstrates in her Jungian analysis of moral issues in the novel;1 but a 
psychoanalytic interpretation of the novel's moral issues would miss some specifically moral 
aspects of stuckness pertinent to m y thesis. At issue, for instance, are the ethical implications 
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of animal behaviour2 as well as those of the degrees of sentience of animals and an artificial 
intelligence and the consequent ethical implications of human behaviour towards each of 
these beings. Psychoanalysis is centrally concerned with the human psyche rather than with 
the degrees of sentience and moral capacities of non-human species or artificial intelligence. 
To take into account the range of moral issues in the novel, I rum to ethics as the discipline 
whose central concerns include moral capacity and degrees of sentience. I define Peakian 
moral stuckness as the unsustainability of any attempt to set up a moral system based on 
opposites such as good and evil or instinctual and consciously chosen acts. The collapse of 
moral certainties in Titus Alone is cognate to Swelter's inability to gain firm footing in the 
lake where he dies. Moral stuckness here is not a matter of a character's holding back from 
the prospect of loss of identity or death, like Titus' holding back from the prospect of loss of 
identity or death in Juno's maternal waters, but it can be detected in the moral confusion with 
which all characters are represented as acting. The confusion of moral categories is such that 
no ethical system is completely tenable as a measure of what occurs in the novel. Every 
character about w h o m a moral judgement is passed or a moral question raised in Titus Alone 
is implicated in this kind of stuckness. 
Here I consider aspects of the book that have often previously been interpreted 
simply in terms of Peake's life experiences. Biographical critics of Peake's writings too 
often present such findings both as a full exposition of the text and as unproblematic.3 Titus 
Alone has been particularly vulnerable to dismissive biographical criticism, because it was 
written when Peake's health was failing, his memory and concentration impaired, and he was 
unable to organise and edit his chapters for publication. It is possible, as Duncan Barford's 
article on Peake's illness demonstrates,4 to use medical diagnosis as a tool to develop a 
coherent and sensitive reading of the book that is not dismissive. More frequently, however, 
Titus Alone has been treated as a set of symptoms rather than a literary work of interest in its 
own right; and its fragmentary chapters, rapid changes of locale and jumps in the plot have 
been understood as little other than Peake's failed attempts to work in his previous novelistic 
style. 
As well as the tendency of critics to denigrate Titus Alone overall as the work of a 
sick man, several sections of the book have attracted specific biographical interpretation at 
the expense of other kinds of reading.5 A n episode where a camel and mule fight, are 
separated and returned to their zoo cages, has been interpreted as an exaggerated version of 
Peake's childhood memory of such a fight. The more extended sections where Titus meets 
the sinister Veil and his victim, the Black Rose, have been accounted for as a fairly 
immediate and straightforward fictional rendition of Peake's experiences as a war artist at 
Belsen,6 while his account of an evil scientist and the bombing of his factory of horror have 
been linked to the atrocities committed under the Nazi regime in the name of science and to 
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the dropping of the atomic bomb during World W a r II.7 Such readings, while plausible in 
themselves, all too often fail to allow any other function for character or event within the 
context of the novel. Instead, they postulate a set of unproblematic distinctions among 
rescuer, victim and villain, or register an unproblematic moment of nostalgia or appalled 
memory on the part of the author. 
Examined more closely, though, such episodes as Titus' fight with Veil and the 
camel-mule incident function as far more than simple historical or personal allusions, and 
raise rather than settle moral questions. Peake is careful, for instance, never quite to present 
Veil as totally responsible for the evil that he commits, and Titus' friend and rescuer 
Muzzlehatch is not indubitably good. The camel-mule incident introduces two of the themes 
taken up throughout the novel, moral responsibility and the boundary between human and 
animal,8 while the scenes in which Veil threatens and the Black Rose suffers are the furthest 
point to which Peake was ever able to take his exploration of these themes. Such a reading 
questions not Peake's physical capacity to write the book, but the moral capacity of his 
characters. 
The problem of moral capacity is first raised in the book when Muzzlehatch, the zoo 
owner, rebukes the camel and mule for their murderous antagonism. The narrator has just 
commented that: 
in that camel were all the camels that had ever been. Blind with a hatred far beyond its own power to 
invent, it fought a world of mules; of mules that since the dawn of time have bared their teeth at their 
intrinsic foe. (TA, 22) 
Yet when Muzzlehatch speaks to the pair, he expects them not only to understand human 
words, but also to feel shame at their behaviour towards each other: "Whatever your 
temptation, whatever your primordial hankering ... you have no excuse." (TA, 23) This 
rebuke implies that they have a capacity to rise above their instinctual ancient enmity. O n the 
other hand, Muzzlehatch accuses them specifically of atavism, of behaving like past 
generations of camel and mule, as though enmity between camel and mule were an 
"intrinsic" (and thus, amoral) given of their nature, not a wicked trait that can and should be 
conquered and transcended. Despite this assertion that they are behaving just as camels and 
mules always do, as animals, in his entire speech they are anthropomorphised into beings 
capable of reason and shame. Clearly Muzzlehatch is not deluding himself when he talks like 
this, for the narrator proceeds to speculate in anthropomorphic terms on what was "going on 
in those two skulls" (TA, p.24): a taste of freedom, perhaps, an awareness of the other caged 
animals' bitterness, definitely an enormous arrogance. Camel and mule are thus represented 
first as instinctual and hence amoral enemies, and then, incompatibly, as beings capable of 
choice, able to sin and feel shame. 
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The episode's moral uncertainties provide some of its grotesque humour, and form 
part of a mild joke on popular Darwinism that occurs whenever Muzzlehatch the zoo owner 
treats his animals as, or better than, human beings. Any human passenger travels in the back 
of his car, for example, while an ape has the use of the front seat, for Muzzlehatch "would 
have no one beside him in the front of the car, save occasionally an old mandrill." (TA, 15) 
The ape's precedence over Muzzlehatch's human passengers is the mildest of Darwinian 
jokes, but the humour turns nasty after all of Muzzlehatch's animals except the ape are 
slaughtered by the scientist's death-ray. Muzzlehatch's grief rums to an obsession with 
revenge, he pushes his car over a precipice to destruction, and "the small ape leaped from his 
shoulders to the driver's seat, and riding her like a little horseman plunged down the abyss." 
(TA, 158) At its most animal, the ape may be supposed to be unaware of the consequences of 
its act, its fate an accident. This assessment of the ape's degree of understanding and moral 
capacity is hard to sustain, however, as the narrator has commented at the start of the chapter 
that it "must have sensed something of the danger" (TA, 155) of the terrifying drop. Fully 
anthropomorphised, the ape as horseman would be consciously choosing suicide, though the 
phrase "must have sensed something" does not altogether support this reading either. The 
ape's level of consciousness, and so its action, are an enigma. 
Whatever motivates the ape, it is Muzzlehatch who is indirectly responsible for the 
creature's ride into the abyss, for it is he who heaved the car that way. The loss of the ape is 
associated with the loss of Muzzlehatch's humanity, his abilities to love and to grieve, his 
consciousness, sanity and moral choice, as he shambles towards revenge. The ape's ride 
down the abyss could thus be read as a humourless extension of the novel's joke on popular 
Darwinism. From this point in the book, Muzzlehatch's lust for revenge aligns him with the 
camel and mule at their most reverted and animal (according to one of Muzzlehatch's 
diagnoses of their behaviour). 
Peake gives no clue as to the ape's state of being as it leaps into the car. The car, 
however, is described as alive and full of feeling. Muzzlehatch "released the brake, and 
brought her to life, so that she sobbed, like a child pleading." (TA, 158) In previous chapters 
the car has been characterised as a bitch, a she-animal that her master controls by tying her 
down. W h e n she is about to be sent "with a great heave" (TA, 158) over the precipice, 
Peake's simile of the pleading child suggests that the car knows she is about to die, and that 
Muzzlehatch is murdering something human, much as the scientist's death-ray slaughtered 
his human-animal menagerie. Muzzlehatch experiences the loss of his car and ape as 
liberating, not painful. Given his extreme reaction to the slaughter of all his other animals, 
this response is unexpected, not to say repellent. It calls into question the integrity of his 
revenge since, for this moment at least, his conduct is barely distinguishable from that of the 
scientist. 
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A n assessment of the animals' level of consciousness is critical to any judgement 
passed on their destroyers. Titus later asserts that they: 
were only caged-up creatures after all Look at that lion. That's all it is. 
Four legs . .. two ears. ..one nose . . . one belly. (TA, 164) 
This verdict can hardly be taken as conclusive, though, for it is part of an hallucinated 
conversation in which Titus takes all the parts, m the throes of fever. In terms of plot, it is 
implausible for Titus to be so concerned with the animals' level of consciousness, for he has 
barely met the menagerie, and their slaughter occurred after he ran away. It is as though, in 
this fragment of dream-conversation, he is momentarily addressing the uncertainties that 
surround Muzzlehatch rather than his own doubts. 
Titus' feverish insistence that the animals are merely animals can also be read as a 
displacement of his own need for certainty. It reflects, in particular, his frightened need to be 
certain about the nature and functions of a surveillance globe, in a previous chapter: 
I a m afraid of the globe. It followed m e until I broke it. And when I broke it, it sighed. [... ]That 
intellectual globe! W h y was it following me? What did it want? (TA, 105-106) 
Muzzlehatch assures him that the globe is not human, "not quite, but almost," (TA, 106) but 
the way it is described leaves its degree of sentience in doubt. W h e n Titus smashes the 
sphere: 
there was a kind of gasp, as though the globe had given up its own silvery ghost... as though it had a 
sentience of its own, or a state of perfection so acute that entered, for the split second, the land of the 
living. (TA, 104) 
Titus has destroyed something that is perhaps alive, sentient and helpless under his attack. 
The globe is presented as both a marvel of technology and a toy, as a machine operated by a 
distant human agent and, metaphorically, as part of a human body, "no bigger than the 
clenched fist of a child," "as though it were an eyeball watching every move." (TA, 103) The 
comparison between globe and child's clenched fist anticipates the image of Muzzlehatch's 
car sobbing like a child. In both instances, the destruction of a machine is compared to the 
killing of a helpless child (for what force could a child's fist have against Titus?) 
Like the car, the globe comes closest to human consciousness at the moment of its 
destruction. Its nature is more complex, though. According to Muzzlehatch, the globe is both 
"the very spear-head of advancement" (a curiously archaic image for the most up to date 
technology) and the product of a "backroom boy, his soul working in the primordial dark of 
a diseased yet sixty horse-power brain." (TA, 106) These incompatible claims are 
reminiscent of Muzzlehatch's earlier judgements on the mule and the camel. Are these 
creatures, as he accuses them at one point, indulging an innate "primordial hankering"? (TA, 
23) Or have they reverted from human to animal in their behaviour, as he also accuses them? 
Is the globe a product of the "primordial" human soul, evidence of human progress or even 
the next evolutionary leap in consciousness? 
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In this scene where he discusses the globe with Titus, Muzzlehatch's confidence in 
human nature seems to have slumped even before his animals' death. If he once thought that 
rebuking his camel and mule for their reversion to animal behaviour would induce them to 
function from a superior human consciousness, n o w he speaks of humans either as stuck in 
the primordial dark or as progressing towards dystopia. In his opinion, as he speaks to Titus 
here, progress and being stuck in the atavistic past seem identical. 
Progress in this dubious sense, and being stuck, are identical for Muzzlehatch's own 
life also. Like the globe and like his car, when he takes up revenge Muzzlehatch is described 
as both m a n and machine, "striding off almost robotically" as Gardiner-Scott puts it9 (though 
later, his strides degenerate to shambling). Within Peake's novel, any such suggestion of a 
futuristic mechanical man is as dystopian as the account of the globe that Titus shatters. 
Alongside his machine-like inflexibility of purpose, Muzzlehatch is described as diseased, 
suffering from a "ghastly growth in his brain," (TA, 157) which is a close parallel to the 
backroom boy's "soul working in the primordial dark of a diseased yet sixty horse-power 
brain" (TA, p. 196) to manufacture the globe. With this equation of the futuristic machine 
m a n and the diseased brain, Muzzlehatch the avenger metaphorically joins the company of 
the globe and its makers. 
Like the globe, like his car, Muzzlehatch is most fully human as he dies. In the 
course of his seeking revenge, his human nature, his sanity and therefore his moral 
responsibility are called into question whenever his eyes burn with red flecks. The red glint 
in his eyes associates him with the death-ray used against his animals, as though he too has 
become a mindless mechanical agent of revenge. There is a suggestion here of the monster 
as well as of the machine. Gardiner-Scott overstates the case, though, when she argues that 
the "Frankenstein pattern is repeated; science has engineered its own nemesis." 
Muzzlehatch's ruthlessness has been intensified rather than created by the scientist's 
violence. Peake has already made clear the element of cruelty in Muzzlehatch ever since his 
introduction as a "man of small compassion, a hurtful man." (TA, 15) 
For all his machine-like behaviour, Muzzlehatch as avenger is still very much the 
man he was, only diminished. The two enigmatic machine-men, the Helmeteers, who pursue 
Titus at all times to seize him, show up Muzzlehatch's human qualities by way of contrast. 
H e speaks, remembers and feels the pain of memory. They are silent, and their consciousness 
is unprobed in the book. H e is in some danger of becoming a solitary, shabby, third machine-
man, for like the other two he is immensely and inhumanly fixed on his purpose. H e is kept 
human, though, by the pain that he feels, even at his maddest. It is doubtful whether the 
Helmeteers are human in anything but their shape. They are presented from the outside, as at 
once the least human of men and the most inexorable of human artefacts, gifted with 
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supernatural strength. They are at their most man-like physically when they die from knife 
wounds, but even here their non-human qualities are stressed: 
the more they squeezed and pinioned them the stronger the sinister couple grew, and it was only when 
their helmets fell to the ground that a supernatural strength deserted them, and they were at once 
overpowered and slain by their own weapons. (TA, 254) 
There is far greater tension between machine and human consciousness, and so a far greater 
sense of murder, in the earlier scene where Titus smashes the surveillance globe. 
The problem of moral responsibility is thus repeatedly raised in the novel while the 
grounds on which responsibility is decided are inconsistent. Related to this inconsistency are 
the issues of what constitutes murder and of deciding whether characters have a human or 
animal state of consciousness, problems to which conflicting answers are given in the novel 
at almost every opportunity. All of these problems are at their most acute at the end of the 
novel when Muzzlehatch confronts the scientist while his bomb destroys the scientist's 
appalling factory. Muzzlehatch avenges the death of his animals with "the death of many 
men." (TA, 247) Biographical criticism commonly reads these events as a set of allusions to 
the second world war, with the slaughtered animals as victims of genocide and 
Muzzlehatch's avenging bomb as the allies' atomic bomb;11 such a reading is plausible as a 
partial interpretation of the bomb scenes, while inadequate to the scene's moral complexities, 
and it gains support from the use of the word "holocaust" earlier in the book to refer to the 
animals' death: "that ghastly holocaust when the cages buckled, and his birds and animals 
cried out for the last time." (TA, 152) Any morally simple, allegorical reading in which 
Muzzlehatch is an unambiguously good avenger of evil, can only be sustained, however, if 
the factory's workings are ignored. At least one of its secret rooms houses both torturer and 
victim, and its sweet stench is redolent of a concentration camp as Peake himself would have 
experienced it.12 Muzzlehatch's bomb, then, blows up something like a concentration camp 
full of people, not because what is happening inside it is wrong and must be stopped, but 
because the scientist has committed genocide elsewhere upon his animals. The bomb renders 
Muzzlehatch an agent, as much as an avenger, of atrocity. 
This moral impasse is inadvertently exposed by Gardiner-Scott's commentary on an 
obscure passage earlier in Peake's text. Just before Muzzlehatch's car and ape go over the 
precipice, Peake writes: 
Muzzlehatch knew that the time had come for him to return to the scene of supreme wickedness, foul 
play, and death. For it was there that they lived or partly lived in cells, sealed from the light of day. (TA, 
157) 
Gardiner-Scott understands "they" to refer to the zoo animals, and takes the scene of 
wickedness, foul play and death to be the zoo. Such a reading is untenable, for the zoo is 
elsewhere described as a set of open-air cages: "sunlight lay like a gold gauze over the zoo. 
The bars of the cages were like rods of gold." (TA, 24) If "they" are not the zoo animals, they 
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must be the factory's inhabitants, dwellers in another "scene of supreme wickedness, foul 
play, and death." "Cells" would then allude to the "ghastly hive of horror" (TA, 199) that 
Muzzlehatch seeks out for his revenge, that region "where the scientists worked, like drones, 
to the glory of science and in praise of death." (TA, 159) 
So far there is no problem, but "cells" also refers to the factory as prison and torture 
house. In a later scene the scientist's daughter, Cheeta, overhears a conversation between 
torturer and victim in one of these hidden "cells." The victim's voice that she hears pleading, 
"I want to live. I want to live. Give m e a little longer" (TA, 204) is uncomfortably similar to 
Muzzehatch's car sobbing at the edge of the precipice, pleading like a child. Both hearers are 
indifferent to the appeal. O n a second reading, then, the word "cells" anticipates the scene 
overheard in the factory, and suggests that Muzzlehatch also knows that there are victims as 
well as workers housed there. In this reading, he would be knowingly seeking revenge on 
them all. In effect, hardly any distinction can be drawn among Muzzlehatch's bombing of 
the factory, his destruction of the car, the slaughter of his animals and the torture that goes on 
in the factory in terms of the moral justice of each act. 
Nowhere in the novel does Peake question the moral justice of killing in retaliation 
for killing, still less the moral justice of killing human beings in reprisal for the killing of 
animals. It is as though Muzzlehatch goes out of his way to stress the animal rather than 
human nature of his menagerie when he justifies his revenge to the scientist: 
you killed m y animals. Ah, how they slid in their hey-day. H o w they meandered; how they skidded or 
leapt in their abandon. Lord, how they cocked their heads. (TA, 249) 
Rather than anthropomorphising his animals as he did in the camel and mule episode, 
Muzzlehatch's (and the narrator's) tactic here is to reduce the scientist metaphorically to the 
level of a "rabbit," a "cockroach": 
"It's beastly," he said, "and it's alive." Muzzlehatch tossed the little scientist to his daughter. (TA, 
p.250) 
The problem here is that if it is appropriate for Muzzlehatch to take revenge on the "beastly" 
scientist (with all the word's meanings in play), the scientist could not have been unduly 
wicked in taking revenge by killing Muzzlehatch's "beasts" either. The assessment of right 
action and wrong action here is very muddled. 
It is possible, but unlikely, that Peake is offering a critique of the allies' bombing of 
civilians in Nazi territory, in the figure of Muzzlehatch's bombing of the factory. I have 
found, to date, no Peake critic who has argued for any such subtlety in the text. Yet the 
possibility is raised, though obscurely, when Muzzlehatch decides to return to the "cells" for 
his revenge. H e makes a more direct allusion to the concentration camps in his dying 
comment, "Something of a holocaust, ain't it?" (TA, 254) The most immediate reference 
point for this question would be his own imminent death, and the deaths of the Helmeteers, 
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but that would be a shocking trivialisation of the term "holocaust." If the comment is taken 
as referring to the bomb blast which killed many men, Muzzlehatch would be admitting that 
this act was an atrocity much like the scientist's "ghastly holocaust" (TA, 152) when he 
slaughtered the zoo animals. Yet the general tone of his death-scene, "the wide and tragic 
scene" (TA, 25A) as the narrator sums it up, seems to preclude such a reading. 
Whichever way the words "something of a holocaust" are taken, the term 
"holocaust" is worse than jarring, obscenely inappropriate for the deaths of three characters, 
obscenely appropriate for the bombing of torture victims in their vast factory prison.13 Like 
Peake's earlier wavering between camel's and mule's innate, amoral enmity and their 
"human" shamefulness, like the account of Muzzlehatch as simultaneously murderer of a 
symbolic child and an actual ape and griever for his slaughtered animals, the scene in which 
Muzzlehatch and the Helmeteers die wavers between depicting Muzzlehatch as avenger of 
evil and as an agent of atrocity. 
Muzzlehatch's revenge on the scientist and his factory is an unusually obscure 
example of moral uncertainty in this novel. More commonly, when a male character in Titus 
Alone commits an act of violence, the narrator runs through a series of explicit, incompatible 
moral judgements, in the form of assertions or speculations. This sequence casts doubt each 
time on the violent character's degree of moral responsibility, and also on the degree of 
sentience of all participants in the violence. The participants, if animal or machine, tend to be 
anthropomorphised, and if human, dehumanised to animal or machine. Such sequences, 
which could be collectively summarised as Peake's pattern of doubt, are found throughout 
Titus Alone, from the seemingly trivial incident of a boy-child urinating on ants to the 
graphically physical description of Veil's sadism. The pattern's effect within the novel is to 
turn ethical structures to moral sludge. 
The short scene in which a male infant urinates on a line of ants, saturating them, 
exemplifies the partem. The event is narrated in a faintly naughty tone, but the child is given 
the same moral scrutiny as Muzzlehatch's bombing of the factory. The narrator questions 
what is going on in the child's head, much as the mule's and camel's mental processes are 
interrogated at the start of the book: 
A final innocence that has survived in spite of a world of evil. 
Or was it, as some might think, mere emptiness? A sky-blue vacancy? Would it be too 
cynical to believe that the little child was without a thought in its head and without a flicker of light in 
its soul? (TA, 122) 
This line of speculation is incompatible with the description immediately before of the infant 
staring "with a concentration that would have been embarrassing in a grown-up." If the 
child's soul is empty, the ants' wetting is an accident. If the child is concentrating, the ants 
are under deliberate attack. The issue may seem trivial, but the child presents the same kind 
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of moral enigma as characterises Muzzlehatch (is he sane? does he know that the factory 
holds torture victims?) or the camel and mule (do they have human understanding? do they 
act merely out of instinct?). 
The moral stakes may be as high for the infant's behaviour as for Muzzlehatch's 
revenge. W h e n the child is said to stare with "concentration," the word is tainted by its 
concentration camp associations. Such associations are perhaps ridiculously inappropriate 
for a small child urinating, but in Titus Alone even an infant is capable of mass slaughter. 
According to the book's usual practice, the victims of the child's violence are 
anthropomorphised: 
a phalanx of warrior ants who, little guessing that a cloudburst was imminent, were making their way 
across difficult country. (TA, 122) 
Being saturated with urine is presumably fatal for these ants. There m a y be a nasty covert 
pun here on "liquidation," to reinforce any genocidal suggestions in the word 
"concentration." Such wordplay would associate the ants' lethal saturation with the 
"liquidation" (TA, 157, 198) of Muzzlehatch's menagerie by the scientist. In addition, the 
speculation that the child is "without a flicker of light in its soul" echoes Muzzlehatch's 
previous notion of a "backroom boy, his soul working in the primordial dark" (TA, 106) to 
manufacture the surveillance globe. The backroom boy, according to Muzzlehatch, created 
something that "could wipe out half the world." (TA, 108) The child's stream of urine, on a 
miniature scale, presumably wipes out the whole world of these ants. 
The ant episode is extraneous to the plot of Titus Alone, such as it is, and the boy 
does not reappear as a character. The incident functions not to develop plot or character, but 
rather to extend the pattern of doubt to early boyhood, to attack sentimental views of 
childhood as innocent, and to implicate in the novel's moral economy any reader w h o has 
ever killed an ant. 
While many of Peake's readers are likely to have been ant killers, few would have 
shared Veil's history as prison guard, killer, captor and sadistic abuser of a prison camp 
escapee. It is tempting to take the moral high ground and simply condemn Veil's violence 
against the w o m a n that he torments, the Black Rose, and against Titus, but as usual the 
pattern of doubt precludes such a comfortable reading. For once, in this instance, the 
sentience of the victims is unquestioned. The Black Rose is human and in constant pain. 
Titus shrinks from Veil and tries to fight him, as a man fighting for his life. The element of 
doubt is to be found elsewhere, in the questioning of Veil's moral responsibility. 
A s usual, the sections of the book concerning Veil set up a series of incompatible 
moral positions. Veil's background as a prison camp guard and his sadistic habits are 
succinctly introduced. According to the narrator, he is intrinsically evil. (TA, 129) Titus' 
judgement concurs: "He had been b o m with a skull so shaped that only evil could inhabit it." 
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(XA, 136) These comments are countered by a paragraph in which the narrator asks some 
rhetorical questions about the contents of Veil's brain: 
What is it threads the inflamed brain of the one-time killer? Fear? No, not so much as would fill the 
socket of a fly's eye. Remorse? H e has never heard of it. It is loyalty that fills him, as he lifts his long 
right arm. Loyalty to the child, the long scab-legged child, who tore the wings off sparrows long ago. 
(2/1,136) 
Manlove criticises this set of rhetorical questions as empty, their answers refuting lines of 
speculation about Veil that no reader is likely to entertain: 
One wonders w h o would expect that either fear or remorse would drive Veil, and who can believe in 
the melodramatic loyalties that Peake has given him.14 
Manlove's criticism carries weight if the paragraph is taken as an attempt at character 
development. A s part of the novel's pattern of doubt, however, such phrases may be 
designed to complement the moral doubts cast upon the more sympathetic characters, Titus 
and Muzzlehatch, in their times of violence. Their acts carry overtones of atrocity: Veil's 
violence is given overtones of loyalty. In theory this should work well, to cast doubt on the 
moral nature of all these male characters equally. Peake's description of Veil's violence is 
too graphic, though, for balance to be achieved. Muzzlehatch's bomb is heard in the 
distance, but its effects are largely left to the imagination. His ape and car perish, but their 
deaths are not recorded, nor are those of the ants on w h o m the boy-child urinates. Titus' 
destruction of the globe is more closely observed, but with concern for Titus' reaction rather 
than for the globe's possible pain. In contrast, Veil's violence and his victims' responses are 
described at such length that the narrator's rhetorical queries that he may have acted out of 
motives such as fear or remorse, and prompt dismissal of such motives, appear otiose. 
It would be easy to dismiss such rhetorical questions as nonsense, as Manlove does, 
were it not for their echoes of the war crime trials of Nuremberg. The attempts to explain 
Veil's conduct as driven by remorse, fear or loyalty resonate with Nazi camp guards' pleas 
that they had acted out of loyalty; that they had only been carrying out orders; that they were 
sorry; that they had acted out of fear. Read in this context, the rhetorical questions about 
Veil's motives are not inept on Peake's part, but charged with pain and terror. 
There is further power to disturb in the statements that Veil is intrinsically evil rather 
than evil by choice. The same issue is raised when camel and mule fight to kill, and 
whenever Veil is metaphorically transformed to mantis or spider, creatures that eat both prey 
and sexual partner. If this behaviour is biologically driven in spider and mantis, may it not be 
biologically driven rather than consciously chosen in the mantis-man? "Kill the beast," the 
Black Rose implores Titus, when he has attempted to rescue her from Veil. (TA, 130) 
"Beast" here has as many meanings in play as when Muzzlehatch calls the scientist 
"beastly." (TA, 250) A beast (as animal) can kill, but only a human being can murder. Moral 
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doubt is thus cast even on Veil's behaviour as professional torturer and killer, as well as on 
his capacity for moral responsibility. 
In the end Veil kills himself, after he has been crushed and blinded by Muzzlehatch. 
It is presumably because of his suicide that the partem of doubt is concentrated in the 
account of Veil himself, his own killer, his own victim, rather than including his antagonists. 
Muzzlehatch and Titus, w h o have fought him, are mentioned at this point in the book only in 
terms of their psychological development, not as dehumanised killers or victims in the fight. 
If Veil is understood as representing real-life concentration camp guards, and if the 
narrator's scrutiny of his motives alludes to the Nuremberg trials, Muzzlehatch's destruction 
of his body deserves further attention than Peake affords it. To crush the killer and torturer 
puts an end to an individual's acts of atrocity against others, but is hardly an adequate answer 
to the collective atrocities of a regime. Later, when Muzzlehatch blows up the scientist's 
factory and threatens to kill the scientist himself, again the career of an individual torturer 
and killer is halted, and this time the machinery for many men's death is destroyed. It is still 
not enough to justify Muzzlehatch's comments: 
"The time has come," said Muzzlehatch, "to do whatever it was we set out to do ... This is the time for 
bastards like myself to put an end to it all." (TA, 250) 
"To put an end to it all," as though destroying a factory and a guard's body would achieve 
that. Within the fictional world of Titus Alone Veil's death does not put an end to the prison 
camp from which he and the Black Rose fled. In the World W a r II context to which Peake 
alludes in the course of the novel, eliminating the menace of two m e n and destroying a 
factory, as Muzzlehatch manages to do, are a Boys Own solution, in which one brave man 
can defeat an evil empire. 
To do Peake justice, though, this element of romantic fantasy coexists (with 
difficulty) with the moral questioning of all the novel's cast of killers. It is gratingly 
inappropriate for Muzzlehatch to be presented, finally, as a tragic hero, but this false note is 
similar to the narrator's rhetorical hypotheses that Veil m a y be motivated by remorse and 
fear. Candidates for the roles of hero and villain are all reduced to the mindless brutality of 
camel and mule tearing at one another's flesh. "Something of a holocaust," (TA, 254) 
Muzzlehatch whispers as he dies, but in this book of killings, every killer adds to the tally of 
genocide. While individual psychological stuckness, where a male character faces the threat 
of death from the symbolic mother, has become easier to survive in the course of the three 
Titus novels, in this third volume a collective moral stuckness prevails. There is, finally, 
nowhere in Titus Alone beyond the camps of death. 
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Conclusion 
Peake's fiction is not unique in dealing with the topic of difficulties experienced by a male 
character when confronted by a literal or symbolic mother, nor is Freudian, or Jungian, or 
archetypal, or Kristevan theory unique in positing the separation from the mother as a 
difficult and decisive passage in psychological development. Separation from the mother and 
finding, making or deluding oneself about an individual sense of self, are themes 
omnipresent in psychoanalytic theory. Literature abounds in examples of the bildungsroman, 
where a young m a n struggles to achieve independence as an adult, psychological 
development away from childhood dependence on his mother, physical separation from the 
family and integration into society as a fully functioning adult member. The figure of the 
terrible mother can be traced back beyond classical Greece to the epic of Gilgamesh; Freud 
analyses the Medusa as a mythic version of the mother terrifying her son with the forbidden 
sight of her genitalia.1 Peake's fiction takes its place in a millennia-long literary tradition, in 
terms of the problem faced by so many of his male characters. 
It is the outcome of that problem which distinguishes Peake's books, in the 
specifically Peakian motif of the stuck man who falters, remains paralysed, dies or retreats 
from encounter with the literal or symbolic figure of the dread mother. A comparison with 
Peake's contemporaries, the Christian fantasy writers C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien, 
emphasises the distinctiveness of Peake's treatment of the theme of stuckness. Lewis' Namia 
series begins with a terrible female figure attempting to force her will on whole worlds; it 
ends in her followers' seeming triumph, averted only by the good characters' ability to 
transcend earthly existence and find eternal consolation in a version of heaven. 
Transcendence, then, is Lewis' final answer to the threat posed by the wicked mother. 
Peake's fiction offers little in the way of transcendence. If Gormenghast has a religion, it is 
of the here and now, or rather, of the human past, not of any future life after death. 
Transcendence as an escape from the horrors of human existence is mocked in the figure of 
Mr. Pye, that corpulent, orgy-fancying, sweet-sucking parody of the resurrected Christ, and 
in the disembodied L a m b of Boy in Darkness. Tolkien's solution to stuckness is similarly 
unavailable to Peake's characters. The stuck Bilbo learns to individuate, in Jungian terms; 
like his nephew Frodo, he matures through ordeal and with much help, until the two hobbits 
can resolve the novels' main problems. There is almost no evidence of Jungian individuation 
in Peake's fantasies. Some characters remain unchanged throughout, some regress and 
some—the central subject of m y thesis—become terminally stuck. There are no Frodos or 
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Bilbos to be found achieving heroic deeds in Peake's fantasies, and very little evidence of 
any integration of animus or anima or shadow. Jungian archetypes are discernable in Peake's 
fictions, but not Jungian individuation. 
If Peake does not seriously propose either transcendence or individuation as a way 
through psychological stuckness, his work might be expected to be grimly pessimistic with 
respect to the fate of individual characters; but this, too, is a path that he does not take. 
Captain Slaughterboard ends in a kind of shared bliss; "Mr. Slaughterboard" ends in 
contemplative silence; each of the three Titus books ends with the promise of more 
adventures to come. Peake's fiction acknowledges fear, horror, sadism, murder, suicidal 
depression and psychosis, but rather than exploring the depths of emotion, his fiction 
celebrates the oddities of his characters' behaviour. Thus Swelter is depicted as obscene and 
disgusting as well as terrifyingly vengeful, and the Earl of Groan's madness is signalled by 
owl-hoots and demands for dead mice. There is little emotional depth to Peake's studies of 
stuck men, and no spiritual depth beyond the mockery found in Mr. Pye and Boy in 
Darkness. Rather than plumb the depths, Peake's characters tend to remain stuck on the 
threshold of deep waters, as Mr. Slaughterboard contemplates the sea upon which he is likely 
to die and Titus recoils from the prospect of engulfrnent in Juno's love. Sometimes stuckness 
means actual death, as when Swelter wallows, dying, in the lukewarm waters of the 
temporary lake. There is no hint of an afterlife for Swelter. It is the minute particulars of the 
dead body to which attention is drawn, the oddity of a bubbling corpse in this instance, rather 
than any metaphysical hope or despair. 
Peake's fiction is best known for the ritual-bound world of Gormenghast Castle, 
which, I have argued in chapter 4, is cognate to the stuckness of generic convention, in that 
both rely on formulae whose authority derives from precedent. This aspect of the trope of 
stuckness in Peake's fiction I distinguish from the physical and psychological stuckness of 
male characters by terming it "adherence." The collapses of moral and theological certainty 
in Peake's later works of fiction, I would argue, are cognate to the watery depths in which 
Swelter cannot find a footing. In chapter 121 term this collapse "moral sludge" and argue 
that it, too, is an aspect of the overall trope of stuckness in Peake's fiction. Psychological 
stuckness is to be found in Peake's work when a male character is confronted with an 
impossible situation and is immobilised thereby, physically, psychologically. Resolution of 
such psychological and physical stuckness is rarely possible for the characters in Peake's 
earlier books, who more often die or retreat or stay immobilised. 
Considered chronologically, the life-threatening maternal gradually becomes less of 
a threat in Peake's fiction, from the drowning sea of "Mr. Slaughterboard" to the amorous 
Juno of Titus Alone. Several of Peake's stuck m e n in his later works quite easily evade or 
move on from the experience of becoming stuck. They cannot, however, evade or move on 
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from the theologically perplexing and morally murky world in which they operate. The 
notion of god as a pal is derided in Mr. Pye; in Boy in Darkness, moral clarity is 
unattainable; in Titus Alone it becomes impossible to sustain any simple ethical schema. I 
argue in m y chapter on the Holocaust for the overshadowing presence of concentration camp 
atrocities in Titus Alone. Moral stuckness in the form of the unsustainability of moral 
distinctions is omnipresent here. 
The individual stuck male characters whose plights I analyse in m y earlier chapters, 
especially those of the two picture story books, might be dismissed as grotesque oddities 
whose stuckness is a function of their idiosyncrasies rather than a more general human 
condition. M y analyses of Peake's stuck m e n in this thesis build a case, however, for the 
prevalence of male psychological stuckness in Peake's fiction. Within his fictional worlds, 
men's deaths are a symbolic reassimilation into the mother's watery womb-tomb, and many 
men's lives are at least temporarily arrested by the threat and allure of loss of identity in her 
overwhelming embrace. Mr. Pye and Titus Alone can be read as extending the theme of the 
loss of identity in the mother's depths to a moral dimension, where the identification of 
characters human, animal or supernatural as good or evil becomes unsustainable and moral 
sludge is the inescapable human condition. 
At the start of The Sense and Non-Sense of Revolt, Julia Kristeva speaks of the 
collapse of values that characterises the twentieth century. " W e can no longer exult or be 
jubilant about our foundations .. . And w e are anxious and unsettled. W e don't know where 
to go. Are w e still capable of going anywhere?"2 Transcendence is impossible, stuckness a 
constant threat. M y quotation from Kristeva might stand as an epigraph to m y thesis, except 
that stuckness is almost always represented in Peake's fiction without the texts themselves 
becoming stuck. The achievement of Peake's fiction in terms of the trope of stuckness is thus 
to remain balanced between despair and resolution, not taking the path of either 
transcendence or individuation and not sinking into metaphysical despondency, but 
simultaneously celebrating the quirks and representing the repetitious nature of stuckness 
itself. While his individual characters resort to silence, or retreat, or die, in their crises of 
stuckness, Peake's fiction keeps revisiting the issue, ever-abundant with new versions of 
vertical intrusion, new combinations of the imagery of flood, knife and drowning waters, 
new grotesqueries, new forms of disgust and the polymorphous perverse. It is Peake's 
remarkable achievement to have been so fluent, so freshly inventive and so richly 
imaginative in each of his books' representations of the trope of stuckness. 
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